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ABSTRACT 
 
Eisha Jamila Qomariyah Ikhwan. 2018. Content Analysis on Communicative 
Competence in Passport to the World 3 Textbook For Grade IX Junior High 
School suggested by Marianne Celce-Murcia Theory. Thesis. English Education 
Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty.  
Advisor : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd 
Key Words : Textbook, Communicative Competence, Content Analysis Design 
The aims of this research is analyzing of communicative competence 
based on Celce-Murcia theory (2007) covering Passport to the World 3 textbook 
for ninth grade of Junior High School in Surakarta. English textbook “Passport to 
the World 3” written by Djatmika, et.al. was published in 2015 by Tiga Serangkai 
Pustaka Mandiri. The objective of this research are (1) to find out the proportions 
of communicative competence components found in Passport to the World 3 a 
Fun and Easy English Textbook materials; and (2) to find out the dominants 
components of communicative competence in Passport to the World 3 a Fun and 
Easy English Textbook materials suggested by Celce-Murcia theory (2007). 
The research is Content Analysis Design which focuses on descriptive 
content on communicative competence by using descriptive qualitative approach. 
The data was collected by documenting the content on student’s activities in 
Passport to the World 3 textbook. To ensure the credibility of the research, the 
researcher applies the proof reader as the reviewer and triangulation on theory 
triangulation in evaluating the textbook in analyzing the six component of 
communicative competence suggested by Celce-Murcia theory.  
The result finding of this study are (1) the proportions of communicative 
competence components in Passport to the World 3 textbook is develop on 203 
student’s activities of 236 total students’ activities, it means that averages with 
the exact number  86,02%; and (2) the dominant component of communicative 
competence pointed out in percentages from six component, such as Linguistic 
Competence is 12,71%, Discourse Competence is 23,31%, Sociocultural 
Competence is 10,17%, Formulaic competence is 13,98%, Interactional 
Competence is 11,86 %, and Strategic Competence is 13,98%, so, the dominant 
component in this textbook is Discourse Competence which fulfilled the highest 
percentage. Based on those finding, the researcher suggests for textbook user to 
more pay attention in choosing textbook as the media in teaching process which 
purposed to develop students’ communicative competence as such a learning 
goals in 2013 National Curriculum.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of The Study 
The process of teaching learning in the school is aims to provide the 
students’ ability for competing the future. Empowering their ability in 
communicative competence is as one of aspect taught in the school. Hymes 
(1972: 270-280) stated that Communicative competence is ability to convey 
and interpret messages and to negotiate meaning with other speaker in 
specific context. Canale & Swain (1980: 6) developed the concept of 
communicative competence refers to “the relationship and interaction 
between grammatical competence, or knowledge of the rules of grammar, and 
sociolinguistic competence, or knowledge of rules of language use”  
Communicative competence refers to the knowledge required for 
interaction using language that is not only formally accurate but also 
contextually appropriate, e.g. in its degree of formality, politeness, and 
directness (Murcia, 2000:218). After knowing how language is used to 
manage personal relationships and to achieve strategic goals distinguishes the 
concept from that of communicative competence, which is concerned 
narrowly with the production of formally acceptable utterances. Related with 
the production classroom activity, the utterance must be passed on the 
interaction between students and teacher.  
For the communicative competence, student and teacher play an 
important role to increase their ability in learning English as a second 
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language. Murcia, (2007:45) differed communicative competence into six 
sub-components, called linguistics competence, discourse competence, 
formulaic competence, interactional competence, sociocultural competence, 
and strategic competence. In many component of communicative competence 
are applied to theoretical justification for a new language teaching approach 
and new teaching material that were compatible with communication as the 
goal of second or foreign language teaching (Murcia, 2007:24). 
Realizing the importance of English, it is equally important to prepare 
the teachers who will teach it. The teaching and learning process involves 
three factors, namely teacher, learner and method or material. Material in 
teaching can be delivered to students instructionally. Tomlinson (1998:2) 
defined that instructional material is anything that is used to teach language 
learners. Materials can be in the form of a textbook, a workbook, a cassette, a 
CD-ROM, a video, a newspaper and a handout. 
Textbook is one of material which is commonly used in teaching 
learning activity. Based on Jabberwocky (2015:43), a textbook is a collection 
of the knowledge, concepts, and principles of a selected topic or course. It is 
usually written by one or more teachers, college professional, or education 
experts who are authorities in s specific field. Richard (2001: 1) stated that 
textbook can be used by teacher as the main material in a teaching and 
learning process. So, it can be concluded that textbooks are considered as the 
vital and crucial element in English language teaching and learning process. 
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To help the teacher necessary in teaching process, they could use 
textbook as the tools in comprehensive material appearing. According to 
Hutchinson and Torres (1994: 315) stated that “No teaching-learning 
situation, it seems, is complete until it has its relevant textbook”. Textbook 
must be able to meet the needs of students and teachers in a teaching and 
learning process. It supports a teaching learning process which can be 
developing the situation effectively in students and teacher learning process. 
As the needs of students, the textbook used in Indonesia which is 
provided by the government, is printed and distributed to school in every 
period. Hutchinson and Torres (1994: 315) stated that the printing of 
textbooks has dominated the world of education.  Choosing the best 
appropriate tools are needed. Therefore, it is necessary to do evaluation of 
textbooks used in teaching and learning process. Sholikhah (2016: 70) 
clarified that the criteria of good textbook found by selecting and evaluating 
textbook on physically to divided the textbook quality. 
There are some previous researches about communicative competence 
on textbook that have been concluded. The first previous research was 
conducted by Elok Khojatul Islamiyah (2013). The result of the research was 
that the activity and exercise design in the textbook were very compatible on 
discourse competence, compatible on linguistics, actional, and sociocultural 
competence, and fairly compatible on strategic competence. The second 
previous research was conducted by Na’imah (2016). She focused on content 
analysis of two textbooks “Bright” and “Headline English” based on Daoud 
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and Celce-Murcia. The results of the research showed that the textbook 
analyzed were appropriate to use in teaching and learning process. Both of the 
textbook categorized “Good” even though in a different average score in 
internal aspect of textbook evaluation by Dauod & Celce-Murcia Theory.  
As stated in the definition and the result of previous research above, the 
function of textbook is as source of knowledge which is used by the teacher 
and students. In pre-research, the researcher interviewed some English 
teachers in SMP Al-Firdaus Surakarta on September 15
th
, 2017. The result of 
interview in pre-research was the English teacher of SMP Al-Firdaus 
Surakarta often found difficulties in applying of the textbook Passport to the 
World 3 used during the teaching process and found some function of the 
textbook based on communicative competence theory. 
The researcher choose this book because Passport to the World 3 
textbook textbook was material book used in SMP AL-Firdaus Surakarta. It 
has been used since 2 years ago. Another obstacle in teaching learning 
process by using textbook are the differentiate students’ communicative 
competence which differ one to another. Every single student certainly has 
the different ability in communicative competence. For the implementation of 
communicative competence on textbook, there are not many textbook which 
consist of that aspect. For example on the other material of book “Bahasa 
Inggris and I Can Do It textbook”, it does not show the component of 
communicative competence focused on sociolinguistic competence. 
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Therefore, the researcher found that to complete the problem is by 
using textbook evaluation checklist suggested by Byrd and Murcia 
(2001:416) and by analyzing the six component of communicative 
competence suggested by Celce-Murcia (2007:24). The communicative 
competence was appeared on the Passport to the World 3 textbook materials 
that called students activity. To establish that question, the researcher take 
this textbook to find out whether component of communicative competence 
suggested by Celce-Murica was appeared or not. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher would like to conduct a 
research entitled CONTENT ANALYSIS ON COMMUNICATIVE 
COMPETENCE IN “PASSPORT TO THE WORLD 3” TEXTBOOK FOR 
GDARE IX JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUGGESTED BY MARIANNE 
CELCE MURCIA THEORY. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background of study above, there are some problems 
identification related to communicative competence on textbook formulated 
as; is the textbook appropriate with students and create based on curriculum 
that combined with theory of communicative competence. The theory of 
communicative competence purpose by Celce-Murcia in 2007, she disparts 
the communicative competence in six-components. Second, what the 
communicative competence reflected in the material of textbook, and what 
the dominant of communicative competence are reflected in the material of 
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textbook. The last text book has to be easy understood by teacher in 
implementing the material in teaching process. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
This research has limited study of communicative competence that 
found in students activity on Passport to the World 3 textbook suggested by 
Murcia theory. The textbook which will be analyzed in this research is 
textbook used in SMP Al-Firdaus Surakarta. It is Passport to the World 3 a 
Fun and Easy English Textbook for Grade IX of Junior High School written 
by Djatmika, Agus Dwi Priyanto and Ida Kusuma, and published in 2015 by 
Tiga Serangkai Pustaka Mandiri.  
The focus of analysis in this research is about the six component of 
communicative competence based on Celce-Murcia (2007:24), they are (1) 
Discourse competence, (2) Linguistic competence, (3) Sociolinguistic 
competence, (4) Formulaic competence, (5) Interactional competence, and (6) 
Strategic competence. 
 
D. The Research Problems 
The main problems of this research are to analyze the component of 
communicative competence found in this textbook. The problem statements 
of this research can be formulated as follows:  
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a. What are the proportions components of communicative competence 
component found in Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English 
Textbook materials? 
b. What are the dominant components of communicative competence found 
in Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English Textbook materials 
suggested by Celce-Murcia theory? 
 
E. The Objectives of The Study 
The purposes of this research, the researcher analyze the component of 
communicative competence. The purpose of the study can be formulated as 
follows:  
a. To find out the proportions component of communicative competence 
found in Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English Textbook 
materials.  
b. To find out the dominants components of communicative competence in 
Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English Textbook materials 
suggested by Celce-Murcia theory.  
 
F. The Benefits of the Study 
The researcher expects that this research would give some benefits for 
the readers. The result of this research is expected giving advantages not only 
for linguistics, but also other people. The benefits of this research are 
expected as follows: 
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1. Theoretical benefits 
The result of this study can be used as additional knowledge to 
improve the ability of communicative competence. The result of this 
research hopefully can give contribution on EFL learner and teaching 
EFL to choosing the good textbook. Especially, for selected the 
material (students’ activities) in the textbook based on the syllabus and 
students’ communicative competences. 
2. Practical benefits 
a. For teacher 
The result of this study can be as a reference for teacher in 
choosing media for teaching activity. It is also hoped can help the 
teacher to improve their ability to guide the students on teaching 
English foreign language.  
b. For students 
The result will give motivation for students to study English. The 
students hopefully will get the knowledge required of communicative 
competence for interaction that shows inside the textbook activities. 
They will be able to produce an acceptable utterance. The researcher 
hopes the students also can improve their skill and knowledge in 
learning English foreign language.  
c. For the institutional (School) 
The researcher hoped that this research able to be used as a 
reference in Al-Firdaus Surakarta Junior High School, thus the 
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English teacher get more advanced in improving the English teaching 
and learning process through the employing of textbook.  
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
In this research, there are some key Terms used in the research. They 
are: 
1. Communicative competence 
“Communicative competence is the knowledge required for interaction 
using language that is not only formally accurate but also contextually 
appropriate, e.g. in its degree of formality, politeness, and directness. 
(Celce Mulcia, 2000:20)  
2. English Textbooks 
“A textbook is a collection of the knowledge, concepts, and principles of a 
selected topic or course. It’s usually written by one or more teachers, 
college professional, or education expert who is authorities in specific 
field.” (Jabberwocky,2015:2). 
3. Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English   
Passport to the World 3 a Fun and Easy English is a English textbook for 
Grade IX of Junior High School was written by Djatmika, Agus Dwi 
Priyanto and Ida Kusuma was published in 2015 by Tiga Serangkai 
Pustaka Mandiri. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Review on Textbook 
1. Definition of Textbook 
In the world of English language teaching, textbook and course book 
is interchangeably used. Textbook are generally used in a specified 
educational context throughout the country. Textbook also refers to 
materials used in teaching English as subject matter in a specific 
educational context. Garinger (2002:14) points out, “A textbook can serve 
different purposes for teachers: as a core resource, as a source of 
supplemental material, as an inspiration for classroom activities, even as 
the curriculum itself.” In brief, as the main teaching materials, English 
textbook in English as foreign language (EFL) classes play very important 
roles to facilitate language acquisition in classrooms. 
Textbooks also become the integral part of teaching learning process 
comparing the output aspect of an instructional system (Banathy, 1986: 
30). As they are a part of an instructional system, textbooks have played 
significant roles in the educational system. Further, some experts believe 
that textbooks have continued to take part in a wider educational context 
both in the classroom and outside the classroom (Byrd in Celce-Murcia, 
2001, Graves in Numan, 2003, Littlejohn, 2012). 
Apart from their faction as a guideline in teaching learning process, 
textbooks also serve as a basis and a determining factor of the teaching 
10 
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learning quality. Richards (2001: 251) argues that textbooks provide a 
basis of language input and language practice occurred in the language 
classroom. This argument is supported by Byrd in Celce-Murcia (2001:415) 
stated that textbooks form the things happen in the classroom a lot. Further, 
Murcia (2001: 100) argues that the choice of textbooks will also determine 
the success or the failure of the students. In other words, the selection of 
textbooks is one of the criteria of determining the quality of teaching 
learning process.  
“A textbook is a collection of the knowledge, concept, and principles 
of a selected topic or course. It’s usually written by one or more 
teachers, college professors, or education experts who are authorities 
in a specific field. Most textbooks are accompanied by teacher guides, 
who provide you with supplemental teaching materials ideas and 
activities to use throughout the academic years”. Jabberwocky 
(2015:2 ) 
 
Textbook is considered as the primary instructional resources in 
school. It plays an important role in educational programs; it is still used 
dominantly in teaching learning process. Moreover, the term of textbook, 
is not only as a course book but also as a set of teaching and learning 
guidelines, as Murcia, et. al. point out, “textbook by for a coherent body of 
teaching materials which may consist of either just the course book, but 
also for the learning package consisting of several parts”. 
Hutchion and Torres in Wahab (2013:55) argue that any textbook has 
a very important and positive part to play in teaching and learning of 
English. They state that textbook provide the necessary input into 
classroom lesson through, different activities, reading, and explanation, 
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(Wahab 2013:55) also stated that textbook play a prominent role in 
teaching learning process as they are the primary agents of conveying 
knowledge to learner. He added that one of the basic functions of textbook 
is to make the excited knowledge available and apparent to the learner in 
the selected, easy and organized a way.  
2. The Role of Textbook  
Textbooks are a key component in most language programs. In some 
situations they serve as the basis for much of the language input learners 
receive and the language practice that occurs in the classroom. They may 
provide the basis for the content of the lessons, the balance of skills taught 
and the kinds of language practice the students take part in.  
Lawrence (2011:5) stated that there are some important roles of 
textbook in EFL/ ESL classroom, such as: 
a. A textbook can be referred to as a published book specially designed 
to help language learners to improve their linguistics and 
communicative abilities 
b. To be learning instrument, textbook are also used as supporting 
teaching instrument for teacher in classroom activities 
c. The student’s book usually come with other materials such as 
workbook, a teacher’s book or even addition multimodal text for 
references as a textbook packages 
d. Textbook are designed to give cohesion to the language teaching and 
learning process by providing direction, support and specific 
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language-based activities aimed at offering classroom practice for 
students and foster effective and quick learning of language.  
3. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Textbooks 
Richards (2011:254) stated that the use of commercial textbook in 
teaching has advantages and disadvantages, depending on how they are 
used and the contexts for their use. Among the principal Advantages are:  
a. They provide structure and a syllabus for a program 
Without textbooks a program may have no central core and learner 
may not receive a syllabus that been systematically planned and 
developed. 
b. They help standardize instruction 
The use of a textbook in program can ensure that the students in 
different classes receive similar content and therefore can be tested in 
the same way. 
c. They maintain quality 
If a well developed textbook is used students are exposed to material 
that have been tried and tested, that are based on sound learning 
principals, and that are paced appropriately 
d. They provide a variety of learning resources 
Textbooks are often accompanied by workbooks, CDs and cassettes, 
video, CD ROM’s, and comprehensive teaching guides, providing a 
rich and varied resource for teachers and learners.  
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e. They are efficient 
They save teacher’s time, enabling teacher to devote time to teaching 
rather than material’s production. 
f. They can provide effective language models and input 
Textbook can provide support for teacher whose first language is not 
English and who may not be able to generate accurate language input 
on their own. 
g. They can train teachers 
If teachers have limited teaching experience, a textbook together with 
the teacher’s manual can serve as a medium of initial teacher training. 
h. They are visually appealing 
Commercial textbook usually have high standards of design and 
production and hence are appealing to learners and teachers. 
However there are also potential negative effects. Richards (2001: 
255-256) defined some the disadvantages of commercial textbook, they are: 
a. They may contain inauthentic language 
Textbook sometimes present inauthentic language since texts, dialogs, 
and other aspects of content tend to be specially written to incorporate 
teaching points and are often not representative of real language use. 
b. They may distort content 
Textbook often present an idealized view of the world or fail to 
represent real issues. In order to make textbooks acceptable in many 
different contexts controversial topics are avoided and instead an 
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idealized white middle class view of the world is portrayed as the 
norm. 
c. They can deskill teachers 
If teachers use textbooks as the primary source of their teaching 
leaving the textbook and teacher’s manual to make the major 
instruction decision for them the teacher’s role can become reduced to 
that of an technician whose primarily function is to prepared by others.  
d. They may not reflect students’ needs 
Since textbooks are often written for global markets they often do not 
reflect the interests and need of students and hence may require 
adaptation. 
e. They are expensive 
Commercial textbooks may represent a financial burden for students 
in many part of the world 
4. Criteria of Good Textbooks 
 To evaluate textbooks, some criteria of good textbooks need to be 
understood. These criteria help the evaluator to make a textbooks 
evaluation instrument which will be used to assess the aspects being 
evaluated. Riddell (2003:100) propose five criteria of good textbooks. 
They are: 
a. Textbook should be written by experience teacher.  
b. Textbook should be appropriate to the students’ level.  
c. Textbook should be visually appealing and well laid-out.  
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d. Textbook should contain thought provoking issue to challenge the 
students. 
e. Textbook should have varied and balanced language works, skill work 
pronunciation, etc. 
Byrd in Murcia (2001:416) argues that textbooks should fit at least 
three components. These include the fit between curriculum and texts, the 
fit between students and text, and the fit between teacher and texts. The 
first aspect, the fit between curriculum and texts, means that textbooks 
have to consider the aspect of curriculum in the boarder and smaller 
educational context. The fit between teacher and text means that textbooks 
should contain four aspects i.e. meaningful contents, appropriate 
examples, varied tasks, presentation. 
Curriculum is a set of subject and contents to be taught inside and 
outside school, course of study, program of study, a series of experiences 
undergone by learners in school, everything that is planned by school 
personal Olivia (1997:5). The function of curriculum is a tool or 
instrument to gain educational goals. Related with textbook curriculum 
also has meaningful action to arrange the component of the textbook 
materials.  
Masuhara (1998: 236-266) stated the similar aspects which are in 
line with Byrd’s theory. She argues that a good textbook meets the needs 
of students, teachers, and administrators. In students’ need Masuhara 
divides into two aspects, as personal learning and professional needs. 
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On the students’ needed is shown in the personal need. The personal 
needs appear as students have different age, sex, cultural background, 
educational background, learning need by their own learning style, 
experience, gap between target level, and course goal. On the other hand 
professional needs deal with skills and competencies needed in the future.  
On the teacher’s needed is categorized into two aspects. They are 
personal needed with age, educational background, cultural background, 
interests, and their language proficiency. The second aspect is professional 
need that related to their professional factors.  
The last factors of good textbook appear from administrator need 
that related to the institutional aspects affecting the decision making. The 
aspects cover issues related to the sociological needs, educational policy, 
market needs, and time and budget constraints. In sociological context is 
to control of the textbook regulation by publishing laws. This will affect 
the educational policy context in which the textbook should be based on 
certain curriculum used.  
Good textbook should at least consider four aspects namely the 
curriculum, the teacher, the students and the institutional aspects. These 
aspects need to be put in designing the textbooks. Good textbook also 
takes into consideration those aspects will maximize the contribution of 
textbook in an instructional system.   
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5. Textbooks Evaluation 
One teacher may look at a book in terms of its usability. The teacher 
is primarily interested in whether the book works easily in her class, can 
be used flexibly, and could easily be adapted. Another teacher may look at 
a book much more critically in terms of its theoretical orientation and 
approach. Solikhah (2016 : 82) stated that by using textbook evaluation, 
learner could courses to understand the important aspect inside textbook 
based on material and learning process, and teacher could introduce to the 
students by building textbook materials. 
Cunningsworth (1995:13) stated that for selecting the textbook 
involves matching the material against the context which will be used. 
There is no textbook that will be absolutely ideal for particular group of 
learners, but by selecting the textbook, we will able to find the possible 
one. It means that textbook need to evaluateted in order to know what 
good textbook should be used by teachers and students.  
Hutchinson and Waters (1994:96) states that evaluation is a matter of 
judging and fitness of something for particular purpose. It is basically like 
a process of matching both the needs and available situation perfectly such 
it  has the right amount of material for the program. 
Furthermore, Graves (2000:156) proposes a list of considerations for 
developing material as displayed on the Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1 Considerations for Developing Materials  
by  Graves (2000: 156) 
A List of Considerations for Developing Materials 
Function For List of Consideration 
Learners  Make relevant to their experience and background 
 Make relevant to their target needs outside class 
(Communicative Competence) 
 Make relevant to their affective needs 
Learning  Engage in discovery, problem solving, analysis 
 Develop specific skill and strategies 
Language  Target relevant aspects (grammar, function, 
vocabulary, etc.) 
 Integrate four skill of speaking, listening, reading, 
and writing 
 Use/understand authentic texts 
Social Context  Provide intercultural focus 
 Develop critical social awareness 
Activity/Task 
Types 
 Aim for authentic tasks 
 Vary roles and grouping 
 Vary activity and purposes 
Materials  Authentic (text/reality) 
 Varied (print, visuals, audio, etc)  
 
From the table can be conclude the consideration of developing on 
the material based on the function for learners and materials are the 
appropriate of making relevant in communicative competence and the 
authentic of the material in the reality.  
6. Textbooks Evaluation by Byrd & Murcia 
Byrd in Murcia (2001: 416) proposes four main aspects to be 
considered in evaluating textbooks. The four aspects include content 
explanations, example, tasks/exercises, and presentation/ format. Those 
reflect the aspects made up a good textbook. Content or explanations in 
ESL/ EFL textbook is categorized into some aspects related to the 
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linguistics content including grammar, vocabulary, and skill area and 
thematic area including school, gender and other topical contents (Byrd in 
Celce-Murcia, 2001: 419-420). Therefore, they seek to answer some 
questions related to how appropriate the content is, how understandable it 
is, whether the goals are achieved, whether the explanation help the learner 
to understand the material hole the unit is organized, and what each unit is 
about.  
The example give suport to the materials by providing the 
contextual use of language which will be benefical teacher and students in 
teaching learning process. Thus, the example should be appropriate for 
students in terms of their relations to the concepts being explained and are 
close enough to the lives and interests of students.  
Exercise or taxks provide students with reinforment of concept 
being taught. Hence, they should be interesting and provide enough 
varieties to the students. Tasks have to be doable in the classroom and take 
into account various learning style that the students have. In terms of their 
connectivity, task should have connection to the whole units.  
Presentation or format is related to the physical appearance of 
textbooks. This also includes the graphic aspect of textbook. Therefore, it 
considers some aspects related to illustrations graphical and design 
elements which should be appropriate for students’ level. Presentation 
aspect is also related to the readability of printed materials as well as how 
graphical elements support the material.  
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B. Review on Communicative Competence 
1. Definition of Communicative Competence 
The desired outcome of the language learning process is the ability 
to communicate competently, not the ability to use language exactly as a 
native speaker does. Communicative competence is derived from concept 
first introduced by Chomsky (1957: 95) who focused on linguistic 
competence and claimed that any consideration of social factors was 
outside the domain of linguistics. Hymes (1972: 270-280) argued that in 
addition to linguistic competence (the rules for describing sound systems 
and for combining sounds into morphemes and morphemes into 
sentences), one also needed notions of sociolinguistic competence (the 
rules for using language appropriately in context) to account for language 
acquisition and language use. 
Among the earliest applied linguists to develop and elaborate a 
model of communicative competence that course designers and language 
teachers could apply to teaching and assessment were Canale and Swain 
(1980: 6), who added strategic competence (i.e. the ability to compensate 
for problems or deficits in communication and do various types of 
planning) to the linguistic competence and sociolinguistic competence that 
Hymes (1972: 270) had proposed; however, they referred to ‘linguistic 
competence’ as ‘grammatical competence’. A few years later, Canale 
(1983: 5) added discourse competence (the ability to produce and interpret 
language beyond the sentence level) to the model. 
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In the mid nineties Celce-Murcia et al. (1995: 145) proposed that 
actional competence (the ability to comprehend and produce all significant 
speech acts and speech act sets) should also be part of communicative 
competence. Marianne Celce-Murca is Professor Emerita of Applied 
Linguistics at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Her 
interests include English pedagogy—the role of discourse analysis in 
language pedagogy, and language teaching methodology. She find in a 
“post-methods era”, where language teaching professionals are trying to 
integrate learners’ ability to both use (i.e., communicative competence) 
and analyze (i.e., language awareness) the second or foreign language. 
These authors made two changes in terminology of the Canale-
Swain model: (1) that sociolinguistic competence be modified to 
sociocultural competence (the cultural background knowledge needed to 
interpret and use a language effectively) and (2) that grammatical 
competence be re-labeled as linguistic competence to explicitly include the 
sound system and the lexicon as well as the grammar (i.e., morphology 
and syntax). This area has received increasing recognition and importance 
over the past decade, Woddowson (1989:135), for example, claims that. 
“Communicative competence is not a matter of knowing rules for the 
composition of sentences and being able to employ such rules to 
assemble expressions from scratch as and when occasion requires. It 
is much more a matter of knowing a stock of partially pm-assembled 
patterns, formulaic frameworks, and a kit of rules, so to speak, and 
being able to apply the rules to make whatever adjustments are 
necessary according to contextual standards” (Woddowson, 
1989:135). 
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Communicative competence is the ability to comprehend and 
product all significant speech acts and speech act sets (Celce-Murcia, 
1995:145). One of the important contributions of Murcia et al. (1995:145) 
was to specify that the various components of communicative competence 
were interrelated and that it was important to properly describe the nature 
of these interrelationships in order to fully understand the construct of 
communicative competence. 
Murcia (2000:24) further divided communicative competence into 
linguistic, sociocultural, actional, discourse and strategic competencies. In 
analyzing she started with the core, discourse competence, which concerns 
the selection and sequencing of sentences to achieve a unified spoken or 
written text. This competence is placed in a position where linguistic, 
sociocultural and actional competencies shape discourse competence, 
which in turn, also shapes each of the three components.  
Linguistic competence entails the basic elements of communication, 
such as sentence patterns, morphological inflections, phonological and 
orthographic systems, as well as lexical resources. Sociocultural 
competence refers to the speaker’s knowledge of how to express 
appropriate messages within the social and cultural context of 
communication in which they are produced. Actional competence involves 
the understanding of the speakers’ communicative intent by performing 
and interpreting speech act sets. Finally, these four components are 
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influenced by the last one, strategic competence, which is concerned with 
the knowledge of communication strategies and how to use them. 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of communicative competence  
in Celce-Murcia et al. (1995: 10) 
The figure above shows that the main competence in language 
learning is discourse competence. It means that if people involved in such 
communication whether in oral or written form, they involve in cultural 
and situational context that cover it. To gain discourse competence people 
need to develop its supporting competence, such as linguistic competence, 
actional competence, sociocultural competence, and strategic competence. 
Moreover, each competence above is divided into sub-components (micro 
competence) which are used as guide in language learning (Fauziati and 
Hikmat, 2009: 8-9). 
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In light of Celce-Murcia (2007: 33) propose, that focuse of 
communicative competence has become more social and less linguistic. 
The only feature of her model that deals solely with language is linguistic 
competence. All the other features explain competence with respect to 
social abilities, expressions and idioms, pracmatices, communicatives 
stategies, and conversations. This figure to describe communicative 
competence for language teaching Murcia (2007:45). 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Revised schematic representation of Communicative 
Competence in Celce – Murcia (2007:45) 
 
The figure above shows that as research on communicative 
competence continued, scholars proposed amendments under the umbrella 
of communicative competence. Grammatical competence and strategic 
competence were added (Canale & Swain, 1980), and later discourse 
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competence was appended (Canale, 1983). Celce Murcia, Dornyei, and 
Thurrell (1995) proposed that communicative competence includes: 
linguistic competence, strategic competence, sociolingistic competence, 
actional competence, and discourse competence.  
However, Murcia (2007:45) proposes that the umbrella of 
communicative competence contains sociolinguistic competence, linguistic 
competence, formulaic competence, and interactional competence, all of 
which supported by discourse competence and are subsumed under 
strategic competence.  
2. The Characteristics of  Communicative Competence 
Savignon (1883: 8-9) mention that there are six characteristics of 
communicative competence and those characteristics are: 
a. Communicative competence is dynamic rather than static concept. It 
depends on the negotiation of meaning between two or more persons 
who share to some degree the same symbolic system. In this sense, 
then, communicative competence can be said to be an interpersonal 
rather than an intrapersonal trait.  
b. Communicative competence applies to both written and spoken 
language, as well as too many other systems. 
c. Communicative competence is context specific. Communication takes 
place in an infinite variety of situation, and success in particular role 
depends on one understands of the context and on prior experience of 
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a similar kind. It requires making appropriate choices of register and 
style in terms of the situation and the other participants. 
d. Competence is defined as a presumed underlying ability, and 
performance as the overt manifestation of ability. Competence is what 
one knows. Performance is what one does. Only performance is 
observable, however and it is only through performance that 
competence can be developed, main trained, and evaluated.  
e. Communicative competence is relative, not absolute, and depends on 
the cooperation of all the participants involved. It makes sense, then, 
to speak of degrees of communicative competence. 
3. Component of Communicative Competence 
 Communicative competence is a broad term that involves not only 
the structural features of language, but also its social, pragmatic, and 
contextual characteristics. In learning English as a second language, 
teacher and students needed to master of communicative competence. 
Celce-Mulcia (2000: 247) differed communicative competence into six 
sub-competent, called linguistics competence, discourse competence, 
sociocultural competence, formulaic competence, interactional 
competence and strategic competence, they are: 
a. Linguistic competence known how to use the grammar, syntax and 
vocabulary of a language. This competence encompasses knowledge 
of roles of phonology, morphology, lexical items, and syntax (Brown, 
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2000: 247). Linguistic competence asks: what words do I use? How 
do I put them into phrases and sentences? 
Linguistic competence includes four types of knowledge: 
1) phonological: includes both segmental (vowels, consonants, 
syllable types) and suprasegmentals (prominence/stress, 
intonation, and rhythm). 
2) lexical: knowledge of both content words (nouns, verbs, 
adjectives) and unction words (pronouns, determiners, 
prepositions, verbal auxiliaries, etc.). 
3) morphological: parts of speech, grammatical inflections, 
productive derivational processes. 
4) syntactic: constituent/phrase structure, word order (both canonical 
and marked), basic sentence types, modification, coordination, 
subordination, embedding. 
b. Discourse competence known how to interpret the larger context and 
how to constructs longer stretches of language so that the parts make 
up a coherent whole. Discourse competence asks: How are words, 
phrases, and sentences put together to create conversations, speeches, 
email messages, newspaper articles? 
Celce-Murcia et al. (1995: 13–15) describe several sub-areas of 
discourse competence, four of which are most important with regard 
to the current model: 
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1) Cohesion: conventions regarding use of reference 
(anaphora/canaphora), substitution/ ellipsis, conjunction, and 
lexical chains (i.e. Halliday and Hasan l976). 
2) deixis: situational grounding achieved through use of personal 
pronouns, spatial terms (here/there; this/that), temporal terms 
(now/then; before/after), and textual reference (e.g. the following 
table, the figure above). 
3) Coherence: expressing purpose/intent through appropriate content 
schemata, managing old and new information, maintaining 
temporal continuity and other organizational schemata through 
conventionally recognized means. 
4) generic structure: formal schemata that allow the user to identify 
an oral discourse segment as a conversation, narrative, interview, 
service encounter, report, lecture, sermon, etc. 
c. Sociocultural competence knows how to express appropriate 
messages within the social and cultural context of communication on 
which they are produced. Sociocultural competence asks: How the 
learner wants to express messages appropriately within the overall 
social and cultural context of communication?  
The several sociocultural variables, three of which are most 
crucial in terms of the current model:  
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1) Social contextual factors: the participants’ age, gender, status, 
social distance and their relations to each other re: power and 
affect. 
2) Stylistic appropriateness: politeness strategies, a sense of genres 
and registers. 
3) Cultural factors: background knowledge of the target language 
group, major dialects/regional differences, and cross cultural 
awareness. 
d. Formulaic competence is how a sequence, continuous and 
discontinuous, of words or other meaning elements are stored. 
Multiple words are sequenced and then stored as a single unit having 
single meaning. Formulaic competence is the counterbalance to 
linguistic competence, refers to those fixed and prefabricated chunks 
of language that speakers use heavily in everyday interactions. 
Formulaic competence asks: How I have the knowledge and ability to 
speak everyday language using “fixed and prefabricate chunks of 
language” (Celce-Murcia, 2007:41). 
The formulaic competence bought this domain to general 
attention, they are: 
1) Routine: fixed phrases like of course, all of a sudden and 
formulating chunks like How do you do I’m fine, thanks, how are 
you? 
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2) Collocation :verb-object: spend money, play the piano adverb-
adjective: statistically significant, mutually intelligible adjective-
noun: tall building, eligible handwriting. 
3) Idioms: e.g, to kick the bucket= to die, to get the ax=to be 
fired/terminated. 
4) Lexical frames: e.g. I’m looking for (something). See you (later, 
tomorrow, next week,etc) 
e. Interactional Competence is involve how to interpersonal 
communication or discourse as a social action as hand on version of 
pragmatics (Celce-Murcia, 2007:43). Interactional competence is 
similar to sociocultural competence and pragmatics. It’s the 
knowledge of how to act within the culture of the language, 
particularly with regards to the operation of speech acts and 
conversation scenario. For this reason (Young, 2000: 55) stated that 
interactional competence involves a community of language speakers 
by using eye contact, filler words, turn taking in conversation. 
Interactional competence has at least three sub-components 
relevant to the current model: 
1) Actional competence: knowledge of how to perform common 
speech acts and speech act sets in the target language involving 
interactions such as information exchanges, interpersonal 
exchanges, expression of opinions and feelings, problems 
(complaining, blaming, promises, prediction, etc.) 
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2) Conversational competence: inherent to the turn-taking system in 
conversation described but may be extendable to other dialogic 
genres: 
a) How to open–close conversation,  
b) How to establish and change topics,  
c) How to get, hold, and relinquish the floor,  
d) How to interrupt,  
e) How to collaborate and backchannel, etc. 
3) Non-verbal/paralinguistic competence includes: 
a) Kinesics (body language), non-verbal turn-taking signals, 
backchannel, behaviours, gestures, affects markers, eye 
contact. 
b) Proxemics (use of space by interlocutors) 
c) Haptic behaviour (touching) 
d) Non-linguistic utterances with interactional import (e.g. 
ahhh! Uh-oh. Huh?) The role of silence and pauses.  
f. Strategic competence knows how to recognize and repair 
communication breakdowns, how to work around gaps in one’s 
knowledge of the language, and how to learn more about the language 
and in the context. Strategic competence asks: How do I know when 
I’ve misunderstood or when someone has misunderstood me? What 
do I say then? How can I express my ideas if I don’t know the name of 
something or the right verb form to use? 
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Celce-Murcia et al. (1995, 28) purposed this competence 
consists of five main parts, namely, avoidance and reduction 
strategies, achievement and compensatory strategies, stalling and time 
gaining strategies, self-monitoring strategies, and interactional 
strategies. The other crucial strategies, which are the ones we 
highlighted in (Celce- Murcia et al. 1995: 26–29), are communication 
strategies; they include the following: 
1) achievement: strategies of approximation, circumlocution, code 
switching, miming, etc. 
2) stalling or time gaining: using phrases like Where was I? Could 
you repeat that? 
3) self-monitoring: using phrases that allow for self repair like I 
mean. 
4) interacting: these are strategies that include appeals for 
help/clarification, that involve meaning negotiation, or that 
involve comprehension and confirmation checks, etc. 
5) social: these strategies involve seeking out native speakers to 
practice with, actively looking for opportunities to use the target 
language. 
In early stages of language learning, instructors and students may 
want to keep in mind the goal of communicative efficiency: that learners 
should be able to make themselves understood, using their current 
proficiency to the fullest to students understanding of the all chapter. 
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C. Communicative Competence in Textbook  
Communicative competence should be the options to develop and 
design the materials in the textbook. Hymes (1972) stated that communicative 
competence is as the ability to convey and interpret messages and to negotiate 
meaning with other speakers in specific contexts. Hymes devided the 
component of communicative competence into two component are Lingustics 
Competence and Sociolingustic Competence. Over the years, the term has 
been discussed and redefined by many authors, such as Canale and Swain 
(1980), Savignon (1997), and Bachman (1999) in Gladday, 2011). The 
contexts above can take from the teacher material included textbook. 
The notion of communicative competence centred primarily on the 
negotiation of meaning in real situational contexts. The situational context was 
appeared from the real case of teacher problem. When the teacher creates the 
problem in learning process, they can optimally teach the students and 
transfers the knowledge. One of solutions is that by using tools in teaching. 
Textbook is the main manual book that containing all the material to students 
and teacher communication held. 
A complete textbook may create an imitator of component in 
communicative competence. Murcia (2000:45) stated that the teacher’s 
professionals are trying to integrate learners’ ability to use communicative 
competence and increase language awareness in the Teaching English as a 
Foreign Language (TEFL) on the “post-methods era”. It is mean that the 
teacher must have the communicative approach to the students in the class as 
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the beneficial effect for facilitate to transferring the knowledge by application 
their skill in learning English.  
For the communicative competence, Murcia (2007: 41) divided the 
component of communicative competence into six-component. This 
competence is placed in a position where linguistic, sociocultural and actional 
competencies shape discourse competence, which in turn, also shapes each of 
the three components. The all component above should appropriate with the 
2013 National Curriculum. The curriculum explains to develop a balance 
between spiritual and social atitude, knowledge and skill that applying in 
cummunity, and also develop the competencies expressed in term of class core 
competencies.  
The researcher used checklist in evaluating the textbooks on the first 
steps design to produce a score for the textbook evaluated. The researcher 
used the checklist of criteria by Byrd & Celce-Murcia (2001), as follows: 
Table 2.2 The Textbook Evaluation Checklist Criteria  
by Patricia Byrd & Celce-Murcia (2001) 
 
Evaluation on the fit -  
Criteria 
Yes 
(a good 
fit) 
Perhaps 
(adequate 
fit) 
Probably 
Not  
(a poor fit) 
Absolutely Not 
(wrong for 
curriculum/ 
students/teachers) 
Fit between the 
textbook and the 
curriculum: 
    
 Fit curriculum/ goals     
 Has appropriate 
linguistic content 
    
 Has thematic content     
 Fit the pedagogical 
philosophy of the 
course 
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Fits between the 
textbook and the 
students: 
    
 Explanations are 
understandable/usabl
e for the students 
    
 Examples are 
understandable/ 
usable for the 
students 
    
 Activities are 
appropriate for 
students 
    
 Thematic content is 
understandable and 
culturally 
appropriate 
    
Fits between the 
textbook and the 
teachers: 
    
 Provides 
explanations usable 
by our teachers 
    
 Provides examples 
useable and 
expandable by our 
teachers 
    
 Fits the needs and 
preferences of the 
teachers (Is this a 
book that you 
personally would 
like to use?) 
    
 Provides in-book or 
instructor’s manual 
support for teachers 
    
 Provides-
technological 
support (CDs, 
Website, CNN, 
NPR, etc.) 
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 The checklist is based on the textbook evaluation by Byrd & Celce-Murcia 
(2001). This is the second step to evaluate textbook and analyze the proportion 
of activities dedicated to the development of the six component of 
communicative competence,  by counting the activities which definetely and 
potentially targeted the specific component. Following Richard’s (2005: 15), 
intended to determine the proportion of language practice found in most EFL 
textbook, namely mechanical practice, meaning preactice, and communicative 
practice.   
 To examine the textbook evaluation and the proportion of the componnets 
of commnunicative competence, as suggested by Gomez-Rodriguez (2010: 
333) highlihted, “all the units included in each book follow a model pattern, in 
other words, all the units include the same sections, approximately the same 
number of activities and the same types of practice baded on a unit model that 
publishing house often provide to designers and authors”. To ensure the 
legitimacy of this assumption, the proportions of the numer of different type 
of practices were computing the final persentages of communicative 
competence.  
 The last steps is evaluating the textbook based on communicative 
competence suggested by Murcia (2007). It is organized as actable and 
description data above. The display was applied in communicative 
competence per-Unit in textbook. This is the example of table in data display 
of textbook evaluation in communicative competence component: 
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Table 2.3 Textbook Evaluation in each Component of Communicative 
competence based on Materials by Celce Murcia 
No. Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 1)  
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Discourse Competence   
2. Linguistic Competence   
3. Interactional Competence   
4. Formulaic Competence   
5. Strategic Competence   
6. Sociocultural Competence   
Total  
Average (%)  
 
D. Description of Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Passport to the World 3 A Fun and Easy English Book for Grade IX of 
Junior High School is a series of English textbook for Junior High School 
level published by Tiga Serangkai Pustaka Mandiri create on Platinum. It has 
three series for grade VII, VIII, and IX with the same title. For grade ninth 
students, this book was written by Djatmika, Agus Dwi Priyanto, and Ida 
Kusuma and was published in 2015. This book is designed as the guiding 
material for Junior High School students in Indonesia with a scientific 
approach in accordance to the 2013 national curriculum. On that account, 
upon the completion of this book, students should be able to develop their 
communication competence in appropriate manner both in spoken and written 
modes. 
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Passport to the World 3 for the ninth graders of Junior High School has. 
184 pages and 7 units covering descriptive, recount, procedure text, narrative 
text, and Asking and Giving Direction, Each unit has a title i.e. I Think It’s 
Great! for Unit 1, Go Straight on This Street for Unit 2, Can You Show Me 
How to Use It? for Unit 3, What Should We Do First? for Unit 4, Can I Help 
You? for Unit 5, Trouble at the Library for Unit 6, and Yes, He is a Good Boy 
Now for Unit 7. In every part of unit appears all skill and to support the skill-
upgrading activities, grammar content is introduced as required to construct a 
text being discussed in each unit. 
 
E. The Previous of The Study 
There have been some previous studies which analyzed communicative 
competence on English textbook conducted by some researchers. To validate 
this research, the researcher explained the differences between this research’s 
contain and the previous researches. The First previous study is from Elok 
Khojatul Islamiyah (2013) about “An Analysis Of Compatibility Of "Passport 
To The World 3 A Fun And Easy English Textbook" By Djatmika And Friends 
For Grade Ix Of Junior High School With Theory Of Communicative 
Competence” which has been finished from English Education Departement 
Of Tarbiyah Faculty of Syekh Nurjati State Institute For Islamic Studies 
Cirebon. The objective of the research was on compatibility and consistency 
of textbook provides the materials (activities and exercises) in line with 
theory of communicative competence. The research finding was found that 
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the activity and exercise design in the textbook are classified as “very 
compatible” on discourse competence, “compatible” on lingustics, actional, 
and sociocultural competence, and “fairly compatible” on stategic 
competence.  
The second previous research was done by Na’imah (2016) graduated 
student from English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta A Content 
Analysis of “Bright” and “Headline English” textbook based on Daoud and 
Celce-Murcia. The objectives of the research were analyzing both textbook in 
all skill including listening, reading, writing and speaking that was divided 
into two aspects, there are external aspects and internal aspects based on the 
criteria of textbook evaluation by Daoud and Celce-Murcia. The results of 
research were for “Bright” textbook is fulfilled 100% of criteria in Pysical 
make-up that categorized “Good”, on the other hand for “Headline English” 
is fulfilled 75% that categorized “Fair”. Both of the textbook categorized 
“Good” even though in a different average score in internal aspect of 
textbook evaluation by Dauod & Celce-Murcia Theory. For “Bright” 
achieved average score of 94.375% and “Headline English” 91.597%.  
The Third previous research is taken by graduated student of 
Yogyakarta State University, Sri Anjani Putra (2015) entitle “Material 
Design to Improve Students’ Communicative Competence: textbook analysis 
on I CAN DO IT English for Senior High School Students Grade XI”. The 
objective of the study in those research are: (1) to explain what lingustic 
competence are reflected in the tasks, (2) to explain what startegic 
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competence are reflected in the tasks, (3) to explain what sociocultural 
competence are reflected in the tasks, (4) to explain what actional competence 
are reflected in the tasks, (5) to elaborate what discourse competence are 
reflected in the tasks, (6) to elaborate what the communicative competence 
are reflected in the tasks, and (7) to elaborate what dominant of 
communicative competence are reflected in the tasks. From that she has the 
result that the material design on tasks categorized “Very Good” because 
showed 100% score on 158 tasks out of 203 tasks means 77.85% tasks in the 
textbook design in communicative competence. 
The fourth is an international journal written by Kullaporn Poolsawad 
et.al. who writes about “Development of an English Communicative  
Competence Diagnostic Approach” publish in 2015. The paper examines in 
Thailand, the diagnostic approach that can identify strengths and 
weaknesses of English communicative competence is rarely found. The 
objectives of this research were to study component of English 
communicative competence and diagnostic approach as well as to develop a 
new English communicative competence diagnostic approach for ninth 
grade students. This diagnostic approach consist of 6 steps; 1)design 6 tasks 
of speaking diagnostic test 2)define attributes and survey student’s speaking 
errors 3) develop descriptors and Q-matrix 4) diagnose English 
communicative competence of students 5) analyze data 6) provide feedback 
to teachers and students. Moreover, there are various methods involved in 
this diagnostic approach such as teacher questionnaire, student self-
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assessment, VDO recording, checklist and descriptors. This approach also 
provided feedback to improve students’ communicative competence. 
The fifth previous study is from an international journal of “Foreign 
Language Professional Communicative Competence as a Component of the 
Academic Science Teacher’s Professional Competence” written by Roza A. 
Valeeva from Kazan (Volga region) Federal University et.al on 2017 in 
Russia. The article describes a project aimed at development of the foreign 
language communicative competence – a system of personal characteristics 
and skills – which creates perfect conditions to encourage educational and 
scientific activities of academic science teachers. The materials of this 
article may be of use to higher school lecturers and researchers who are 
interested in mastering their foreign language skills to develop their foreign 
language communicative competence. 
From the previous study above, the researcher finds the different and 
similar aspect in analyzing the data. In the first previous study it is similar 
with the analysis of Passport to the world 3 textbook but difference of the 
case is the theory of Celce Murcia (1995) which containted the five-
component of communicative competence, whereas the researcher uses the 
revised component of communicative competence, Murcia (2007) divided the 
component of communicative competence into six-competence. The research 
have the same case with the fifth previous study. The second previous study 
is the same like the researcher’s focus that is communicative competence 
inside the material suggested by Celce-Murcia theory.   
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
The researcher used content analysis design that categorized into 
descriptive qualitative research. Then, content analysis in education has 
been aimed at anwering question directly relating to the material analyzed. 
Content analysis is a sistematic, replicable technique for compressing many 
words of text into fewer categories based on explicit rules of coding 
(Krippendorf, 1980: 15). Krippendorf notes that many content analysis 
researches are motivated by the search for techniques for infer from 
symbolic data which would be either too costly or too obtrustive by the use 
of other techniques. 
According to Ary, Jacobs, and Soresen (2010: 457) content or 
document analysis is a research method applied to written or visual material 
for the purpose of identifying specified characteristics of the material. They 
also stated that content analysis is widely used in education. Here are the 
purposes of content analysis in educational research by Jacobs, and Soresen 
(2010: 457), as follows: 
1. To identify bias, prejudice, or propaganda in textbooks 
2. To analyze types of errors in students’ writing 
3. To describe prevailing practices 
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4. To discover the level of difficulty of material in textbook or other 
publication.  
In this research, the researcher collects the data by selecting per unit 
of textbook content. The focus of the study was analysing English textbook 
in a systematic and replicable manner suggested by Celce-Murcia’s theory 
about communicative competence. And also attempted to understand how 
six sub-competent of communicative competence were fulfilled in textbook.  
 
B. Data and Source of Data 
1. Data 
The researcher analyzed the content of Passport to the World 3 
textbook that appropriate with the theory of communicative competence 
suggested by Celce Murcia.  The researcher employs a descriptive text 
as the data. In this research the researcher chose documents as a data 
source. The researcher analyzes students’ material activities by the six 
sub-competent of communicative competence. The data are in forms of 
the of students’ pre-activity, activity presented, and students’ activity 
that appear inside of textbook.  
2. Source of Data 
According to Lofland (in Moleong, 2001:112) the primary data 
source of qualitative research are words and action as a substitute data. 
The source of the data refers to the subject from which the data are 
obtained (Arikunto, 2010: 172).   
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There are three reasons for taking this textbook as the data source, 
the first is because the textbook is written compatible with theory of 
communicative competence that classified in the component of 
communicative competence, the second is because the textbook is 
published consistently refer in student’s competence (listen, talk, read, 
and write) in every sub-unit of textbook, the last reason is this textbook 
show the well arrangement of sub components of textbook’s unit. The 
sub components divided into three main sub-units, such as listen and 
talk, read and write, and evaluation. Those elements of main sub-unit 
are always arranged in consistent way by the textbook and the all sub-
unit are consisting the six sub-competent of communicative competence 
that the researcher analyze 
Passport to the World 3 A Fun and Easy English Book for Grade 
IX of Junior High School is a series of English textbook for Junior High 
School level published by Tiga Serangkai Pustaka Mandiri. It has three 
series for grade VII, VIII, and IX written by Djatmika, Agus Dwi 
Priyanto, and Ida Kusuma and was published in 2015. This book is 
designed as the guiding material for Junior High School students in 
Indonesia with a scientific approach in accordance to the 2013 national 
curriculum. In this research the researcher will analyze Passport to the 
World 3 A Fun and Easy English Book for Grade IX of Junior High 
School. 
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C. Research Instrument  
In identifying the study, the researcher needs some instruments to 
support in collecting the data. So, the instruments will make the researcher 
easier to finish the research. According to (Meleong, 2004: 163) states that 
for a qualitative research characteristics “it uses the researcher or by 
helping the data analysis to other people as the research instrument”, he 
also states that in a qualitative research which the researcher as a planner, 
collector, and analyst of the data. Then, the main instrument in this research 
is the researcher herself.  Besides, there are some supporting instruments to 
collect the data which make the researcher easier to analyse and finish the 
data. The supporting instruments are, the theory of Byrd and Murcia (2001) 
seen (page 19) as the instruments on the first problem statement. And the 
second problem statement, she used the supporting instruments on the 
theory of Celce-Murcia (2007). Those theories used by the researcher in 
collecting and analysing the data are supporting instruments.  
 
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
In collecting the data, the researcher did the document analysis. Ary, 
Jacobs, Sorensen (2010:223) stated that document represent a good source 
for text (word) data for a qualitative study. Document consist of public and 
private record that qualitative researcher obtain about a site or participants 
in a study, and they can include newspapers, minute of meeting, personal 
journals, and letters. 
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The procedures of data gathering are finding the English textbooks 
that evaluated Passport to the World 3. Then the researcher is doing the next 
step textbook analyze. She is reading a whole textbook until the end. Then, 
the researcher collects the data from Passport to the World 3 textbook 
evaluation after. The data are purposive data which in the forms of students’ 
activities. Based on the forms of the data, the data are classified into by the 
six sub-competent of communicative competence. After classified the data, 
the researcher reduce the data which select code is based on the component 
of communicative competence in the Celce Murcia’s theory, it involves the 
process of selecting and focusing the raw data into refined data.  
  Data Code 
 To make classification of data analysis, the researcher gives codes 
to each data. These are written bellow: 
1. The code of U..... (Number) example U1 as used to show the order 
of part of Unit inside of textbook means Unit-1. 
2. The numeral 001, 002,003… are used to show the order of the data 
number. 
3. The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the six sub-
competent of communicative competence. These are written bellow: 
CCDC : Communicative Competence of Discourse Competence 
CCLC : Communicative Competence of Linguistic Competence 
CCIC : Communicative Competence of Interactional Competence 
CCFC : Communicative Competence of Formulaic Competence 
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CCSTC: Communicative Competence of Strategic Competence 
CCSOC:Communicative Competence of Sociocultural Competence 
 The numeral 9, 12, 28, 38… are used to show the pages of code 
communicative competence in textbook. To differentiate from the 
number of the data, the researcher gives capital letter Pg. it means that 
Pg is the number of the page, for examples: Pg.9, Pg.12, and Pg.28 etc.  
       Those are can be put together into sentences in the example bellow: 
U6/143/CCFC/Pg.123, means that the data on Unit 6 is communicative 
competence in the formulaic competence which is located on page 123. 
By giving a code to each data, the data becomes easier to be classified.  
 
 The statement that is material of textbook included to 
communicative competence focused in formulaic competence and it is 
located on page 123 of Passport to the World 3 textbook. That material 
was included in formulaic competence because, the term of formulaic 
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competence as proposed by Celce-Murcia (2007: 24) is prefabricated 
chunks of language that speakers use heavy in everyday interactions by 
showing expression. 
 The formulaic competence bought the domain to general attention 
is routine. Routine is the fixed phrases like of course, all of sudden and 
formulating chunks like this expression. The model of material included 
expression surprise and asking a motive in fixed phrases like “Oh, is 
it? Why; Oh, did he?” exact on routine type. The students’ should 
understood the material to learn how showing the expression correcly in 
the exact condition.  
 The phrases of “Oh, is it? Why?” used to develop students 
communicative competence in telling surprise and asking motive in 
their daily interaction. The material of Checking the Expression is 
included on students’ pre-activities in Passport to the World 3 textbook. 
The explanation of student’s pre-activities is gain from textbook 
evaluation checklist. The expression is proved that the textbook build 
the communicative competene focused on formulaic competence.  
 
E. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
Trustworthiness of data is needed to check the trust of data. In this 
research, the researcher involves the prove reader of textbook receives in 
checking the data. After the researcher collects the data from Passport to the 
World 3 Passport to the World textbook, the data is delivered to the prove 
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reader to gain the trust of the data. There are four criteria in the examining 
the data, such as credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
conformability.  
The trustworthiness of the data can be done by participation 
prolongation, diligence of research, triangulation, colleague checking, and 
sufficiency of references, negative cases analysis, and member check 
(Moleong, 2000:175). In this research, the researcher is going to use 
triangulation and member check. The researcher asks Prof EF as the proof 
reader from Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta such as the Professor 
in order to support the trustworthiness of data. 
The researcher will choose triangulation to get the validity of the data. 
Moleong (2001:178) stated that triangulation is checking technique of data 
validity that employing something in other of the data for checking and 
compare the data.  Triangulation is broadly defined by Denzin (1978: 291) 
as "the combination of methodologies in the study of the same 
phenomenon."  
Johson (in Lawrence, 2011:2) discusses that the issue of the use of 
triangulation in qualitative research and makes reference to work by 
different authors who discuss strategies to maximize credibility and 
dependability in qualitative research. A list of these strategies compiled by 
Johnson includes 
1. Data triangulation (the use of multiple data sources to help understand a 
phenomenon) 
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2. Method triangulation (the use of multiple research method to study a 
phenomenon) 
3. Investigator triangulation (the use of multiple researcher in collecting 
and interpreting data) 
4. Theory triangulation (the use of multiple theories and perspectives to 
help interpret and explain the data)  
Theory triangulation involves using more than one theoretical 
framework in the interpretation of the data. Theoretical triangulation is the 
use of more than one theory hypotheses when investigating a phenomenon. 
In theoretical triangulation, the perspectives or hypotheses used in the study 
may be related or have opposing viewpoints. This strategy is used to get the 
validity and reliability of the data. In this research, the researcher used 
theory triangulation.  
 
F. Technique of Analyzing the Data 
The data is analyzed by using descriptive qualitative method. The 
researcher uses the interactive model consisting of data collection, data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing the data Miles and 
Hubberman (1992:16). The explanations in data analysis are below: 
1. Data Collection 
 Data collection deals with the activities done by the researcher in 
her attempt to find the early data. This activity is done by the following 
steps: 
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a. Listing the materials suggested in the communicative competence 
by Celce-Murcia theory 
b. Finding out the kinds of materials that contain of communicative 
competence provided in the textbook 
c. Classifying them based on the materials and communicative 
competence by Celce-Murcia theory 
d. Giving codes to each communicative competence on the material 
design appearing inside the textbook. 
2. Data Reduction 
 Miles and Hubberman (1992:16), whit data reduction, the potential 
universe of data is refaced in an anticipatory way as the researcher 
chooses a conceptual framework, research questions, cases, and 
instruments. 
3. Data Display 
 According to Miles and Huberman (1992:17) stated that data 
display defined as an organized, compressed assembly of information 
that permits conclusion drawing and/or action talking, is a second, 
inevitable, part of analysis.  
 In this research, based on the collecting data that show about codes 
to collecting, the data display is conducted in some steps, including 
sample data (U1/001/CCLC/Pg.12) or code, topic, number of pages, 
each part of the component of communicative competence.  
 In which, (U1/001/CCLC/Pg.12) means: 
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U........ = Unit-... 
00....... = the order of the data number 
CC...... = type of component of communicative competence  
Pg....... = Page 
 After displaying the code of data, the researcher is doing the part of 
analysis. In the analysis of data, she shows the reason of deviding the 
data into the component of communicative competence suggested by 
Celce-Murcia theory (2007: 41) the activity in part of Unit in the 
material of textbook.  
4. Conclusion Drawing 
 The final step is drawing conclusion which the result of the 
research is to describe the component communicative competence that 
found in activities and exercises of the textbook relied on the theory by 
expert Celce Murcia. To determine the percentage of component of 
communicative competence by Celce Murcia’s theory, the researcher 
uses the theory from Sujiono (in Prasojo, 2014:30). Below is the 
formula to help the researcher presented the data: 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA DESCRIPTION, RESEARCH FINDING, AND DISCUSSION 
 
 The chapter attempted to answer the formulation of the problem 
mentioned in Chapter I. To answer the question, the data are gathered from 
documentation and checklist that will be presented and analyzed in this chapter.   
A. Data Description 
This subchapter is going to deal with the student’s activities in the 
textbook and the six component of communicative competence by Celce-
Murcia.This is possible to be done after the researcher completed the analysis.  
The textbook analyzed in this research is “Passport to the World 3” for 
ninth grade of Junior High School. This textbook written by Djatmika, Agus 
Dwi Priyanto and Ida Kusuma, published in 2015 by Tiga Serangkai Pustaka 
Mandiri created by Platinum. Passport to the World 3 textbook contains 184 
pages and 7 Unit (2 section every unit). There are 236 total student’s 
activities that were builded; whereas there are 203 students’ activity 
developed in six components of communicative competence.  
The six components are explained the theory of Celce-Murcia (2007), like; 
Linguistic Competence, Discourse Competence, Sociocultural Competence, 
Formulaic Competence,Interactional Competence, and Strategic Competence. 
Previously, she used the theory of textbook evaluation checklist by Byrd and 
Murcia (2001) as the support theory that can be explained on the second sub-
chapter on research findings. 
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B. Research Findings  
 There are 2 finding in this research: (1) The proportional component of 
communicative competence in Passport to the World 3 textbook materials is 
average and (2) The dominant component of communicative competence in 
Passport to the World 3 textbook suggested by Celce-Murcia theory. 
1. The proportions of students’ activity on communicative competence in 
Passport to the World 3 textbook  
a) Textbook Evaluation Checklist  
 In deciding the proportional of Passport to the World 3 textbook, 
first the researcher used deep evaluation checklist suggested by Byrd 
& Celce-Murcia (2001) theory (see page 19) they also purposed that 
on textbook evaluation checklist should fit between textbook and 
curriculum, textbook and students, textbook and teacher that can be 
explained on the table below: 
Table 4.1 The Textbook Evaluation Checklist Criteria  
by Patricia Byrd & Celce-Murcia (2001) 
Evaluation on the fit -  
Criteria 
Yes 
(a good 
fit) 
Perhaps 
(adequat
e fit) 
Probably 
Not  
(a poor 
fit) 
Absolutely Not 
(wrong for 
curriculum/ 
students/teachers) 
Fit between the textbook and the curriculum: 
 Fit curriculum/ goals √ - - - 
 Has appropriate 
linguistic content 
- √ - - 
 Has thematic content √ - - - 
 Fit the pedagogical 
philosophy of the 
course 
√ - - - 
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Fits between the textbook and the students: 
 Explanations are 
understandable/usable 
for the students 
- √ - - 
 Examples are 
understandable/ usable 
for the students 
- √ - - 
 Activities are 
appropriate for 
students 
√ - - - 
 Thematic content is 
understandable and 
culturally appropriate 
√ - - - 
Fits between the textbook and the teachers: 
 Provides explanations 
usable by the teachers 
- √ - - 
 Provides examples 
useable and 
expandable by the 
teachers 
√ - - - 
 Fits the needs and 
preferences of the 
teachers (Is this a 
book that you 
personally would like 
to use?) 
√ - - - 
 Provides in-book or 
instructor’s manual 
support for teachers 
- √ - - 
 Provides-
technological support 
(CDs, Website, CNN, 
NPR, etc.) 
- - √ - 
TOTAL 7 5 1 0 
 
From the table above, “Yes (a good fit)” criteria got score 7, 
“Perhaps (adequate fit)” criteria got score 5, “Probably Not (a poor fit)” 
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criteria got score 1, and “Absolutely Not (wrong for curriculum/ 
students/teachers)” criteria got score 0. The consistency of the fit 
between textbook and the curriculum, the students, and the teachers in 
“Yes (a good fit)” Thus, Passport to the World 3 textbook are 
categorized as a Yes (a good fit) textbook on the pre-student’s 
activities, main-student’s activities, and post-student’s activities 
content.  
b) Proportional of communicative competence per-Unit of Passport 
to the World 3 textbook 
 The researcher uses the percentage of per-unit that contained of 
communicative competence in the Passport to the World 3 textbook 
by Gomez-Rodriguez (2010) (see page 37). The analysis begins from 
the instruction in Unit 1 until Unit 7 that consists of 203 student’s 
activities developed in six component of communicative competence.  
Table 4.2 The Percentage of Communicative Competence in  
Passport to the World 3 textbook (Per-Unit) 
Unit Page 
Communicative 
Competence (%) 
Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 1-18 10,59% 
Unit 2  “Go Straight in This Street” 19-40 11,02 % 
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 41-64 10,17% 
Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” 65-90 13,56% 
Unit 5 “Can I Help You? 97-118 13,56% 
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 119-140 12,71% 
Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 147-173 14,41% 
Average (n=236) 86,02% 
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From the table 4.2, the researcher proved that communicative 
competence in Passport to the World 3 textbook based on Celce-
Murcia theory is average. The percentages 86,02% found from the 
calculation from all percentages Unit in the textbook. The percentages 
of communicative competence are stable from Unit 1 until Unit 3. 
Whereas the higher percentages of communicative competence on 
Unit 7 that explained about “giving comment to news” for the material 
c) The Proportional of activities definitely developing the 
components communicative competence  
 After analyzing the passages per-Unit in Passport to the World 3 
textbook, the researcher disparts the proportional of activities in per- 
components definitely developing of communicative competence by 
Celce Murcia (2007). In this textbook are found 203 student’s 
activities that included six component of communicative competence. 
Table 4.3 The Percentage of Communicative Competence in Passport 
to the World 3 textbook (Per-Components) 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Score 
Percentages 
(%) 
Linguistic Competence 30 12,71% 
Discourse Competence 55 23,31% 
Sociocultural Competence 24 10,17% 
Formulaic Competence 33 13,98% 
Interactional Competence 28 11,86% 
Strategic Competence 33 13,98% 
Frequency (n=236) 203 
Average 86,02% 
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 From the table before, the researcher proved that communicative 
competence (per-component) based on Celce-Murcia theory is 
average. After the process of data reduction, the whole data of 
students’ activities that are found by the researcher in Passport to the 
World 3 textbook are 203. The classifications of communicative 
competence on six components are provides the student’ activities to 
develop students’ linguistic competence (30 students’ activities), but 
there is no phonological aspect inside.  
All component of discourse competence (55 students’ activities) 
were developed. Passport to the World 3 textbook also provides 
sociocultural competence (24 students’ activities) in aspect social 
contextual factor, stylistic appropriateness, and cultural factors. There 
are students’ activities in Passport to the World 3 textbook which 
develops formulaic competence (33 students’ activities), but 
collocation and idioms not appear in the students’ activities. All 
component of interactional competence (28 students’ activities) were 
designed.  
With regards to strategic competence, Passport to the World 3 
provides the students’ activities that develop of this competence, this 
is, achievement, self-monitoring, interacting, and social (33 students’ 
activities). Whereas stalling or time gaining was not appeared. And 
the highest point of the aspect f strategic competence is on the 
interacting that build on 27 students’ activities. 
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2. The content analysis of dominant component from communicative 
competence in Passport to the World 3 textbook based on Celce-Murcia 
theory (2007) 
 This analysis was done by presents the finding of the dominant from 
component of communicative competence found in student’s material as 
developed on Passport to the World 3 textbook which cover 203 materials. 
The researcher already analysis the component of communicative 
competence in forms of students’ pre-activity, students’ main-activity and 
students’ post-activity.  
a) Linguistic Competence 
 The first component is linguistic competence; the material in 
Grammar Check, Grammar Practice, and Grammar Summary. The 
material discussed about “suffix”, “comparative and superlative 
adjective”, “adverb that describe verbs by using –ly”, “comparative 
and superlative adverb”, “active and passive voice”, “connector”, and 
“tenses (present continuous tense, past continuous tense, and future 
continuous tense)”. The aspect of linguistic competence that appeared 
in the material are lexical, morphological, and syntactic. Total of 
linguistic competence in textbook is 30 students’ activities.  
b) Discourse Competence 
The second component is discourse competence; the material in 
Activity, Check the Expression, Warming up, and Listening Practice. 
The point of the material are “asking and giving opinion”, “dialogue 
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practice”, “asking and giving direction”, “expressing amazement”, 
“telling two-step instruction”, “telling multi-step instruction”, “asking 
and telling ingredients”, “offering and asking help”, “expressing 
surprise and interest”,“advertisement”, and “giving comment to news”. 
Another material discussed in creative corner and fun time such as 
“make a mouth organ”, “make a rainbow in a cup”,  and “make an 
ocean diorama”. The aspects of discourse competence are cohesion, 
deixis, coherence, and generic structure. The total of discourse 
competence in this textbook is 55 students’ activities. 
c) Sociocultural Competence 
The third component is sociocultural competence; the material 
discussed in Remember, Don’t Know yet, and  Wise Word  are 
“accustomed to different opinions”, “giving direction to help other”, 
“tolerance in public place”, “giving instructions as a guide”, “helping 
other and forgiveness if cannot”, “giving clear reason”, and “do not 
exaggerate in giving comment”. In the material of found 
sociolinguistic competence about cross cultural aspect in the text of 
“The Beatles”, the phrase of “car-pool vehicles in Britain and US”, 
“ buy fresh food in Britain and US” “Breakfast in British hotels”, 
“Australians copyright”, “Australia’s library”, and “Bullying case”. 
Then they discussed about the students motivation in learning manner. 
The aspects of sociocultural competence are social contextual factor, 
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stylistic appropriateness, and cultural factor. The total of 
sociocultural competence in this textbook is 24 students’ activities. 
d) Formulaic Competence 
 The fourth component is formulaic competence; the material 
discussed in Activity such as Writing a Report Text about “Dangdut”, 
“An Original Secret Recipe”,“Crikets”,“Ants”,“Rose”,“Dini the 
Heroine”, and “The Woodcutter and The Golden Axe”. Another 
material found in Check the Expression are “asking for and giving 
opinion”, “showing amazed”, “asking the ingredients”, “expressing 
offer and asking help”, “expressing apologize”, “telling interesting 
news”, “telling surprise and asking motive”, and “giving comments to 
news”. The aspect of formulaic competence that appeared in textbook 
are routine, lexcial frame, however collocation and idioms are not 
appeared. The total of formulaic competence in this textbook is 33 
students’ activities. 
e) Interacting Competence 
The fifth component is interacting competence; the material 
discussed Activity are tell friend about “classification musical 
instruments”, make a conversation “A recipe of my favorite snack”, 
Working in Group “The Woodcutter and The Golden Axe”, the 
instruction or procedure text “How to Turn Off the Computer”, “How 
to Use the Pencil Sharpener”, and “tell personal news and give 
comments”.  Let’s Do More material designed are “tell public place”, 
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“organize a story telling contest”, and “make school bazaar”. The 
aspects of interactional competence in the textbook are actional, 
conversation, and non-verbal/ paralingustic. The total of interacting 
competence in this textbook is 28 students’ activities. 
f) Strategic Competence 
 The sixth component is strategic competence; the material 
discussed Get More is differentiate progress report and annual report, 
Compact Dictionary, and Reflection are “Ask and Give opinion”, 
“Ask and give direction”, “Give two-step instruction”, “Ask and tell 
about ingredients”, “express polite expressions in a transaction”, and 
“give comments”. The aspects of strategic competence that appeared 
in the textbook are achievement, self-moitoring, ineteracting, and 
social, therefore aspect of stalling or time gaining are not appeared. 
The total activities of strategic competence are 33 students’ activities. 
 From the data finding, there are 203 materials (see appendices 1.2) 
that found in the textbook based on communicative competence by Celce-
Murcia theory. The material that develop linguistic competence has thirty 
(30) students activity, discourse competence has fifty five (55), 
sociocultural competence has twenty four (24), formulaic competence has 
thirty three (33), interactional competence has thirty three (28), and 
strategic competence has twenty eight (33). Based on the component of 
communicative competence that are developed in the textbook, the 
dominant one of component is discourse competence.  
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C. Discussion 
 The following explanation is the discussion based on the component of 
communicative competence fulfillment: 
1. The proportions of students’ activity on communicative competence in 
Passport to the World 3 textbook  
a) Textbook Evaluation Checklist  
 The textbook analyze in this research is Passport to the World 3 for 
ninth grade of Junior High School. To construct the proportional 
communicative competence, the researcher used textbook evaluation 
checklist suggested by Byrd & Celce-Murcia (2001) theory. 
1)  Fit between the textbook and the curriculum 
 In employing the aspect, the researcher used evaluation 
checklist to fit between the textbook and the curriculum. The 
curriculum focused in 2013 National Curriculum. The material in 
the textbook directed on student’s communicative competence.  
Table 4.4 The Textbook Evaluation Checklist Criteria  
(Fit between the textbook and the curriculum) 
Evaluation on the fit -  
Criteria 
Fit between the textbook 
and the curriculum: 
Yes 
(a good 
fit) 
Perhaps 
(adequate 
fit) 
Probably 
Not  
(a poor 
fit) 
Absolutely Not 
(wrong for 
curriculum/ 
students/teachers) 
 Fit curriculum/ goals √    
 Has appropriate 
linguistic content 
 √   
 Has thematic content √    
 Fit the pedagogical 
philosophy of the course 
√    
TOTAL 3 1 0 0 
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(a) Fit curriculum/goals Yes (a good fit). 
 The National Curriculum in Indonesia is 2013 Curriculum, 
the curriculum uses four theoretical frameworks that consist of (1) 
model of competence, (2) model of language use, (3) model of 
language literacy, and (4) stages of language learning. The model 
of competence in Curriculum 2013 was adopted on Celce-Murcia 
(2007) theory of communicative competence. In Passport to the 
World 3 textbook detectable six component of communicative 
competence of 203 student’s activities (see appendices 1.2). 
 The second theoretical framework is model of language use 
that shaped by key features of social context in 
U1/012/CCSOC/Pg.15 which complied enough for social 
contextual factor, the text of “The Beatles”. The third model is 
language literacy. This model describes four levels such as per 
formative, functional, informational, and epistemic.  
Table 4.5 Model of Language Literacy 
Language literacy Aspect Codes 
Per formative Listening 
Speaking  
Reading  
Writing 
U2/029/CCFC/Pg.23 
U5/109/CCFC/Pg.100 
U7/181/CCSC/Pg.157 
U6/157/CCLC/Pg.131 
Functional Target L2 U2/041/CCSOC/Pg.30 
Informational Informed U4/093/CCFC/Pg.79 
Epistemic Talk the 
information  
U3/071/CCIC/Pg.57 
U6/163/CCIC/Pg.134 
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 The last theoretical framework is stage of language learning, 
designed in order from listening, speaking, reading, to witting in 
Passport to the World 3 textbook. Listening material appeared in 
Listening Practice by using Tape Script shown in 
U2/034/CCSC/Pg.26, speaking material appeared in Check the 
Expression shown in U2/027/CCDC/Pg.21, reading material 
appeared U5/124/CCSOC/Pg.107, and writing material appeared 
in U1/015/CCFC/Pg.10.  
 Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that 
Passport to the World 3 textbook designed based on fit 
curriculum/goals is Yes (a good fit). The analysis is based on 
evaluation checklist suggested by Byrd & Celce-Murcia (2001) 
theory on the textbook.  
(b) Has appropriate linguistic content Perhaps (adequate fit) 
 Linguistic content of 2013 Curriculum is considered on 
linguistic competence by Celce-Murcia (2007). The main focus of 
instruction is grammar, as grammar involves knowledge of the 
four topics such as phonological, lexical, morphological, and 
syntactic. However, Passport to the World 3 textbook only 
designs  of the component of linguistic content in morphological 
(17 point), lexical (12 point), and syntactic (1 point). The table 
below as explained: 
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Table 4.6 Linguistic content in Passport to the World 3 Textbook  
Unit  Activities Material explained Page 
Unit 1  Grammar Check, 
(morphological) 
 
 Grammar Practice, 
(morphological) 
 
 Grammar Summary,  
(morphological) 
 “Suffixes, -al,-ful, and 
-less is to convert 
noun to adjective.” 
 Change the words in 
the brackets into 
adjective by using 
suffixes. “Dangdut”  
 Suffixes –al,-ful, and 
–less 
12 
 
 
13 
 
 
 
15 
Unit 2  Grammar Check, 
(morphological) 
 
 Grammar Practice 1, 
(lexical) 
 
 
 Grammar Practice 2, 
(lexical) 
 
 
 Grammar Summary 
(morphological) 
 “Comparative –er/ 
more  and Superlative 
–est/most Adjectives”  
 Complete the tables 
with suitable 
comparative or 
superlative adjective.  
 Fill the blanks with 
suitable comparative 
or superlative form 
based on fact.  
 Comparative and 
Superlative Adjectives 
31 
 
 
32 
 
 
32 
 
 
 
 
34 
Unit 3  Check the 
 Expression (lexical) 
 
 
 
 
 
 Check the 
 Expression (lexical) 
 
 
 
 
 
 Activity 2 (lexical) 
 When you give two-
step instructions, you 
can follow formulas 
to make your 
instructions clear for 
the listener. First, 
(V1)......, then(V1).... 
 When you give two-
step instructions, you 
can follow expression 
to make your 
instructions clear for 
the listener. First, 
(V1).... Then, (V1).... 
 Find the verb and 
44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48 
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 Grammar Check 
(morphological) 
 
 
 
 Grammar Practice 1 
(morphological) 
 
 Grammar Practice 2 
(morphological) 
noun used in text of 
“How to repair a 
scratched CD”. 
 Adverbs are words 
that describe verbs. 
They are used to 
describe how 
something is done. 
 Change the following 
adjective to adverb. 
e.g. Quick- quickly 
 Convert the adjectives 
in these parentheses 
to adverbs and use 
them to describe verb. 
53 
 
 
 
56 
 
 
 
 
57 
 
 
57 
Unit 4  Get More (lexical) 
 
 Grammar Check 
(morphological) 
 
 Grammar Practice 1 
(lexical) 
 
 
 
Grammar Practice 2  
 
 
 
 
 Grammar Summary 
(morphological) 
 How Many and How 
Much 
 Comparative and 
Superlative Form of 
Adverb 
 Complete table, 
Adverb : Well; 
Comparative : Better; 
Superlative : Best; 
Adverb : Nicely 
 Complete each of the 
following correctly by 
filling in the blanks 
with the comparative 
and superlative form 
 Comparative and 
Superlative Form of 
Adverb in the gammar 
summary 
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81 
 
 
82 
 
 
 
 
82 
 
 
 
 
85 
Unit 5  Activity 3 (lexical) 
 
 
 
 
 Grammar Check 
 Tell the facts about 
fireflies below based 
n the table:  
Fireflies are not flies. 
Fireflies do not eat 
 Passive Voice to 
105 
 
 
 
 
107 
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(morphological) 
 Grammar Practice 
(morphological) 
 
 Get More (syntactic 
type) 
 
 Grammar Summary 
(morphological) 
Telling Facts. 
 Say these following 
facts in active voice 
into passive voice.  
 In report genre, we 
use these language 
features: 
 Active voice become 
Passive voice 
 
107 
 
 
110 
 
 
115 
Unit 6  Grammar Check 
(morphological) 
 Grammar Practice 1 
(morphological) 
Grammar Practice 2 
 
 
 Activity 4 (lexical) 
 
 
 Activity 5 (lexical) 
 
 
 Grammar Summary 
(morphological) 
 Reported Speech 
 
 Add the right word to 
the blanks. 
 Say the following 
direct speech into 
reported one. 
 Write about an 
accident based on the 
following steps. 
 Put the verb in 
bracket into correct 
tense 
 Report Speech 
126 
128 
 
128 
 
 
131 
 
 
132 
 
 
135 
Unit 7  Get More (lexical) 
 
 
 Activity 4 
(morphological) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Grammar Practice 
(lexical) 
 Now find an example 
in the text of each of 
the connectors 
 Pay attention to the 
following sentence. 
1. Present 
Continuous Tense 
2. Past Continuous 
Tense 
3. Future 
Continuous Tense 
 Change the verb in 
the bracket using the 
correct tense. 
Look! They (Play) 
hid-and-seek. 
159 
 
 
160 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
161 
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 Based on the table of the linguistic competence, it can be 
concluded that evaluation criteria of textbook should has 
appropriate linguistic content is Perhaps (adequate fit). Not all 
aspect of linguistic competence are fulfilled. The Linguistic 
competence aspect is only designed from morphological aspect, 
lexical aspect, and syntactic aspect, whereas the aspect of 
phonological is not contained in Passport to the World 3 textbook 
(c) Has thematic content Yes (a good fit) 
 Thematic content is emphasis pinpointing, examining, and 
recording patterns (or “themes”) within context. Themes are 
patterns across data sets that are important to the description of a 
phenomenon and are associated to a specific research question. 
The description correlates with communicative competence. 
Content of each unit has thematic aspect with curriculum adapted 
with communicative competence by Celce-Murcia (2007). Below 
are the content of each Unit: 
    Table 4.7 Themes of Each Unit in Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Unit Themes of Each Unit Page 
Unit 1  “I Think It is Great!” 1-18 
Unit 2    “Go Straight in This Street” 19-40 
Unit 3  “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 41-64 
Unit 4  “What Should We Do First?” 65-90 
Unit 5  “Can I Help You? 97-118 
Unit 6  “Trouble at the Library” 119-140 
Unit 7  “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 147-173 
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Table 4.8 Content of Each Unit in Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Unit Content  Page 
Unit 1  “I Think It is Great!” Warming up  3 
Section 1 4 
Section 2 8 
Cooling Down 13 
Unit 2  “Go Straight in This Street” Warming up  21 
Section 1 21 
Section 2 28 
Cooling Down 33 
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” Warming up  43 
Section 1 43 
Section 2 52 
Cooling Down 57 
Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” Warming up   67 
Section 1 68 
Section 2 78 
Cooling Down 83 
Unit 5 “Can I Help You? Warming up  99 
Section 1 99 
Section 2 107 
Cooling Down 112 
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” Warming up  121 
Section 1 121 
Section 2 129 
Cooling Down 134 
Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” Warming up  149 
Section 1 149 
Section 2 156 
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Cooling Down 168 
 
Table 4.9 Thematic Content of Each Unit in Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Unit Thematic Content Each Unit : Activity Page 
Unit 1 Section 1  Activity 1  Asking for and Giving Opinion 5-6 
Activity 2 Expression in the Interview 6 
Activity 3 Dialogue Practice 7 
Activity 4 Self opinion about favorite music 8 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Rock Music (Question) 8-9 
Activity 2 Text : Dangdut (Question) 10 
Activity 3 Getting the information (Report) 10-11 
Activity 4 Writing the information (Report) 11-12 
Unit 2 Section 1  Activity 1  Public facilities map 25 
Activity 2 Expression Amazement 25 
Activity 3 Show amazement based on picture 26-27 
Activity 4 Conversation showing amazement 28 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Hospital (Question) 28-29 
Activity 2 Meaning of words  29 
Activity 3 Summary of text : Hospital 30 
Activity 4 Write the Report : Library 30-31 
Unit 3 Section 1  Activity 1  Telling Multi-Steps Instruction 47 
Activity 2 Conversation showing instruction 49-50 
Activity 3 Asking Repetition & Checking 
Understanding 
50 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : How to Repair a Scratched 
CD (Question) 
52-23 
Activity 2 Meaning of words 53 
Activity 3 Numbering the picture 53 
Activity 4 Label : How to Polish Shoes Using 
a Banana (Question) 
54-55 
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Activity 5 Write : How to Make Your Guitar 
Shine 
55-56 
Unit 4 Section 1  Activity 1  Text : Donut (Dialogue) 71 
Activity 2 Telling Cooking Procedures & 
Showing Attention 
72-73 
Activity 3 Telling how to make fried chicken  76 
Activity 4 Dialogue based on picture 77-78 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Scott’s Emulsion/ Labels 
(Question) 
78-79 
Activity 2 Fill the information 79 
Activity 3 Read : Label of Flavored Fruit 
Juice (Question) 
79-80 
Activity 4 Generic Structure: Label 80 
Activity 5 Write : Label Food & Drink 81 
Unit 5 Section 1  Activity 1  Numbering dialogue (transacting) 101-102 
Activity 2 Listening Practice 2 page 104 
(Question) 
104 
Activity 3 Tell the fact : Fireflies 105 
Activity 4 Tell the fact : Crickets 106 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Crickets (Question) 108 
Activity 2 Antonym of words 108 
Activity 3 Generic Structure: Crickets 109-110 
Activity 4 Write the Report : Ants 110-111 
Activity 5 Write : Roses 111 
Unit 6 Section 1  Activity 1  Conversation to express surprise 124 
Activity 2 Dialogue:  Tape Script 6.2 
(Question) 
126 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Trouble at the School 
Library (Question) 
130 
Activity 2 Find temporal conjunctions 130 
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Activity 3 Write : temporal conjunctions 
sentences 
130 
Activity 4 Write : accident based on steps 131 
Activity 5 Verb (past perfect)  132 
Activity 6 Text : Advertisement Samtung C5 
for Sale(Question) 
132-133 
Activity 7 Text : Advertisement Penguin 
English Course (PEC) (Question) 
133 
Unit 7 Section 1  Activity 1  Numbering : Comment dialogue 152-153 
Activity 2 Dialogue:  Tape Script 7.2 
(Question) 
154 
Activity 3 Numbering : Tape Script 7.2 based 
on picture 
155 
Section 2 Activity 1  Text : Dini the Heroine (Question) 157 
Activity 2 Numbering  : Order Paragraph 157-158 
Activity 3 Generic Structure : Dini the 
Heroine 
159 
Activity 4 Verb (Present, Past, Perfect 
Continuous tense) 
161 
Activity 5 Match the pictures and the 
paragraph : Three Little Rabbits 
162-163 
Activity 6 Text : Three Little Rabbits 
(Question) 
163 
Activity 7 Time phrases and conjunction : 
Three Little Rabbits 
164 
Activity 8 Write : Story based on picture The 
Woodcutter and the Golden Axe 
164 
Activity 9 Numbering : The Woodcutter and 
the Golden Axe story 
166 
TOTAL  63 Activities  
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(d) Fit the pedagogical philosophy of the course Yes (a good fit) 
 Pedagogical philosophy consists of engaging in challenging, 
worthwhile ideas, which emphasize student-teacher and student-
students relationship (collaborative learning), the value of 
bridging theory and praxis, and cultural development.  
 The structure of Passport to the World 3 textbook is 
constructed from pedagogical philosophy. This book starts from 
English curriculum from Junior High School, map of the book, 
preference in essentials goal of communicative competence, book 
guideline directed in pedagogical philosophy, table of contents 
and 7 Unit of student’s materials. The textbook designed in 184 
pages. The whole arrangement is shown in table below:  
Table 4.10 The Structure of Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Content Description Page 
Front cover  Title : Passport to the World 3 A Fun and 
Easy English Book for Grade IX of Junior 
High School 
 Writer : Djatmika, Agus Dwi Priyanto and 
Ida Kusuma 
 Publisher : Tiga Serangkai Pustaka 
Mandiri 
 Ilustration : 4 students play a drama theater 
in the stage 
0 
Title Passport to the World 3 A Fun and Easy 
English Book for Grade IX of Junior High 
School 
i 
Team Work  Writer : Djatmika, Agus Dwi Priyanto and 
Ida Kusuma 
 Editor : Ahmad Thomy H. 
 Set and Layout : Iwan Surya 
ii 
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 Cover Design : Sugimin 
 Illustrator : Tim ilustrator 
 Publish year : 2015 
 Printing Office : PT Tiga Serangkai 
Pustaka Mandiri 
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 The textbook provides pedagogical philosophy in various 
activities which integrate the language skill area of listening, 
reading, speaking and writing. The listening skill encourages 
students to enhance their listening ability by using Tape Script. 
The reading skill provides some various texts and activities aimed 
to improve the students’ reading ability and understanding of the 
reading passages and text type. The speaking skill encourages 
students to practice their speaking ability in communicative 
competence by using certain language expression. And the 
writing skill encourages students in producing various types of 
text by using report activities as guidance. 
  In this textbook there are some features to help in teaching 
learning process, the material that appears in students’ activity 
below is the table of guideline directed in pedagogical 
philosophy: 
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Table 4.11 Book Guideline of Students Activities in  
Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Kind of Activity Book Guideline Function 
Pre-Activity  Course objectives 
 
 
 
 Concept Map 
 
 
 
 Keywords of this 
Unit 
 Warming up 
 
 
 
 Check the 
Expression 
 Make the students know 
what materials to learn 
and learning goal 
 Draw materials in a unit 
globally. It is designed in 
table form so the students 
can easily see how the 
materials are spelt out. 
 Are the words indicating 
the content of the unit 
 Opens unit with a pre-
activity before the 
students learn the 
materials 
 Contains the expression 
used in the related 
materials. The students 
will have many 
alternatives of expression 
in doing daily 
conversation 
Activity presented 
(Main-Activity) 
 Activity 
 
 
 Listening Practice 
 
 
 
 
 Working in Group 
 
 
 
 
 Grammar Check 
 
 Demands the students to 
reach the level of 
competence needed.  
 Invites the student to 
practice with listening 
materials. Each practice is 
equipped with tape script 
to direct this session. 
 Asks the students to work 
in group. Then, students 
learn how to interact with 
other and solve the 
problems together. 
 Assists the students in 
learning English grammar. 
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 Grammar Practice 
 
However, it is designed to 
support the material 
contents of every unit. 
 Makes sure that the 
students understand the 
grammar presented. 
Post-Activity  Let’s Do More  
 
 
 Get More 
 
 
 Remember 
 
 
 
 
 Fun Time 
 
 
 Creative Corner 
 
 Game 
 
 
 Grammar Summary 
 
 Don’t Know yet? 
 
 
 
 
 Compact 
Dictionary 
 
 
 
 Wise Words 
 
 Is a kind of portfolio for 
students to develop their 
skill outside the class. 
 Gives deeper and more 
specific materials for 
students. 
 Gives the students the 
essence they get form 
material learning. It 
contains social or religious 
values in learning English 
 Means enjoying moment. 
The students can relax 
while doing the activities. 
 Challenges the students in 
developing the creativity. 
 Is fill of exciting activity. 
Forces the students more 
active.  
 Summarizes the material 
in grammar check. 
 Add some newest 
additional information 
related to the theme. It 
talks about culture, art, 
science, and so on 
 Give references to the 
difficult words. It 
demands the students 
more creative in grasping 
the meaning of the words. 
 Bring the awareness and 
great behavior for 
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 Reflection 
 
student’s manners 
 Evaluates the students 
about the progress of 
learning. How far the 
students’ comprehension 
about the material is being 
discussed here.  
 
 From the guideline directed in pedagogical philosophy 
below, it can be concluded that the fit of the pedagogical 
philosophy is Yes (a good fit).  Because the pedagogical 
philosophy such as engaging in challenging, worthwhile ideas, 
which emphasize student-teacher and student-students  
relationship (collaborative learning), the value of bridging theory 
and praxis, and cultural development are constructed inside the 
student’s activities.  
 
Engaging In Challenging 
Table 4.12 Students Activity related to Engaging in Challenging 
Guideline Activities Codes 
Let’s Do More Write the direction to 
get the facility from the 
sport 
U2/042/CCIC/Pg.31 
Let’s Do More Go Shopping! U4/097/CCIC/Pg.81 
Let’s Do More Organize a school 
bazaar for the end of 
this semester 
U5/116/CCSC/Pg.103 
Let’s Do More Make a simple 
advertisement and post 
it on your school’s wall 
magazine. 
U6/162/CCFC/Pg.133 
Let’s Do More Organize a story telling 
contest 
U7/195/CCIC/Pg.168 
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Worthwhile Ideas 
Table 4.13 Students Activity related to Worthwhile Ideas 
Guideline Activities Codes 
Check the Expression Asking for and Giving 
Opinions 
U1/003/CCFC/Pg.05 
Activity 3 Writing a Report Text U1/015/CCFC/Pg.10 
Grammar Check “Suffixes, -al,-ful, and -
less is to convert noun 
to adjective.” 
U1/018/CCLC/Pg.12 
Check the Expression Asking and Giving 
Direction 
U2/027/CCDC/Pg.21 
Check the Expression Expressing Amazement U2/033/CCFC/Pg.26 
Activity 4 Writing a Report Text: 
Library 
U2/041/CCSOC/Pg.30 
Grammar Check “Comparative and 
Superlative Adjectives” 
U2/044/CCLC/Pg.31 
Check the Expression Giving  two-step 
instructions 
U3/052/CCLC/Pg.44 
Grammar Check Adverbs U3/069/CCLC/Pg.56 
Check the Expression Asking and Telling 
Ingredients 
U4/077/CCDC/Pg.68 
Check the Expression Telling Cooking 
Procedures  & Showing 
Attention 
U4/084/CCFC/Pg.73 
Grammar Check Comparative and 
Superlative Form of 
Adverb 
U4/099/CCLC/Pg.81 
Check the Expression Offering and Asking for 
Help 
U5/109/CCFC/Pg.100 
Check the Expression Polite Expression to U5/112/CCFC/Pg.102 
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Apologize 
Grammar Check Passive Voice to Telling 
Facts. 
U5/122/CCLC/Pg.107 
Check the Expression Telling interesting news U6/141/CCFC/Pg.122 
Check the Expression Telling Surprise and 
Asking a Motive 
U6/143/CCFC/Pg.123 
Grammar Check Reported Speech U6/150/CCLC/Pg.126 
Check the Expression 1. Giving comments to 
good news 
2. Congratulating 
3. Giving comments to 
bad news 
U7/171/CCFC/Pg.150 
Grammar Check Connectors U7/182/CCDC/Pg.158 
 
Emphasize Student-Teacher & Student-Students Relationship 
Table 4.14 Students Activity related to emphasize Student-Teacher & 
Student-Students Relationship 
Guideline Activities Codes 
Working in Group Complete the following 
dialogues with suitable 
expressions. Then practice 
the dialogues with a 
friend. 
U1/006/CCDC/Pg.7 
Activity 1 Expressing Amazement 
Your teacher will read the 
following conversation. 
Listen to the conversation 
and repeat. 
U2/032/CCDC/Pg.25 
Working in Group Make a group of two. 
Make a dialogue based on 
U3/054/CCIC/Pg.46 
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the picture. 
Working in Group Make a group of two. 
With your partner, make a 
dialogue about the 
procedure of how to use 
the pencil sharpener...... 
U3/062/CCIC/Pg.52 
Working in Group Work in pairs. With your 
partner, make a dialogue 
about the procedures of 
how to make Streamed 
Egg with Spring Onion. 
U4/088/CCIC/Pg.76 
Working in Group Your teacher will read the 
following the 
transactional dialogue at 
the school shop. Listen 
while reading the 
dialogue. 
U5/113/CCDC/Pg.103 
Working in Group Now have a conversation 
about the Student in class. 
Express your surprise and 
interest..... 
U6/145/CCDC/Pg.124 
Working in Group Find a partner. Take in 
turn to tell personal news 
and give comments to the 
news. 
U7/175/CCIC/Pg.153 
 
Value of Bridging Theory and Praxis  
Table 4.15 Students Activity to Value of Bridging Theory Praxis 
Guideline Activities Codes 
Grammar Practice  Change the words in the U1/019/CCLC/Pg.13 
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brackets into adjective 
by using suffixes –al, -
ful, or –less. 
Grammar Practice 1 Complete the tables with 
suitable comparative or 
superlative adjective 
U2/045/CCLC/Pg.32 
Grammar Practice 2 Fill the blanks with 
suitable comparative or 
superlative form based 
on fact.  
U2/046/CCLC/Pg.32 
Listening Practice 4 Listen conversation 
(Tape Script 3.4) 
U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51 
Listening Practice 1 Listen (to Tape Script 
5.1) 
U5/110/CCDC/Pg.100 
Listening Practice 2 Listen (to Tape Script 
5.2) 
U5/117/CCDC/Pg.104 
Listening Practice 1 Listen to the dialogue 
(Tape Script 6.1) 
U6/142/CCDC/Pg.122 
Listening Practice 2 Listen to the dialogue 
(Tape Script 6.2) 
U6/147/CCDC/Pg.125 
Listening Practice 1 Listen to your teacher 
(Tape Script 7.1) 
U7/172/CCDC/Pg.150 
Listening Practice 2 Listen to your teacher 
(Tape Script 7.1) 
U7/175/CCDC/Pg.153 
 
Cultural Development 
Table 4.16 Students Activity related to Cultural Development 
Guideline Activities Codes 
Don’t Know yet? The Beatles U1/012/CCSOC/Pg.15 
Don’t Know yet? Car-pool vehicles in U2/049/CCSOC/Pg.35 
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Britain and US 
Don’t Know yet? Buy their fresh food in 
Britain and US 
U3/073/CCSOC/Pg.59 
Don’t Know yet? Breakfast in British 
hotels 
U4/104/CCSOC/Pg.86 
Don’t Know yet? Australians copyright U5/136/CCSOC/Pg.116 
Don’t Know yet? Australia’s library U6/166/CCSOC/Pg.136 
Don’t Know yet? Bullying case U7/201/CCSOC/Pg.170 
 
 From the codes above, each aspect of pedagogical 
philosophy can be seen in (see appendices 1.2). The code explains 
about the activities and content of those activities in Passport to 
the World 3 textbook. All activities includes of pedagogical 
philosophy correlated with students need to improve their 
communicative competence. 
2) Fits between the textbook and the students  
 In employing the aspect, the researcher used evaluation 
checklist to fit between the materials in textbook and the students. 
Students are the subject in acquisition knowledge. Passport to the 
World 3 textbook’s materials contribute to the character building 
for students, deliver new knowledge and skill of English that 
directed on student’s communicative competence. 
Table 4.17 The Textbook Evaluation Checklist Criteria  
(Fit between the textbook and the students) 
Evaluation on the fit -  
Criteria 
Yes 
(a good 
fit) 
Perhaps 
(adequate 
fit) 
Probably 
Not  
(a poor 
Absolutely Not 
(wrong for 
curriculum/ 
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fit) students/teachers) 
Fits between the textbook and the students: 
 Explanations are 
understandable/usa
ble for the students 
 √   
 Examples are 
understandable/ 
usable for the 
students 
 √   
 Activities are 
appropriate for 
students 
√    
 Thematic content is 
understandable and 
culturally 
appropriate 
√    
TOTAL 2 2 - - 
 
(a) Explanations are understandable/usable for the students 
Perhaps (adequate fit) 
Most of the activities in Passport to the World 3 
textbook are understandable and usable for students (see page 
72). The criteria of textbook are under stable if textbook 
based on equal to subject material including 4 skills such as 
listening in U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51, it tells about asking 
repetition and checking understanding on conversation (Tape 
Script 3.4); speaking in U3/052/CCLC/Pg.44, it tells about 
give two-step instructions; reading in U3/064/CCDC/Pg.53, 
it tells about the text of how to repair a scratched CD, and 
writing in U5/130/CCFC/Pg.110, it tells about report text 
based the text “ANTS”.  
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(b) Examples are understandable/ usable for the students 
Perhaps (adequate fit) 
The textbook provides examples usable and expandable 
for the teachers. In Unit 1 – Unit 7 designed by 63 student’s 
activities that on the first number guided how to answer the 
question. So, the students should follow the situation and 
her/his technique in involvement learning activity.  
(c) Activities are appropriate for students on the Junior High 
School level ability. So they are appropriate for students in 
Al-Firdaus Surakarta (see page 72-74) Yes (a good fit) 
(d) Thematic content is understandable and culturally appropriate 
Yes (a good fit) 
Passport to the World 3 textbook is difference between 
the previous books that the researcher analyzed on pre-
research because on this book constructs the culturally aspect 
inside (see page 84).  
3) Fits between the textbook and the teachers 
 In employing the aspect, the researcher used evaluation 
checklist to fit between the materials in textbook and the teachers. 
Teachers as a guide in disseminated knowledge should able to 
take the instruction inside Passport to the World 3 textbook’s 
materials. The material in the textbook directed on student’s 
communicative competence. 
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Table 4.18 The Textbook Evaluation Checklist Criteria  
(Fit between the textbook and the teachers) 
Evaluation on the fit -  
Criteria 
Yes 
(a good 
fit) 
Perhaps 
(adequate 
fit) 
Probably 
Not  
(a poor 
fit) 
Absolutely Not 
(wrong for 
curriculum/ 
students/teachers) 
Fits between the textbook and the teachers: 
 Provides 
explanations usable 
by the teachers 
 √   
 Provides examples 
useable and 
expandable by the 
teachers 
√    
 Fits the needs and 
preferences of the 
teachers (Is this a 
book that you 
personally would 
like to use?) 
√    
 Provides in-book or 
instructor’s manual 
support for teachers 
 √   
 Provides-
technological 
support (CDs, 
Website, CNN, 
NPR, etc.) 
  √  
TOTAL  2 2 1 - 
 
(a) Provides explanations usable by the teachers - Perhaps 
(adequate fit)  
 The structure of Passport to the World 3 textbook is quite 
usable by teachers from the skills, materials, various terms, and 
grammar corner. All of the materials are clear and genuine. The 
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explanations should usable by the teachers to deliver the 
materials. For example, there is teachers’ explanation about “how 
to ask for and give opinion” in U1/003/CCFC/Pg.05 which is 
usable for teacher’s explanation. In that material also show the 
examples and task for students.  
 However, for the other materials teachers did not explained 
more how to organize the agenda shown in U4/097/CCIC/Pg.81 
the materials of Let’s Do More. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that Passport to the World 3 textbook provides explanations 
usable by teacher is  
(b) Provides examples useable and expandable by the teachers - 
Yes (a good fit) 
 The textbook provide examples usable and expandable by the 
teachers. In Unit 1 – Unit 7 designed by 63 students’ activity that 
on the first number guided how to answer the question. For the 
example, Unit 4- Activity 4 show “dialogue based on picture” 
(see textbook page 77) in U4/090/CCDC/Pg.77.  The examples of 
task precisely on number 1 directed to the next number. So, the 
teacher should follow the situation and her/his technique in 
involvement students learning activity.  
(c) Fits the needs and preferences of the teachers (Is this a book 
that you personally would like to use?) Yes (a good fit) 
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 The preferences of the teachers are constructed students’ 
ability and knowledge development. This textbook is designed as 
the guiding materials for Junior High School students in 
Indonesia with a scientific approach in accordance to the revised-
2013 curriculum. The indicator is fulfilled because this textbook 
fits the needs (skill) and preferences of the teacher: 
Needs and Preferences of English Skill 
Skill Code 
Listening U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51;U5/110/CCDC/Pg.100;U5/117/CCDC/Pg.104; 
U6/142/CCDC/Pg.122; U6/147/CCDC/Pg.125; 
U7/172/CCDC/Pg.150 (see appendices 1.2) 
Speaking U3/052/CCLC/Pg.44 ; U3/056/CCLC/Pg.48 ; U1/002/CCDC/Pg.5 ; 
U1/005/CCDC/Pg.7 ; U2/027/CCDC/Pg.21 ; U2/032/CCDC/Pg.25; 
U4/077/CCDC/Pg.68; U4/092/CCDC/Pg.78; U5/108/CCDC/Pg.99; 
U6/140/CCDC/Pg.121 (see appendices 1.2) 
Reading U1/011/CCDC/Pg.9 ; U1/013/CCDC/Pg.10 ; U2/038/CCDC/Pg.29; 
U3/064/CCDC/Pg.53 ;U5/125/CCDC/Pg.108 ;U6/153/CCDC/Pg.129 
U6/154/CCDC/Pg.130;U6/160/CCDC/Pg.132;U6/161/CCDC/Pg.133 
(see appendices 1.2) 
Writing U5/120/CCLC/Pg.105;U6/157/CCLC/Pg.131;U6/156/CCDC/Pg.130; 
(see appendices 1.2) 
 
(d) Provides in-book or instructor’s manual support for teachers 
Perhaps (adequate fit) 
 The instructor’s manual support for teachers based on 2013 
national curriculum is syllabus. The textbook is the tool to 
developing students’ communicative competence (see page 58). 
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We may see that this textbook represented the all aspect in 
syllabus. Moreover, all four skills matched to syllabus 
requirements.  
(e) Provides-technological support (CDs, Website, CNN, NPR, 
etc.)  Probably Not (a poor fit) 
 Passport to the World 3 textbook provides the technological 
support on aspect listening by using CDs. We may see in 
U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51, it tells about asking for repetition; 
U5/110/CCDC/Pg.100, it tells dialogue in the expression asking 
for help; U5/117/CCDC/Pg.104; it tells dialogue telling 
interesting news; U6/147/CCDC/Pg.125, it tells dialogue telling 
surprise and asking a motive; and U7/172/CCDC/Pg.150 it tells 
dialogue comments news. (See appendices 1.2). However, it is 
only support in listening skill not on the other skill.  
 
b) Proportional of communicative competence per-Unit of Passport 
to the World 3 textbook  
 The aspects to analyze are: Linguistic Competence, Discourse 
competence, Sociocultural Competence, Formulaic Competence, 
Interactional Competence, and Strategic Competence.  
1) Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” has been analyzed. This unit 
describes and provides students with words and expression related 
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to the material of communicative competence. It provides on 
some expression to ask and give opinion on something, 
expression meaning in a report, and write report text. 
Unit 1 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 4 
activities and section 2 consists of 4 activities. The materials are 
in form of dialogue practiced by the students, listening practice, 
and grammar check. The other material is the form of speaking to 
get interactional between other students about the asking and 
giving opinions. In this unit also provides some materials on 
student’s activity to measure students’ competence. The 
percentages of communicative competence in Unit 1 is 10,59%.  
Table 4.19 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 1) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence - 3 
2. Discourse Competence 3 3 
3. Sociocultural Competence - 3 
4. Formulaic Competence 1 2 
5. Interactional Competence 4 - 
6. Strategic Competence - 6 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 25 
Average (%) 10,59% 
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(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) 
which are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the dominant of 
morphological aspect as many as 3 students’ activity, whereas the 
aspect of phonological, lexical, and syntactic are not contained in 
unit 1 “I Think It is Great!”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) 
were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.20 Linguistic Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Grammar Check morphological U1/018/CCLC/Pg.12 
Grammar Practice  morphological U1/019/CCLC/Pg.13 
Grammar Summary morphological U1/023/CCLC/Pg.15 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) 
which are fulfilled. The discourse competence aspects included in 
this unit are coherence (3), generic structure (2), and deixis (1). 
But cohesion is not contained in unit 1 “I Think It is Great!”. The 
activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table 
below: 
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Table 4.21 Discourse Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Activity 1 coherence U1/002/CCDC/Pg.5 
Activity 3 generic 
structure 
U1/005/CCDC/Pg.7 
Working in Group  generic 
structure 
U1/006/CCDC/Pg.7 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 1 coherence  U1/011/CCDC/Pg.9 
Activity 2 coherence U1/013/CCDC/Pg.10 
Creative Corner deixis U1/020/CCDC/Pg.14 
 
(c) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there none (0) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) 
which are fulfilled. The sociocultural competence aspects that 
included are social contextual factors (1), stylistic 
appropriateness (1), and cultural factors (1) on unit 1 “I Think It 
is Great!” The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by 
code in the table below: 
  Table 4.22 Sociocultural Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U1/009/CCSOC/Pg.8 
Don’t Know yet? social 
contextual 
factors 
U1/012/CCSOC/Pg.15 
Wise Words cultural factors U1/022/CCSOC/Pg.16 
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(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are two (2) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) which are 
fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that included are 
routine (1) and lexical frames (2). But collocation and idioms are 
not contained in unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.23 Formulaic Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
 Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
 
1
 Check the 
Expression 
routine U1/003/CCFC/Pg.5 
S
ec
 2
 Activity 3 lexical frames  U1/015/CCFC/Pg.10 
Game  lexical frames U1/021/CCFC/Pg.15 
 
(e) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there are four (4) and section 2 
there is none (0) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) 
which are fulfilled. The interactional competence aspects that 
included is actional competence (4) in all activities on unit 1 “I 
Think It is Great!”. But another aspect like conversation 
competence and non-verbal/paralinguistic competence are not 
fulfilled in this unit. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below: 
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Table 4.24 Interactional Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
  
1
 
Activity 1 actional competence U1/001/CCIC/Pg.5 
Activity 2 actional competence U1/004/CCIC/Pg.6 
Listening Practice 6 actional competence U1/007/CCIC/Pg.8 
Activity 4 actional competence U1/008/CCIC/Pg.8 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 On unit 1 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are six (6) students’ activities (see textbook page 1-18) which 
are fulfilled. The strategic competence aspects that included in this 
unit are achievement (1) and interacting (5). But stalling, self-
monitoring, and social are not contained in unit 1 “I Think It is 
Great!”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code 
in the table below: 
Table 4.25 Strategic Competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 1 interacting U1/011/CCSC/Pg.9 
Activity 3 interacting U1/014/CCSC/Pg.10 
Activity 4 interacting U1/016/CCSC/Pg.11 
Get More achievement U1/017/CCSC/Pg.12 
Compact Dictionary interacting U1/024/CCSC/Pg.16 
Reflection interacting U1/025/CCSC/Pg.16 
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2) Unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street” 
Unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street” has been analyzed. This 
unit describes and provides students with words and expression 
related to the material of communicative competence. It is 
providing some expression to ask and give directions, expression 
to amazement, understand report text, and write report text. 
Unit 2 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 4 
activities and section 2 consists of 4 activities. The material are in  
form of dialogue practiced by the students, check the expression, 
listening practice, and grammar check. The other material is the 
form of spoken task to increase students’ speaking skill about the 
asking and giving directions. In this unit also provides some 
material on student’s activity to measure students’ competence. 
Table 4.26 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street” 
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 2) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence - 4 
2. Discourse Competence 4 2 
3. Sociocultural Competence 1 3 
4. Formulaic Competence 4 1 
5. Interactional Competence 2 1 
6. Strategic Competence 1 3 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 26 
Average (%) 11,02% 
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(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence 
On unit 2 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are four (4) students’ activities (see textbook page 19-40) 
which are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the consist of 
lexical (2) and morphological (2) aspect as many as 4 students’ 
activity, whereas the aspect of phonological and syntactic are not 
contained in unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street”. The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.27 Linguistic Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Grammar Check morphological U2/044/CCLC/Pg.31 
Grammar Practice 1 lexical U2/045/CCLC/Pg.32 
Grammar Practice 2 lexical U2/046/CCLC/Pg.32 
Grammar Summary morphological U2/048/CCLC/Pg.34 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence   
 On unit 2 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 19-40) 
which are fulfilled. The discourse competence aspects that 
included in this unit are coherence (3), generic structure (2), and 
deixis (1). But cohesion is not contained in unit 2 “Go Straight on 
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This Street”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained 
by code in the table below: 
Table 4.28 Discourse Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Warming Up deixis U2/026/CCDC/Pg.21 
Check the Expression coherence U2/027/CCDC/Pg.21 
Activity 1 coherence U2/032/CCDC/Pg.25 
Activity 4 generic 
structure 
U2/036/CCDC/Pg.28 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 1 coherence  U2/038/CCDC/Pg.29 
Fun Time generic 
structure 
U2/049/CCDC/Pg.33 
 
(c) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 The sociocultural competence aspects that included are 
stylistic appropriateness (2), and cultural factors (2), whereas the 
aspect of social contextual factor is not contained in unit 2 “Go 
Straight on This Street”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.29 Sociocultural Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U2/037/CCSOC/Pg.25 
S
ec
 2
 Activity 4 cultural factors U2/041/CCSOC/Pg.30 
Remember stylistic U2/043/CCSOC/Pg.31 
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appropriateness 
Don’t Know yet? cultural factors U2/049/CCSOC/Pg.35 
 
(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 On unit 2 part of section 1 there are four (4) and section 2 
there is one (1) students’ activities (see textbook page 19-40) 
which are fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that 
included are routine (3) and lexical frames (2). But collocation and 
idioms are not contained in unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street”. 
The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the 
table below: 
Table 4.30 Formulaic Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Listening Practice 2 Routine U2/029/CCFC/Pg.23 
Get More  lexical frames U2/030/CCFC/Pg.24 
Check the Expression Routine U2/033/CCFC/Pg.26 
Activity 3 Routine U2/035/CCFC/Pg.26 
2
 Activity 2 lexical frames  U2/039/CCFC/Pg.29 
 
(e) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence   
 On unit 2 part of section 1 there are two (2) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities (see textbook page 19-40) 
which are fulfilled. The interactional competence aspects that 
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included is actional competence (3) in all activities. But another 
aspect like conversation competence and non-verbal/paralinguistic 
competence are not fulfilled on unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street”. 
The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code: 
Table 4.31 Interactional Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Check the Expression actional 
competence 
U2/028/CCIC/Pg.21 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 1 actional 
competence 
U2/031/CCIC/Pg.25    
Let’s Do More actional 
competence 
U2/042/CCIC/Pg.31 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 The strategic competence aspects that included in this unit are 
interacting (4). But achievements, stalling, self-monitoring, and 
social are not contained in on unit 2 “Go Straight on This Street”. 
The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code below: 
Table 4.32 Strategic Competence in Unit 2  
“Go Straight on This Street” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
1
 
1
 Listening Practice 3 interacting U2/034/CCSC/Pg.26 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 3 interacting U2/040/CCSC/Pg.30 
Compact Dictionary interacting U2/050/CCSC/Pg.35 
Reflection interacting U2/051/CCSC/Pg.35 
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3) Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
 Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” has been 
analyzed. This unit describes and provides students with words 
and expression related to the material of communicative 
competence. In this unit the students learn how to give two-step 
instructions, multi-step instructions, ask for repetitions in a 
spoken interaction, and understand the procedures. 
 Unit 3 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 4 
activities and section 2 consists of 5 activities. The material is in 
form of check the expression, dialogue practiced by the students, 
listening practice, and also grammar check. In this unit also 
provides some material on student’s activity to measure students’ 
communicative competence. 
Table 4.33 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 3) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence 2 4 
2. Discourse Competence 3 1 
3. Sociocultural Competence - 1 
4. Formulaic Competence 3 3 
5. Interactional Competence 3 2 
6. Strategic Competence - 2 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 24 
Average (%) 10,17% 
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(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 3 part of section 1 there are two (2) and section 2 
there are four (4) students’ activity (see textbook page 41-64) 
which are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the consist of 
lexical (3) and morphological (3) aspect as many as 6 students’ 
activity, whereas the aspect of phonological and syntactic are not 
contained in unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?”. The 
activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code below: 
Table 4.34 Linguistic Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
 
1
 
Check the Expression Lexical U3/052/CCLC/Pg.44 
Check the Expression Lexical U3/056/CCLC/Pg.48 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 2  Lexical U3/065/CCLC/Pg.53 
Grammar Check morphological U3/069/CCLC/Pg.56 
Grammar Practice 1 morphological U3/070/CCLC/Pg.57 
Grammar Practice 2 morphological U3/072/CCLC/Pg.57 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence   
 
 On unit 3 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities. The discourse competence 
aspects that included in this unit are coherence (2) and generic 
structure. But cohesion and deixis are not contained in unit 3 “Can 
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You Show Me How to Use It?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) 
were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.35 Discourse Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Activity 1 coherence U3/055/CCDC/Pg.47 
Activity 2 generic 
structure 
U3/058/CCDC/Pg.49 
Listening Practice 4 generic 
structure 
U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51 
S
 2
 Activity 1  coherence  U3/064/CCDC/Pg.53 
 
(c) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 On unit 3 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there is one (1) students’ activities (see textbook page 41-64) 
which are fulfilled. The sociocultural competence aspects that 
included is cultural factors (1), whereas the aspect of stylistic 
appropriateness and social contextual factor is not contained in 
unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?”. The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.36 Sociocultural Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S
ec
 2
 Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
Don’t Know yet? cultural factors U3/073/CCSOC/Pg.59 
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(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 3 part of section 1 there are four (4) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities (see textbook page 41-64)    
which are fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that 
included are routine (4) and lexical frames (2). But collocation and 
idioms are not contained in unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use 
It?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in 
the table below: 
Table 4.37 Formulaic Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Listening Practice 1 Routine U3/053/CCFC/Pg.44 
Listening Practice 2  Routine U3/057/CCFC/Pg.48 
Listening Practice 3 Routine U3/060/CCFC/Pg.51 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Section 2 lexical frames  U3/063/CCFC/Pg.52 
Activity 3 Routine U3/066/CCFC/Pg.53 
Activity 5 lexical frames U3/068/CCFC/Pg.55 
 
(e) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence   
 On unit 3 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are two (2) students’ activities (see textbook page 41-64)   
which are fulfilled. The interactional competence aspects that 
included is actional competence (1), conversation competence (3), 
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and non-verbal/paralinguistic competence (1). The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.38 Interactional Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Working in Group conversation 
competence 
U3/054/CCIC/Pg.46 
Activity 3 conversation 
competence 
U3/059/CCIC/Pg.50 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Working in Group  conversation 
competence 
U3/062/CCIC/Pg.52  
Activity 4 actional 
competence 
U3/067/CCIC/Pg.54 
Fun Time non-verbal/ 
paralinguistic 
competence 
U3/071/CCIC/Pg.57 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 The strategic competence aspects that included in this unit is 
interacting (4). But achievement, stalling, self-monitoring, and 
social are not contained in on unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to 
Use It?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by 
code in the table below: 
Table 4.39 Strategic Competence in  
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?” 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
Compact Dictionary interacting U3/074/CCSC/Pg.59 
Reflection interacting U3/075/CCSC/Pg.60 
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4) Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” 
 Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” has been analyzed. 
This unit describes and provides students with words and 
expression related to the material of communicative competence. 
In this unit the students learn how to ask and to tell about 
ingredients, to show attention, and to tell cooking procedure and 
labels both in spoken and in written interactions. It is providing 
the material to understand labels, and write labels.  
 Unit 4 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 4 
activities and section 2 consists of 5 activities. The material are in 
form of check the expression, dialogue practiced by the students, 
listening practice, and also grammar check. In this unit also 
provides some material on student’s activity to measure students’ 
communicative competence. 
Table 4.40 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” 
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 4) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence 1 3 
2. Discourse Competence 4 3 
3. Sociocultural Competence - 3 
4. Formulaic Competence 4 1 
5. Interactional Competence 6 1 
6. Strategic Competence 1 5 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 32 
Average (%) 13,56% 
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(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 On unit 4 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 65-90) which 
are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the consist of lexical 
(2) and morphological (2) aspect as many as 4 students activities, 
whereas the aspect of phonological and syntactic are not 
contained in unit 4 “What Should We Do First?”. The activities 
(see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.41 Linguistic Competence in Unit 4 
“What Should We Do First?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
1
 Get More lexical U4/089/CCLC/Pg.76 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Grammar Check morphological  U4/099/CCLC/Pg.81 
Grammar Practice 
1 -2 
lexical U4/100/CCLC/Pg.82 
Grammar 
Summary 
morphological U4/103/CCLC/Pg.85 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse C 
 On unit 4 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 65-90) 
which are fulfilled. The discourse competence aspects that included 
in this unit are deixis (2), coherence (2), and generic structure (3). 
But cohesion is not contained in unit 4 “What Should We Do 
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First?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code 
in the table below: 
Table 4.42 Discourse Competence in Unit 4  
“What Should We Do First?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Warming up  deixis U4/076/CCDC/Pg.67 
Section 1 coherence U4/077/CCDC/Pg.68 
Activity 2 coherence U4/083/CCDC/Pg.72 
Activity 4 generic stucture U4/090/CCDC/Pg.77 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 1  generic stucture U4/092/CCDC/Pg.78 
Activity 3 generic stucture U4/094/CCDC/Pg.79 
Creative Corner deixis U4/102/CCDC/Pg.84 
 
(c) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 On unit 4 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 65-90) 
which are fulfilled. The sociocultural competence aspects that 
included are stylistic appropriateness (1), and cultural factors (2), 
whereas the aspect of social contextual factor is not contained in 
unit 4 “What Should We Do First?”. The activities (see appendices 
1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.43 Sociocultural Competence in Unit 4  
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 2
 Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U4/098/CCSOC/Pg.81 
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Don’t Know yet? cultural factors  U4/104/CCSOC/Pg.86 
Wise Words cultural factors U4/106/CCSOC/Pg.86 
 
(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 4 part of section 1 there are four (4) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities (see textbook page 65-90) which 
are fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that included are 
routine (4) and lexical frames (1). But collocation and idioms are 
not contained in unit 4 “What Should We Do First?”. The activities 
(see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.44 Formulaic Competence in Unit 4 
“What Should We Do First?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Check the Expression  routine U4/078/CCFC/Pg.68 
Check the Expression routine U4/084/CCFC/Pg.73 
Listening Practice 2 routine U4/085/CCFC/Pg.74 
Listening Practice 3 routine U4/086/CCFC/Pg.75 
S
2
 Activity 2 lexical frames  U4/093/CCFC/Pg.79 
 
(e) Student ’ s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence   
 The interactional competence aspects that included is 
actional competence (3), conversation competence (3), and 
verbal/paralinguistic competence (1) in all activities on unit 4 
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“What Should We Do First?” The activities (see appendices 1.2) 
were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.45 Interactional Competence in Unit 4  
“What Should We Do First?” 
S Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Check the 
Expression 
actional 
competence 
U4/079/CCIC/Pg.69 
Activity 1 Conversation 
competence 
U4/081/CCIC/Pg.71 
Activity 2 Conversation 
competence 
U4/082/CCIC/Pg.72 
Activity 3 actional 
competence 
U4/087/CCIC/Pg.76 
Working in Group Conversation 
competence 
U4/088/CCIC/Pg.76 
Remember Non-verbal/ 
paralinguistic 
competence  
U4/091/CCIC/Pg.78 
S
 2
 Let’s Do More actional 
competence 
U4/097/CCIC/Pg.81 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 4 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are five (5) students’ activities (see textbook page 65-90) which are 
fulfilled. The strategic competence aspects that included in this unit 
is interacting (5) and achievement (1).  But, stalling, self-
monitoring, and social are not contained in on unit 4 “What Should 
We Do First?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained 
by code in the table below: 
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Table 4.46 Strategic Competence in Unit 4  
“What Should We Do First?” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
1
 Listening Practice 1 interacting U4/080/CCSC/Pg.69 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 4 interacting U4/095/CCSC/Pg.80 
Activity 5 interacting U4/094/CCSC/Pg.81 
Fun Time achievement  U4/101/CCSC/Pg.83 
Compact Dictionary interacting U4/105/CCSC/Pg.86 
Reflection interacting U4/107/CCSC/Pg.87 
 
5) Unit 5 “Can I Help You? 
 Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”  has been analyzed. This unit 
describes and provides students with words and expression related 
to the material of communicative competence. In this unit the 
students learn how to express polite expressions in transaction, to 
express polite apologetic expressions in transaction, to tell facts, 
and to write a project report. 
 Unit 5 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 4 
activities and section 2 consists of 5 activities. The material is in 
form of check the expression, dialogue practiced by the students, 
listening practice, and also grammar check. The other material is 
the form of spoken task to increase students’ speaking skill about 
how to use polite expressions and to use apologetic polite 
expressions on student’s activity to measure students’ 
communicative competence. 
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Table 4.47 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 5) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence 3 2 
2. Discourse Competence 6 3 
3. Sociocultural Competence 1 5 
4. Formulaic Competence 3 2 
5. Interactional Competence 2 - 
6. Strategic Competence 1 4 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 32 
Average (%) 13,56% 
 
(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 On unit 5 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are two (2) students’ activities (see textbook page 97-118)   
which are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the consist of 
lexical (1), morphological (3), and syntactic (1) aspect as many as 
5 students activity, whereas the aspect of phonological is not 
contained in unit 5 “Can I Help You?”. The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
  Table 4.48 Linguistic Competence in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
  
1
 
Activity 3 morphological  U5/120/CCLC/Pg.105 
Grammar Check morphological U5/123/CCLC/Pg.107 
Grammar Practice morphological U5/122/CCLC/Pg.107 
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S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Get More syntactic  U5/129/CCLC/Pg.110 
Grammar 
Summary  
morphological U5/135/CCLC/Pg.115 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence   
 On unit 5 part of section 1 there are six (6) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 97-118)   
which are fulfilled. The discourse competence aspects that 
included in this unit are coherence (5), generic structure (3), and 
deixis (1). But cohesion is not contained in unit 5 “Can I Help 
You?”  The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by 
code in the table below: 
Table 4.49 Discourse Competence in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Section 1 coherence U5/108/CCDC/Pg.99 
Listening Practice 1 coherence U5/110/CCDC/Pg.100 
Working in Group coherence U5/113/CCDC/Pg.103 
Listening Practice 2 generic 
structure 
U5/117/CCDC/Pg.104 
Activity 2 generic 
structure 
U5/118/CCDC/Pg.104 
Telling Facts coherence U5/119/CCDC/Pg.105 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 1 generic 
structure 
U5/125/CCDC/Pg.108 
Activity 2 coherence U5/126/CCDC/Pg.108 
Creative Corner Deixis U5/134/CCDC/Pg.113 
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(c) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 On unit 5 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are fix (5) students’ activities (see textbook page 97-118)   which 
are fulfilled. The sociocultural competence aspects that included 
are stylistic appropriateness (1), and cultural factors (5), whereas 
the aspect of social contextual factor is not contained in unit 5 
“Can I Help You?”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.50 Sociocultural Competence in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U5/115/CCSOC/Pg.103 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Section 2 contextual factors U5/124/CCSOC/Pg.107 
Making a Report contextual factors U5/127/CCSOC/Pg.109 
Activity 5 contextual factors U5/131/CCSOC/Pg.111 
Don’t Know yet? contextual factors U5/136/CCSOC/Pg.116 
Wise Words contextual factors U5/138/CCSOC/Pg.116 
 
(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 On unit 5 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are two (2) students’ activities (see textbook page 97-118)   
which are fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that 
included are routine (2) and lexical frames (3). But collocation and 
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idioms are not contained in unit 5 “Can I Help You?”. The 
activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table : 
Table 4.51 Formulaic Competence in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Check the Expression Routine U5/109/CCFC/Pg.100 
Check the Expression Routine U5/112/CCFC/Pg.102 
Activity 4 lexical frames U5/121/CCFC/Pg.106 
S
ec
 2
 Activity 4 lexical frames  U5/130/CCFC/Pg.110 
Activity 5 lexical frames U5/132/CCFC/Pg.111 
 
(e) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence   
 The interactional competence aspects that included is 
conversation competence (2) in all activities (see textbook page 97-
118). But another aspect like actional competence and non-
verbal/paralinguistic competence are not fulfilled on unit 5 “Can I 
Help You?” The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by 
code in the table below: 
 Table 4.52 Interactional Competence in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Activity 1  conversation 
competence 
U5/111/CCIC/Pg.101 
Working in Group conversation 
competence 
U5/114/CCIC/Pg.103 
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(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 On unit 5 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are five (5) students’ activities which are fulfilled. The strategic 
competence aspects that included in this unit is achievement (1), 
interacting (3), and social (1). But stalling and self-monitoring are 
not contained in on unit 5 “Can I Help You?”. The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.53 Strategic Competences in Unit 5 “Can I Help You?”   
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S 1 Let’s Do More Social U5/116/CCSC/Pg.103 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 3 Interacting U5/128/CCSC/Pg.109 
Fun Time Achievement U5/133/CCSC/Pg.112 
Compact 
Dictionary 
Interacting U5/137/CCSC/Pg.116 
Reflection Interacting U5/139/CCSC/Pg.116 
 
6) Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
 Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” has been analyzed. This 
unit describes and provides students with words and expression 
related to the material of communicative competence. It is 
providing some expression to tell interesting news, to express 
surprise and interest, to ask a motive, and to write a story.  
 Unit 6 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 2 
activities and section 2 consists of 7 activities. The material are in 
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form of check the expression, dialogue practiced by the students, 
listening practice, and also grammar check. The other material 
builds on student’s activity to measure students’ communicative 
competence. 
Table 4.54 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
No. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 6) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence 2 3 
2. Discourse Competence 5 7 
3. Sociocultural Competence 1 2 
4. Formulaic Competence 2 1 
5. Interactional Competence 2 1 
6. Strategic Competence 1 3 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 30 
Average (%) 12,71% 
 
(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 6 part of section 1 there are two (2) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 119-140) 
which are fulfilled the linguistic competence with the consist of 
lexical (2) and morphological (3) aspect as many as 5 students’ 
activities, whereas the aspect of phonological and syntactic are 
not contained in unit 6 “Trouble at the Library”. The activities 
(see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below:  
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   Table 4.55 Linguistic Competences in Unit 6 
“Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
  
1
 
Grammar Check morphological  U6/150/CCLC/Pg.126 
Grammar Practice 
1-2 
Morphological U6/152/CCLC/Pg.128 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Activity 4 Lexical U6/157/CCLC/Pg.131 
Activity 5 lexical  U6/159/CCLC/Pg.132 
Grammar 
Summary 
morphological U6/165/CCLC/Pg.135 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence  
  
 On unit 6 part of section 1 there are five (5) and section 2 
there are seven (7) students’ activities (see textbook page 119-140) 
which are fulfilled. The discourse competence aspects that included 
are cohesion (2), deixis (1). coherence (2), and generic structure (7) 
on unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now”. The activities (see 
appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table below:  
Table 4.56 Discourse Competences in 
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Section 1 coherence U6/140/CCDC/Pg.121 
Listening Practice 1 generic 
structure 
U6/142/CCDC/Pg.122 
Working in Group coherence U6/145/CCDC/Pg.124 
Listening Practice 2 generic 
structure 
U6/147/CCDC/Pg.125 
Activity 2 generic 
structure 
U6/148/CCDC/Pg.126 
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S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Section 2 generic 
structure 
  U6/153/CCDC/Pg.129 
Activity 1 generic 
structure 
U6/154/CCDC/Pg.130 
Temporal 
Conjunctions 
cohesion U6/155/CCDC/Pg.130 
Activity 3 cohesion U6/156/CCDC/Pg.130 
Activity 6 generic 
structure 
U6/160/CCDC/Pg.132 
Activity 7 generic 
structure 
U6/161/CCDC/Pg.133 
Creative Corner deixis U6/164/CCDC/Pg.134 
 
(c) Student ’ s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 The sociocultural competence aspects that included are 
stylistic appropriateness (1), and cultural factors (2), whereas the 
aspect of social contextual factor is not contained in unit 6 
“Trouble at the Library”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below:  
Table 4.57 Sociocultural Competences in  
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
1
 Remember cultural factors U6/149/CCSOC/Pg.126 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 
2
 
Wise Words stylistic 
appropriateness 
U6/168/CCSOC/Pg.137 
Don’t Know yet? cultural factors U6/166/CCSOC/Pg.136 
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(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 6 part of section 1 there are two (2) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities (see textbook page 119-140) 
which are fulfilled. The formulaic competence aspects that 
included are routine (2) and lexical frames (1). But collocation 
and idioms are not contained in unit 6 “Trouble at the Library”. 
The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the 
table below:  
Table 4.58 Formulaic Competences in  
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
 1
 
Check the Expression routine U6/141/CCFC/Pg.122 
Check the Expression routine U6/143/CCFC/Pg.123 
S
2
 Let’s Do More lexical frames  U6/162/CCFC/Pg.133 
 
(e) Student ’ s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence  
 On unit 6 part of section 1 there are two (2) and section 2 
there is one (1) student’s activities (see textbook page 119-140) 
which are fulfilled. The interactional competence aspects that 
included is actional competence (1), conversation competence (1) 
and non-verbal/paralinguistic competence (1) in all activities on 
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unit 6 “Trouble at the Library”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) 
were explained by code in the table below:  
Table 4.59 Interactional Competences in  
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Activity 1 actional 
competence 
U6/144/CCIC/Pg.124 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Working in 
Group 
conversation 
competence 
U6/146/CCIC/Pg.125 
Fun Time Non-verbal/ 
paralinguistic 
competence 
U6/163/CCIC/Pg.134 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 The strategic competence aspects that included in this unit are 
self-monitoring (1) and interacting (3). But achievement, stalling, 
and social are not contained in on unit 6 “Trouble at the Library”. 
The activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the 
table below:  
Table 4.60 Strategic Competences in  
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
1
 Get More interacting U6/151/CCSC/Pg.127 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Get More Self-monitoring U6/158/CCSC/Pg.131 
Compact 
Dictionary 
interacting U6/167/CCSC/Pg.136 
Reflection interacting U6/169/CCSC/Pg.137 
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7) Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
 Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” has been analyzed. 
This unit describes and provides students with words and 
expression related to the material of communicative competence. 
It is provides some expression to give comments to news, to tell 
stories, to write stories. 
 Unit 7 is form of two sections, section 1 consists of 2 
activities and section 2 consists of 9 activities. The material is in 
form of check the expression, dialogue practiced by the students, 
listening practice, and also grammar check. The other material is 
the form of spoken task to increase students’ speaking skill about 
how to give comments to news not only for spoken but also for 
written interaction on student’s activity to measure students’ 
communicative competence. 
Table 4.61 Component of Communicative Competence in 
Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
o. 
Component of Communicative 
Competence 
Per-Unit (Unit 7) 
Section 1 Section 2 
1. Linguistic Competence - 3 
2. Discourse Competence 4 7 
3. Sociocultural Competence 1 3 
4. Formulaic Competence 3 3 
5. Interactional Competence 1 3 
6. Strategic Competence - 6 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 34 
Average (%) 14,41% 
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(a) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Linguistic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are four (4) students’ activities which are fulfilled the 
linguistic competence with the consist of lexical (2) and 
morphological (2) aspect as many as 4 students’ activity, whereas 
the aspect of phonological and syntactic are not contained in unit 
7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now”. The activities (see appendices 
1.2) were explained by code in the table below: 
Table 4.62 Linguistic Competences in  
Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Grammar Practice Lexical U7/183/CCLC/Pg.159 
Get More Morphological U7/186/CCLC/Pg.160 
Activity 4 lexical  U7/187/CCLC/Pg.161 
 
(b) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Discourse 
Competence  
  
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there are four (4) and section 2 
there are seven (7) students’ activities. The discourse competence 
aspects that included in this unit are cohesion (4), coherence (1), 
and generic structure (6), But deixis is not contained in unit 7 
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) 
were explained by code in the table below:  
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Table 4.63 Discourse Competences in Unit 7  
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 
Section 1 Coherence U7/170/CCDC/Pg.149 
Listening Practice 1 generic 
structure 
U7/172/CCDC/Pg.150 
Listening Practice 2 generic 
structure 
U7/175/CCDC/Pg.153 
Activity 2 generic 
structure 
U7/176/CCDC/Pg.154 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Section 2 Cohesion U7/179/CCDC/Pg.156 
Activity 1 generic 
structure 
U7/180/CCDC/Pg.157 
Grammar Check Cohesion U7/182/CCDC/Pg.158 
Activity 6 generic 
structure 
U7/189/CCDC/Pg.163 
Get More Cohesion U7/190/CCDC/Pg.164 
Activity 9 generic 
structure 
U7/194/CCDC/Pg.167 
Grammar Summary Cohesion U7/200/CCLC/Pg.169 
 
(c) Student ’ s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Sociocultural Competence   
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are three (3) students’ activities (see textbook page 147-173) which 
are fulfilled. The sociocultural competence aspects that included 
are stylistic appropriateness (2), and cultural factors (2), whereas 
the aspect of social contextual factor is not contained in unit 7 “Yes, 
He is a Good Boy Now”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below:  
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Table 4.64 Sociocultural Competences in Unit 7 
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U7/178/CCSOC/Pg.155 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Remember stylistic 
appropriateness 
U7/196/CCSOC/Pg.168 
Don’t Know yet? cultural factor U7/201/CCSOC/Pg.170 
Wise Words cultural factor U7/202/CCSOC/Pg.170 
 
(d) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Formulaic 
Competence   
 
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there are three (3) and section 2 
there are three (3) students’ activities. The formulaic competence 
aspects that included are routine (5) and lexical frames (1). But 
collocation and idioms are not contained in unit 7 “Yes, He is a 
Good Boy Now”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below:  
Table 4.65 Formulaic Competences in Unit 7 
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 1
 Check the Expression Routine U7/171/CCFC/Pg.150 
Activity 1 Routine U7/173/CCFC/Pg.152 
Activity 3 Routine U7/177/CCFC/Pg.155 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 Get More lexical frames  U7/184/CCFC/Pg.159 
Activity 5 Routine U7/188/CCFC/Pg.162 
Activity 8 Routine U7/192/CCFC/Pg.164 
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(e) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ 
Interactional Competence  
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there is one (1) and section 2 there 
are three (3) students’ activities which are fulfilled. The 
interactional competence aspects that included are actional 
competence (1) and conversation competence (3) in all activities on 
unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now”. But another aspect like non-
verbal/paralinguistic competence is not fulfilled in this unit. The 
activities (see appendices 1.2) were explained by code in the table 
below: 
Table 4.66 Interactional Competences in Unit 7 
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
 1
 Working in 
Group 
conversational 
competence 
U7/175/CCIC/Pg.153 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 9 conversational 
competence 
U7/193/CCIC/Pg.166 
Let’s Do More actional 
competence 
U7/195/CCIC/Pg.168 
Game conversational 
competence 
U7/199/CCIC/Pg.169 
 
(f) Student’s activity Designed to Develop Students’ Strategic 
Competence   
 On unit 7 part of section 1 there is none (0) and section 2 
there are six (6) students’ activities (see textbook page 147-173) 
which are fulfilled. The strategic competence aspects that included 
in this unit are interacting (5) and achievement (1). But stalling, 
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self-monitoring, and social are not contained in on unit 7 “Yes, He 
is a Good Boy Now”. The activities (see appendices 1.2) were 
explained by code in the table below:  
Table 4.67 Strategic Competences in Unit 7  
“Yes, He is a Good Boy Now” 
S  Guideline (Data) CC (Aspect) Code 
S
ec
ti
o
n
 2
 
Activity 2 interacting U7/181/CCSC/Pg.157 
Activity 3 interacting U7/185/CCSC/Pg.159 
Activity 7 interacting U7/191/CCSC/Pg.164 
Fun Time achievement U7/197/CCSC/Pg.168 
Compact Dictionary interacting U7/198/CCSC/Pg.170 
Reflection interacting U7/203/CCSC/Pg.171 
 
From the discussion above can be concluded the proportional of 
communicative competence per-Unit of Passport to the World 3 
textbook, it is shown in Figure 4.1  
Figure 4.1 the total proportional of activities dedicated to 
development of communicative competence per-Unit in textbook 
 
10,59% 
11,02% 
10,17% 
13,56% 
13,56% 
12,71% 
14,41% 
Total Communicative Competence  
Per-Unit in Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” 
Unit 2  “Go Straight in This Street” 
Unit 3 “Can You Show Me How to Use It?" 
Unit 4 “What Should We Do First?” 
Unit 5 “Can I Help You? 
Unit 6 “Trouble at the Library” 
Unit 7 “Yes, He is a Good Boy Now" 
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Based on the explanations above can be discussed that the 
communicative competence component per-Unit in the textbook. That 
being said, the communicative competence on Passport to the World 3 
textbook that the percentages of students’ activities dedicated in is 
averages on percentages 86,02%. Although based on the theory of 
Gomez-Rodriguez (2010) that the percentage of the number of each 
Units are proportions. Because the Units include the same section that 
called Section 1 and Section 2. And also has the final computing 
student’s activities that consists of the component of communicative 
competence suggested by Murcia (2007). Even in the case of student’s 
activities in textbook which ranked the lowest component of 
communicative competence in this respect is on Unit 1, therefore the 
highest component of communicative competence is in Unit 7.   
 
c) The Proportional of activities definitely developing the 
components communicative competence  
 The analysis was done according to the component of 
communicative competence based on Celce-Murcia theory. There 
were 6 components of communicative competence (see the theory in 
page 27) suggested by Celce-Murcia theory (2007) which cover 203 
material. The aspects to analyze are: Linguistic Competence, 
Discourse competence, Sociocultural Competence, Formulaic 
Competence, Interactional Competence, and  Strategic Competence 
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Table 4.68 Percentage of Communicative Competence (Per-Component) 
Component of 
Communicative Competence 
Aspect Involved Score Percentage 
Linguistic Competence Phological  - 12,71% 
Lexical 12 
Morphological 17 
Syntactic  1 
Discourse Competence Cohesion 6 23,31% 
Deixis  6 
Coherence 18 
Generic Structure 25 
Sociocultural Competence Social contextual factor 1 10,17% 
Stylistic 
appropriateness 
8 
Cultural factor 15 
Formulaic Competence Routine 21 13,98% 
Collocation - 
Idioms - 
Lexical frames 12 
Interactional Competence Actional 13 11,86% 
Conversation 12 
Non-verbal/ 
paralinguistic 
3 
Strategic Competence Achievement 4 13,98% 
Stalling or time gaining - 
Self-monitoring 1 
Interacting  27 
Social 1 
Total (frequency (n=236)) 203 
Average 86,02% 
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From the table 4.68, it was explained about the total 203 students’ 
activity in Passport to the World 3 textbook that definitely develop 
student’s communicative competence. The percentage of the 
component of communicative competence is 86,02% which means 
averages. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the proportion of definitely 
developing the component of communicative competence in Passport 
to the World 3 textbook. 
Figure 4.2 the proportional of activities dedicated to development of 
communicative competence in the “definitely developing the 
component of communicative competence” in this textbook 
 
  The calculated percentages for the components demonstrated that 
even in the most communicative one of Passport to the World 3 textbook, 
a predominance of activities targeting discourse competence was over 
servable (23,31%). The high proportional of discourse competence 
building activities can be attributed to the fact that every student’s activity 
12,71% 
23,31% 
10,17% 
13,98% 
11,86% 
13,98% 
Propotional of Component of Communicative 
Comptence in Passport to the World 3 Textbook 
Linguistic Competence 
Discourse Competence  
Sociocultural Competence 
Formulaic Competence 
Interactional Competence 
Strategic Competence 
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somehow contributes to the development of one or another facet of 
discourse competence.   
 From the analysis above be concluded that, considering the 
definitely developing communicative competence’ category the ratio of 
strategic (13,98%) and formulaic (13,98%) competence was relatively 
stable. These percentages indicated that interacting and routine aspect was 
included in more proportion in this textbook. Whereas in linguistic 
(12,71%) and interactional (11,86%) competence was included in balance 
proportional, these percentages indicate because in every Unit of textbook 
spared in balance aspect of linguistic and interactional competence. And in 
the sociocultural competence (10,17%) was indicated less proportion in, 
this aspect only focused on cross cultural of international phenomenon.  
 
2. The content analysis of dominant component from communicative 
competence in Passport to the World 3 textbook based on Celce-Murcia 
theory (2007) 
a) Lingusitic Competence 
 The first component is linguistic component; the point of 
material discussed about “suffiex”, “comparative and superlative 
adjective”, “adverb that describe verbs by using –ly”,“comparative 
and superlative adverb”, “active and passive voice”, “report speech”, 
connectors, and “tenses (present continuous tense, past continuous 
tense, and future continuous tense)”. The aspects of linguistic 
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competence that appeared in the material are lexical, morphological, 
and syntactic. The quantity of linguistic competence in the textbook 
has thirty (30) students’ activities.  
 The table of the aspect from linguistic competence can be seen 
in (page 127).  There are some examples of students’ activity which 
are suitable with the linguistic competence in Passport to the World 3 
textbook. In the linguistic competence, the students are expected to 
learn about grammatical review, are as follows. 
 Get More is type of communicative competence that focused on 
Linguistic Competence because the texts of exercise consist of the 
grammatical inflection of lexical (12 students’ activities). Student 
takes more material that consists of grammatical knowledge about 
countable and uncountable noun  (How Many and How Much).  The 
example, see U4/089/CCLC/Pg.76, designed on page 76 in Unit 4 
“What Should We Do First?”  
U3/069/CCLC/Pg.56 
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 Grammar Check is the activity presented (Main-Activity) to 
assists the students in learning English grammar.  This students 
activity focused on Morphological (17 students’ activities) aspect that 
showed of part of speech to convert Adjective to Adverb by using -ly. 
The material about adverb is worlds that describe verbs, they used to 
describe how something is done; the example: she shook the 
correction pen slowly, -ly. The students learn about grammatical 
review which is explained about adverbs in English which are usually 
by adding –ly to adjectives (quick – quickly). Hence that student’s 
materials develop the students’ linguistic competence. 
U5/129/CCLC/Pg.110 
 
 Get More is the post-activity for students getting  more ordinary 
materials from this section. The material about the language features 
used in report text. The students learn the generic participants, the 
example of report, tenses, temporal sequence, and to-be used. 
Therefore, the student’s activity above proved communicative 
competence’s component that focused on Linguistic Competence 
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because the text of exercise consists of the Syntactic (1 students’ 
activity) type. Student takes more material that consists of language 
features, the other example (see appendices 1.2) 
b) Discourse Competence 
 The second component is discourse competence; the material in 
Activity, Check the Expression, Warming up, and Listening Practice. 
The point of the material are “asking and giving opinion”, “dialogue 
practice”, “asking and giving direction”, “expressing amazement”, 
“telling two-step instruction”, “telling multi-step instruction”, “asking 
and telling ingredients”, “giving instructions”, “offering and asking 
help”, “expressing surprise and interest”, “temporal conjunction”, 
“advertisement”, and “giving comment to news”. Another material 
discussed in creative corner and fun time such as “make a mouth 
organ”, “make a rainbow in a cup”, and “make a ocean diorama”. The 
aspects of discourse competence that appeared in the material are 
cohesion, deixis, coherence, and, generic structure. The quantity of 
discourse competence has fifty five (55) student’s activities.  
 The table of the aspect from discourse competence can be seen 
in (page 128).  The example of students’ activity which is suitable 
with the discourse competence in Unit 1 “I Think It is Great!” is as 
follows. 
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 U1/002/CCDC/Pg.5 
 
 In the material of Warming Up is the students’ (Pre-Activity) to 
stimulate students have freedom in discussing the question. The 
material build to create conversation in interpret the context. The 
activity is the managing old and new information from sub-area of 
Coherence  (18 students’ activities)  area. The students should answer 
the question based on the picture shown. The picture is about 
“Musical Instruments”. The example of the question is like, What 
musical instruments did you see?. Therefore the material purposed to 
develop students’ communicative competence, focused on discourse 
competence. 
 The material above is about discourse competence aspect on 
coherence area. The other aspects such as cohesion, deixis and generic 
structure (see appendices 1.2).  U6/155/CCDC/Pg.130 
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 Cohesion is the material that conventions regarding use of 
reference, substitution, conjunction, and lexical frame. In Passport to 
the World 3 textbook are shows six (6) students’ activities. The 
material about “Temporal Conjunction” see U6/155/CCDC/Pg.130 
explains how kinds of conjunctions relate clauses in terms of temporal 
conjunctions. The following temporal conjunction that explained are, 
after lunch time, ... finally. 
U1/020/CCDC/Pg.14 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Deixis is the situation grounding achieved through use textual 
reference in following table, the figure, or the steps. Deixis aspect 
shows six (6) students’ activities built. For example see in 
U1/020/CCDC/Pg.14, it is about Creative Corner, this material 
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makes students develop in their creativity. Explain how to make 
“Mouth Organ”, thus this activities is follow the steps like in Deixis 
aspect.  U1/005/CCDC/Pg.7 
 
  
 
 
  
 Generic Structure is the formal schemata that allowed the user 
to identify an oral discourse segment as conversation, interview, 
report, etc. Generic structure aspect develops 25 students’ activities, 
see in U1/005/CCDC/Pg.7, it is the dialogue between 2 people Ucok 
and Salsa which talk about “Asking and Giving Opinion”. The 
students’ activities give more knowledge for some expression in the 
precisely contexts, the other example (see appendices 1.2). 
c) Sociocutural Competence 
 The third component is sociocultural competence; the materials 
discussed in Remember, Don’t Know yet, and  Wise Word  are 
“accustomed to different opinions”, “giving direction to help other”, 
“tolerance in public place”, “giving instructions as a guide”, “helping 
other and forgiveness if cannot”, “giving clear reason”, and “do not 
exaggerate in giving comment”. In the material are found 
sociolinguistic competence about cross cultural aspect in the text of 
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“The Beatles”, the phrase of “car-pool vehicles in Britain and US”, 
“ buy fresh food in Britain and US”, “Breakfast in British hotels”,  
“Australians copyright”, “Australia’s library”, and “Bullying case”. 
The discussion is about the student’s motivation in learning manner. 
The aspects of discourse competence that appeared in the material are 
social contextual factors, stylistic appropriateness, and, cultural factors. 
The quantity of sociocultural competence has twenty four (24) 
student’s activities.  
 The table of the aspect from sociocultural competence can be 
seen in (page 128). The example of students’ activity which is suitable 
with the sociocultural competence in Unit 4 “What Should We Do 
First?” is as follow.  
U4/104/CCSOC/Pg.86 
 
 
 
 
 
 Don’t Know yet? Is the student’s post-activity which is 
developed to talk about the newest addition information related to 
culture, art, science, and so on. On the data in Unit 4 in page 86 was 
explained about cross cultural awareness in British Hotels “The 
Traditional English Breakfast”. The model of material included 
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Cultural Factors (15 students’ activities). The students get culture 
knowledge from other countries. Therefore, this material proved that 
the textbook builds component of communicative competence on 
Sociocultural Competence.  
 The other aspects of sociocultural competence are social 
contextual factors and stylistic appropriateness (see appendices 1.2).  
Social Contextual Factors is the participants’ express messages 
appropriately in age, gender, status, power, and affect. In this textbook 
only one (1 student’s activities) developed in that aspect. See in 
U1/012/CCSOC/Pg.15, it talks about “The Beatles”. The students 
precisely understand the historical of the famous band in the world, 
The Beatles. Thus, this material included the communicative 
competence focused on sociocultural competence.  
 The last aspect in sociocultural competence is stylistic 
appropriateness (8 students’ activities) was appeared in Unit 1 “I 
Think It is Great!” about giving opinion, is as follow  
U1/009/CCSOC/Pg.08 
 
 
 Remember is the post-activity to gives the students the essence 
they get form material learning. It contains social or religious values 
in learning English. This student’s activity focused on stylistic 
appropriateness aspect that contains politeness strategies about “Be 
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accustomed to different opinions in an issue”. The students should 
learn to appreciate another different opinion in perceive issue. 
d) Formulaic Competence 
 The fourth component is formulaic competence; the material 
discussed in Activity such as Writing a Report Text about “Dangdut”, 
“An Original Secret Recipe”, “Crikets”,  “Ants”,  “Rose”, Dini the 
Heroine”,and “The Woodcutter and The Golden Axe”. Another 
material in formulaic competence found in Check the Expression are 
“asking for and giving onion”, “asking the ingredients”,“expressing 
offer and asking help”, “expressing apologize”, and “giving comments 
to news”. The aspects of discourse competence that appeared in the 
material are routine and lexical frames. The quantity of formulaic 
competence has thirty three (33) student’s activities. 
 The table of the aspect from formulaic competence can be seen 
in (page 128).  The example of students’ activity which is suitable 
with the formulaic competence on Unit 2 in page 29 is as follows.  
U2/039/CCFC/Pg.29 
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 Activity is the main-activity that consists of the material to 
show knowledge of words or other meaning elements about another 
meaning. The questions are multiple words that having a single 
meaning. E.g. “illness, something wrong.....  Disease”. The material 
is appropriate with Lexical Frames indicate on (12 students’ 
activities). Thus, the material is supported to Communicative 
Competence focused on Formulaic Competence.  
 Routine aspect is fixed phases like of course, all of a sudden 
and formulating chunks. In Passport to the World 3 textbook indicates 
(21 students’ activities). The material is as follows, 
U3/066/CCFC/Pg.53 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 Activity is the main activity that consists of the sequence 
material of words or other meaning elements about continuous 
instruction. The Student should fill the number of telling the 
instruction based on the text “How to Repair a Scratched CD” and 
picture. The material is appropriate with Routine aspect, the other 
example (see appendices 1.2). 
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e) Interactional Competence 
 The fifth component is interacting competence; the material 
discussed Activity are tell friend about “classification musical 
instruments”, make a conversation “A recipe of my favorite snack”, 
dialogue and match the picture “pencil sharpener”, work in group of 
three “The Woodcutter and The Golden Axe”. Working in Group is 
the material to give instruction or procedure text “How to Turn Off the 
Computer”, Let’s Do More material of interacting competence are 
“tell direction”,  “organize a story telling contest”, and “make school 
bazaar”, The aspects of discourse competence that appeared in the 
material are actional competence, conversational competence, and 
non-verbal/paralinguistic. The quantity of interactional competence 
has thirty three (33) student’s activities.  
 The table of the aspect from interactional competence can be 
seen in (page 128). The example of students’ activity which is suitable 
with the interactional competence in Unit 6 is as follows. 
U6/144/CCIC/Pg.124 
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 Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of expression of 
surprise or ask motive. The Student should practice to make the 
expression “Oh, did he get through the window?, oh.....”, with the 
partner. These activities purpose to build communication in students 
for speech acts set on target language. The activity is the type of 
Actional Competence. Show 13 students activities were designed for 
communicative competence that focused on interactional competence. 
U7/175/CCIC/Pg.153 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
information exchanges. The Student should tell “personal news and 
give comments”. The students with their pair practice to give personal 
news and give comments in good and bad news.   The activity is the 
type of Conversational Competence.  Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence, the other example (see appendices 1.2) 
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U3/071/CCIC/Pg.57 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 Fun Time is the post-activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should guess what their friends talking about 
“use the following model”. The activity is located in Unit 3 on page 
57.. Students should make a group of three, and guess what they 
talking about using the following model. Thus, the material is one of 
the type of Non-Verbal/Paralinguistic Competence (Body 
Language) from total 3 students’ activities.  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
f) Strategic Competence 
 The sixth component is strategic competence the material 
discussed Get More is differentiating progress report and annual 
report, Compact Dictionary, and Reflection are “Ask and give 
opinion”, “Ask and give direction”, “give two-step instruction”, “ask 
and tell about ingredients”, “express polite expressions in a 
transaction”, “tell interesting news, and “give comments”, The aspect 
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of discourse competence that appeared in the material are achievement, 
interacting, self-monitoring, and social.  The quantity of and strategic 
competence has twenty eight (28),  
 The table of the aspect from interactional competence can be 
seen in (page 128). The example of students’ activity which is suitable 
with the strategic competence in Unit 2 “Go Straight in This Street” is 
as follows,  
U2/051/CCSC/Pg.35 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material reflection 
from the previous materials “Ask and give directions”. The students 
should evaluate their comprehension about the material being 
discussed. The activity is the strategy to involve comprehension and 
confirmation checks on Interacting aspect. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
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U4/101/CCSC/Pg.83 
 
  
 
 
 
 Fun Time is the post-activity that consists of how to learn more 
about the language and words in the context “Puzzle”. The students 
should fill the world in the boxes by answering the question from the 
previous materials. The activity is strategy to Approximation 
(Achievement). In Passport to the World 3 textbook, achievement 
aspect is designed in 4 students’ activities. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
 From the data discussion, there are 236 materials found in the 
textbook which are appropriate with the 203 point of material 
suggested by the six component of communicative competence based 
on Celce-Murcia. It might be concluded that:  
 
 
 
 
 
=86,02% 
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 The result shows high percentage of comparing Passport to the 
World 3 textbook with the component of communicative competence by 
Celce-Murcia. It means that Passport to the World 3 textbook has standard 
quality to be used by ninth grade of Junior High School.  
 From the analysis of the communicative competence per-
component above can be discussed that the average of 203 student’s 
activity is 86,02%. The dominant component of communicative 
competence is discourse competence that achieve on 23,31%. It means 
that the textbook qualify standard “support” the theory schematic 
representation of communicative competence in Celce-Murcia al (2007) 
(page 25) that the main competence in language learning is discourse 
competence.   
 Therefore, the ratio of discourse competence to the other 
components was dependent on the coherence aspect. Whereas the other 
component of communicative competence such as linguistic competence,  
on 12,71%; sociolinguistic competence 10,17%;  formulaic competence 
13,98%; interactional competence 11,86%, and strategic competence 
13,98%  are average in developing in student’s communicative 
competence.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
 This chapter draws conclusion from this research and provides some 
recommendations for everyone who is directly connected with the English 
textbook: writers, teacher, students, and the institution (school). 
A. Conclusion and Implication 
 Based on the research finding and discussion of analysis Passport to the 
World 3 textbook for Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School based on 
communicative competence, the researcher comes to some conclusions as 
follows:  
1. The Proportional Component of Communicative Competence in Passport 
to the World 3 textbook.  
 The result of the study shows that the 203 student’s activities are 
proportional be obtained from three steps: 
 First by using textbook evaluation checklist by Byrd and Celce-
Murcia (2007) which can be concluded that Passport to the World 3 
textbook are categorized as a Yes (a good fit) because the high score of 
evaluation is 9 score of a good fit.  
 Second, the Proportional of communicative competence per-Unit 
of Passport to the World 3 textbook by Gomez-Rodriguez (2010) is 
86,02%. It means that there are components of communicative 
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competence in this textbook classified in averages level for eight grade 
students of Junior High School 
 Third, the Proportional of activities definitely developing the 
components communicative competence for the each component is 
average. The persentages total is 86,02% that consist  of communicative 
competence are: Linguistic Competence 12,71%; Discourse Competence 
23,31%; Sociocultural Competence 10,17%; Formulaic Competence 
13,98%; Interactional Competence 11,86%; and  Strategic Competence 
13,98%. It may be concluded that this textbook need to be improved in 
part of Sociocultural Competence that is appropriate with curriculum 
2013 in developing students in communicative competence.  
2. The Dominant Component of Communicative Competence based on 
Celce-Murcia Theory in Passport to the World 3 textbook  
 The result of study states that percentage of dominant 
communicative competence of Passport to the World 3 textbook is 
discourse competence with the fulfillment 23,31%. It means that the 
textbook qualify standard “support” the theory of Celce-Murcia on 
communicative competence, because the main competence in language 
learning is discourse competence. 
 
B. Recommendation 
 Based on the result of this research, some recommendations are included 
in this chapter. The recommendations are as follow:  
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1. For writers  
 The researcher hopes textbook writers should pay more attention in 
the writing and editing process. It will be better if the instruction for 
teacher is more clearly especially in giving knowledge in cultural aspects 
based on curriculum 2013. A textbook writer is supposed to check more 
on sociocultural competence. 
2. For teachers 
 The researcher hopes teachers become more selective in choosing 
textbook as the main media and source of learning. The teachers are able 
to select it from communicative competence in order to use the best 
textbook with good quality based on national curriculum 2013 adopted.  
3. For Students 
 The researcher hopes students can ask guidance to the teachers in 
using textbook, for example when they find incomplete information in 
textbook. The students can use the textbook to support their learning, and 
students can develop their English skill by building their communicative 
competence. 
4. For the institutional (school). 
 The researcher hopes that this research would be able to be used as 
a reference in Al-Firdaus Surakarta Junior High School, thus the English 
teacher will get more advanced in improving the English teaching and 
learning process through the employing such textbook. 
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Appendices 1.1  
 
INTERVIEW RESULT ON PRE-RESEARCH (1) 
Interview with the teacher who used Passport to the World in the learning process 
Date  : September 15
th
, 2017 
Interviewee : Mrs. Iska 
Interviewer : Eisha Jamila Qomariyah Ikhwan 
 
Interviewer : Assalamu’alaikum ibu, mohon maaf sebelumnya, saya eisha 
ingin minta tolong untuk Ibu bersedia untuk saya interview 
mengenai buku yang Ibu gunakan di sekolah. 
Interviewee : Iya, bagaimana? 
Interviewer : Beberapa hari yang lalu, saya bertanya pada siswa Al-Firdaus 
mengenai buku yang digunakan di sekolahan. Apakah benar 
Ibu menggunakan buku Passport to the World 3 dalam 
mengajar? 
Interviewee : Iya benar, Passport to the World 3 sebenarnya ada 3 series, 
miliknya Platinum kan? Kalau kelas 7 pakek Passport to the 
World 1, kelas 8  pakek Passport to the World 2, dan kelas 9 
pakek yang seris ke 3.  
Interviewer : Oh begitu, lantas apakah buku tersebut sesuai dengan 
kurikulum 2013 ya bu? 
Interviewee : Iya mbak pastinya, soalnya dalam buku tersebut sesuai 
dengan aspek keaktifan sesuai dengan 4 skill yang harus 
dimiliki siswa. Mbak Eisha mau meneliti buku ini ya? 
Interviewer : Iya benar Ibu, sebab buku tersebut sesuai dengan judul 
penelitian yang ingin saya dalam i dalam aspek 
communicative competence atau kompetensi 
berkomunikatifnya siswa Ibu, lalu menurut ibu aspek yang 
saya sebutkan tadi apakah ada dalam buku ya bu? 
Interviewee : Begini mbak, setiap buku kan pasti ada aspek kompetensi 
berkumunikatifnya walaupun itu melalui aktivitas speaking. 
Namun dalam buku aktivitas writing pun juga mendukung 
aspek yang mbak sebutkan tadi. Misalnya dalam buku 
dijelaskan siswa harus mencari informasi masalah arah 
“direction” ke orang luar sekolah lantas, siswa saya suruh 
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siswa mempraktikaan dan mencatatnya dalam buku begitu 
mbak. 
Interviewer : Jadi dalam buku itu melalui instruction, Ibu menerakan 
kompetensi komunikatif ke siswa ya Ibu? 
Interviewee : Sebetulnya kalau menerapkan tidak hanya dalam buku ya 
mbak, tapi saya lebih mudah dalam mengembangkan 
komunikatif siswa lewat ya itu book instructionnya.  
Interviewer : Untuk keuntungannya sendiri dalam penggunaan buku 
Passport to the World bagi siswa yang menerapkan 
communicative competence bagaimana ya bu? 
Interviewee : Wah gini, kalau keuntungan penggunaan buku pada 
kompetensi berkomunikatif siswa ya kalau saya liat sih... 
siswa kan punya kemampuan yang beda-beda jadi hasilnya 
saya kurang bisa menspesifikkan. Intinya bisa berkembang 
lah jika semua intruction dalam buku diterapkan. 
Interviewer : Oh begitu ya bu, terimakasih banyak ya bu atas informasinya 
mengenai buku yang akan saya teliti. 
Interviewee : Oh iya mbak... 
Interviewer : Saya permisi dulu ya buu kalau begitu, Assalualaikum wr wb. 
Interviewee : Iya mbak, Waalaikumsalam... 
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INTERVIEW RESULT ON PRE-RESEARCH (2) 
Interview with the teacher who used Passport to the World in the learning process 
Date  : September 15
th
, 2017 
Interviewee : Mrs. Intan  
Interviewer : Eisha Jamila Qomariyah Ikhwan 
 
Interviewer : Assalamu’alaikum mbak intan, berkaitan dengan penelitian 
skripsi saya, saya ingin mewawancarai mbak boleh? 
Interviewee : Iya dek boleh, gimana? 
Interviewer : Gini mbak penelitian saya berkaitan dengan buku Passport to 
the World 3. Judul skripsis saya “Content Analysis on 
Communicative Competence in Passport to the World 3 
textbook”. nah menurut mbak buku tersebut bagaimana sih? 
Interviewee : Passport to the World 3 sebentar, sebenernya saya pegang 
buku semua mapel sih dek. Soalnya aku kan GPW atau guru 
pendamping yang buat anak berkebutuan khusus itu jadi 
semua buku saya pegang. Nah kan saya pegangnya yang kelas  
8 bagaimana apakah ndak papa? 
Interviewer : Iya tidak apa-apa mbak bagaimana menurut mbak buku 
Passport to the World itu? 
Interviewee : Buku nya lengkap sih, banyak penjelasan. Trus bagian 
grammatical review juga lengkap dari materi, pengarayaan, 
sampai ressume nya. Dan selama ini memakai buku itu cukup 
membantu kalau saya... 
Interviewer : Udah berapa tahun ya mbak pemakaian buku tersebut? 
Interviewee : Sekitaran 2 tahun lalu deh dek.. 
Interviewer : Kalau di siswa yang mbak dampingi apakah ada kendala ya 
mbak dalam penyampaian dalam buku? 
Interviewee : Ya kendala sih pasti ada, soal nya kan dia beda gitu. Tapi 
sejauh ini masih fine-fine aja kok. 
Interviewer : Untuk keuntungannya sendiri dalam penggunaan buku 
Passport to the World bagi siswa yang menerapkan 
communicative competence bagaimana ya mbak? 
Interviewee : Communicative competence? gimana itu coba jelaskan dek 
Interviewer : Communicative competence itu kompetensi 
berkomunikasinya siswa jadi misal ya mbak kalau siswa 
dapat menerima penjelasan atau instruksi dari guru dan dia 
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bisa melaksanakan dan mengkomunikasikan ke yang lain nah 
itu artinya dia berkompetensi dalam komunikasi. 
Interviewee : Oh gini iya, gini kan setiap siswa punya kemampuan yang 
beda-beda. La apa lagi kalau siswa yang saya dampingi, pasti 
tingkat kesulitanya lebih tinggi kan dek. Nah kalau lewat 
buku paling saya Cuma menjelaskan intinya dan menjabarkan 
melalui kata-kata yang mudah dipahami oleh anak tersebut 
begitu... 
Interviewer : Namanya siswanya terebut siapa ya mbak? 
Interviewee : Namanya Masita dek, dia itu sangat aktif dalam pembelajaran 
makanya saya kontrol melalui cara pengajaran yang sesuai 
dengan instruksi buku jadi gak terlalu hiperaktif gitu 
kegiatannya. 
Interviewer : Banyak gak sih mbak keuntungan menggunakan buku itu? 
Interviewee : Iya lumayan sih dek 
Interviewer : Trus kembali masalah communicative competence ya mbak, 
kalau aspek cultural atau aspek sosial. Ada ndak ya mbak 
disana? 
Interviewee : Pasti ada dek misalnya dalam clossing atau dibuku disebut 
apa saya lupa review atau apa gitu pasti ada pengenalan 
budaya yang sangat menguntungkan bagi siswa. 
Interviewer : Budaya international apa nasional mbak 
Interviewee : Budaya international dek 
Interviewer : Wah berarti kita juga bisa mempelajarinya yah, tidak hanya 
menguntungkan bagi siswa tapi juga gurunya ikut belajar ya 
mbak? Misalnya apa ya mbak? 
Interviewee : Hahaha... iya bener bangeet 
Interviewer : contohnya apa ya mbak? 
Interviewee : Apa yaa kalau tidak salah kemarin itu saya baca masalah 
makanan “breakfast” orang Inggris dan Amerika kalau di 
hotel gitu dek, trus masalah sarapannya orang luar juga. Itu 
sih aku bacanya di buku Passport to the World 3 dek 
Interviewer : Waah keren ya ternyata, baik terimakasih ya mbak intaan 
waktu dan informasinya semoga bisa membantu yaa 
Interviewee : Iya sama-sama dek 
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INTERVIEW RESULT ON THE RESEARCH WITH VALIDATOR 
Interview with Professor who analyze aspect of Communicative Competence 
Date  : December 11
th
, 2017 
Place  : Gd. 1.3- LPPIK UMS 
Interviewee : Prof. Dr. Endang Fauziati, M.Hum 
Interviewer : Eisha Jamila Qomariyah Ikhwan 
Interviewer : Assalamu’alaikum, Prof, Saya Eisha Jamila dari IAIN 
Surakarta ingin mewawancarai Prof. Endang dan sekaligus 
sebagai validator yang berkaitan dengan penelitian skripsi 
saya. Apakah boleh Prof? 
Interviewee : Oh iya, dari IAIN yang dulu pernah kesini itu? 
Interviewer : Bukan Prof, itu kakak tingkat saya. 
Interviewee : Oh iya, duduk duduk mbak. Gimana? 
Interviewer : Begini Prof, penelitian saya berkaitan dengan analisis di buku 
teks, ini skripsi saya (menunjukkan skripsi) yang mana 
berjudul “Content Analysis on Communicative Competence 
in Passport to the World 3 textbook based on Celce Murcia 
theory. 
Interviewee : Oh iya menarik idenya, coba liat dulu dari awal yaa.. wah ini 
problem statemnet mu harusnya di pecah-pecah menjadi lima 
aspek eh...bukan kamu pakek yang terbaru ya berarti berapa? 
enam aspect communicative competence yaa?? 
Interviewer : Kalau kaya gini bagaimana ya prof? 
Interviewee : Iya boleh sih sama aja proportion itu nanti didapat kalau udah 
neliti semuanya, oh dominant juga to? Iyaa boleh juga.... 
Interviewer : Lantas bagaimana Prof lebih baiknyaa? 
Interviewee : Ya saya suggest lebih baik dipecah pecah menjadi enam 
komponen itu coba sebutkan semuanya!... 
Interviewer : Ada linguistic competence, discourse competence, 
sociocultural competence, formulaic competence, 
interactional competence, sama stategic competence prof. 
Interviewee : Nah itu semua nanti dijelaskan satu-satu beserta tabel dan 
contohnyaa coba sekarang liat tabel mu, ini ya di halaman 75 
ini yah?? Sebentar loh ini kok ada textbook evaluation jugaa? 
Interviewer : Iya prof soal nya di bab 2 saya menjelaskan aspek tentang 
textbook jadi kan mengalir mengetahui materialnya sudah 
cocok belum begitu prof? 
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Interviewee : Wah kalau itu beda loh bukan Celce-Murcia lagi, tapi kan 
Byrd dan Celce Murcia kan? Beda konteks loh. Kalau saya 
sih lebih baik analysis satu aja di contents communicative 
competennya.... 
Interviewer : Tapi yang bagian communicative competennya juga ada kok 
Prof dan sudah menjawab research problem nya. 
Interviewee : Coba liat sekarang theory celce-murcia yang baru mbak? Ada 
di halaman berapa? 
Interviewer : Ini Prof ada di halaman 23-24.  
Interviewee : Oh iya benar ada pembeharuannya, trus finding mu 
bagaimana? 
Interviewer : Begini Prof finding saya, dimana terdapat keseimbangan 
anatara component satu dengan yang lainnya semuanya 
mununjukkan jumlah 86,02% commnunicative competence 
yang ada di buku. Nah saya kaitan dengan theory nya byrd 
dan murcia yang mengatakan good fit. 
Interviewee : Ya kalau menurut saya itu beda kontets lagi mbak sama 
communicative competence nya murcia, tapi ya tidak apa-
apa. Trus apa lagi findingnya? 
Interviewer : Lantas yang dominant one nya ada di discourse competence. 
saya tulis appropriate Prof. 
Interviewee : Jangan appropriate pakeknya support aja. 
Interviewer : Baik Prof. Nanti saya ganti menjadi support the theory of 
commnunicative competence based on Celce-Murcia ya.. 
Interviewee : Iya udah ini dibenahin dulu besuk balik lagi kesini saya ingi 
liat hasil mu yaa... 
Sekalian nanti saya ajarin cara membuat proposal di 
masukkan ke humanioranya UMS. 
Interviewer : Kembali lagi ya Prof?  
Interviewee : Iya saya suka jalan pikiran mu soalnya, nanti dibikin enam 
sekalian aspek communicative competennya jadi enam artikel 
yaa... 
Interviewer : Jadi enam artikel Prof?  
Interviewee : Iya nanti di pecah-pecah jadi 6 yang apa itu? Discourse 
Competence, Lingustic Competence, Sociocultural 
Competence, Formulic Competence, Interactional 
Competence, sama Strategic Competence yaa... 
Interviewer : Iya Prof Insyaallah, baik kalau begitu. 
Interviewee : Nah sekarang saya ajari cara membuat tabel yang 
commnunicative competence mbak biar terstruktur. Sekarang 
ambil buku mu mana aja yang penting tidak hilang... 
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Interviewer : Iya Prof bagaimana? 
Interviewee : Bikin tabel dulu, nomer 1 apa tadi Linguistic competence, nah 
kamu menemukan berapa? 
Interviewer : 30 prof 
Interviewee : Iya ditulis dulu 30 students aktivities kamu nyebutnya yaa 
disini sama seperti task bukan? 
Interviewer : Iya benar prof, tapi dibuku nya menjelaskan pakek students 
aktivities begitu.. 
Interviewee : Ya sudah tidak apa-apa. Lanjut bikin penjelasan dikit 
dilanjutkan meyertakan contoh ambil satu contoh aja.trus juga 
yang bagian data-data mu yang table ituu kamu masukkan ke 
appendix aja yaa... 
Interviewer : Baik kalau gtu prof nanti saya perbaiki lagi, terimakasih ilmu 
nya ya prof. Nanti saya bikin appoitment lagi sama prof 
Endang jika ingin ketemu 
Interviewee : Iyaa okey mbak, nanti yaaa.... 
Interviewer : Terimakasih ya Prof, Assalamu’alaikum 
Interviewee : Iya mbak, sama-sama. Waalaikumsalam.. 
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Appendices 1.2 
The Data Validity of Communicative Competence’ Component in Passport to the World 3 Textbook  
By Celce-Murcia Theory (2007) 
 
1. Communicative Competence of Linguistic Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/018/CCLC/Pg.12 Grammar Check, “Suffixes, -al,-ful, and -
less is to convert noun to adjective.” 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence that focused in Linguistic Competence 
because it is show how to use the grammatical inflection 
of Suffixes. This students activity included 
morphological aspect that show of part of speech to 
convert noun to adjective. 
U1/019/CCLC/Pg.13 Grammar Practice, Change the words in the 
brackets into adjective by using suffixes –al, -
ful, or –less.  
“Dangdut is really (power) in Indonesia..... , 
or drinking alcoholic drinks.” 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists morphological aspect that show of part of speech 
to convert noun to adjective. Student should allow the 
instruction to change the world into adjective by Suffixes. 
U1/023/CCLC/Pg.15 Grammar Summary, Suffixes –al,-ful, and -
less 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence that focused in Linguistic 
Competence because This student activity included 
morphological aspect that show of part of speech to 
convert noun to adjective “Suffixes” in summary from 
the previous material. 
U2/044/CCLC/Pg.31 Grammar Check, “Comparative and 
Superlative Adjectives” 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence that focused in Linguistic Competence 
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In Comparative form, the adjective is add 
suffix –er or the word ‘more’ but in 
Superlative form, the adjective is add suffix –
est or word ‘the most’ in front of it.  
because it is morphological aspect that show of part of 
speech “Comparative” by add suffix –er or ‘more’ and 
Superlative by add suffix – 
est or ‘the most’. 
This students activity included morphological aspect that 
show of part of speech to convert noun to adjective. 
U2/045/CCLC/Pg.32 Grammar Practice 1, Complete the tables 
with suitable comparative or superlative 
adjective.  
1. small, smaller, smallest 
2..... 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection of lexical  Student 
should allow the instruction to complete the table with 
suitable Comparative or Superlative adjective.  
U2/046/CCLC/Pg.32 Grammar Practice 2, 
Fill the blanks with suitable comparative or 
superlative form based on fact.  
1. Fact: Dodo is 155 cm tall. Adi is 160 cm 
tall. Raka is 170 cm tall. 
Dodi is shorter than Adi. 
Adi is taller than Dodi. 
Raka is the tallest of all. 
2. . ..... 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection of lexical  Student 
should allow the instruction to fill the blanks with suitable 
comparative or superlative form based on the fact. 
U2/048/CCLC/Pg.34 Grammar Summary 
Comparative and Superlative Adjectives 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence  that focused in Linguistic 
Competence because it is morphological aspect that show 
of part of speech Comparative and Superlative 
Adjectives in summary from the previous material. 
U3/052/CCLC/Pg.44 Check the Expression 
When you give two-step instructions, you can 
following formulas to make your instructions 
Material of Check the Expression is type of CC that 
focused in Linguistic Competence because consist of 
lexical. The expressions show the formulas to give two-
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clear for the listener. 
First, (V1)......, then(V1).... 
Or 
First, (V1)....., and (V1)..... 
step instruction, and the formulas. 
U3/056/CCLC/Pg.48 Check the Expression 
When you give two-step instructions, you can 
follow expression to make your instructions 
clear for the listener. 
First, (V1).... 
Then, (V1).... 
After that, (V1).... etc 
Instruction of the expression is the type of CC that 
focused in Linguistic Competence (lexical) because the 
words after the instruction e.g. First (V1) is followed by 
Verb-1. It is mean that the explaination of knowledge in 
content words (verb). 
U3/065/CCLC/Pg.53 Activity 2  
Find the verb and noun used in text of “How 
to repair a scratched CD”.  
Write them down in the table then find the 
meaning in Bahasa Indonesia. 
Verb  find = cari 
Noun  toothpaste = pasta gigi..... 
Student activity 2 is the material that the Student should 
follow the instruction to find the verb and noun. Verb 
and Noun is one of type content words in lexical aspect. 
Because of that the activity includess CC focused in 
Linguistic competence.  
U3/069/CCLC/Pg.56 Grammar Check 
Adverbs are words that describe verbs. They 
are used to describe how something is done. 
e.g. She shook the correction pen slowly -ly 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence that focused in Linguistic Competence 
(morphological) because it is show how to use the 
productive derivational process.  from Adjective Adverb 
by using -ly. 
U3/070/CCLC/Pg.57 Grammar Practice 1 
Change the following adjective to adverb. 
e.g. 
Quick- quickly 
1. nice 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence (morphological) because it is 
show how to use the productive derivational process.  
Student should allow the instruction to change the 
following adjective to adverbs -ly 
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2. beautiful 
3. good  
..... 
U3/072/CCLC/Pg.57 Grammar Practice 2 
Convert the adjectives in these parentheses to 
adverbs and use them to describe each verb. 
e.g. 
Check the CD (careful) 
Check the CD carefully 
1. Shake the correcting pen (good) 
2. .... 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence (morphological) because it is 
show how to use the productive derivational process. 
Student should allow the instruction to convert the 
adjective in parentheses to adverbs -ly and use them to 
describe each verb.   
U4/089/CCLC/Pg.76 Get More 
How Many and How Much 
1. ‘How many’ is for countable noun 
..... 
2. ‘How much’ is for uncountable noun 
..... 
Material of Get More is type of CC that focused in 
Linguistic Competence because the texts of exercise 
consist of the grammatical inflection of lexical  Student 
takes more material that consists of grammatical 
knowledge about countable and uncountable noun (How 
Many and How Much).   
U4/099/CCLC/Pg.81 Grammar Check 
Comparative and Superlative Form of Adverb  
There have the same three degree (1) 
positive-one thing or person, (2) comparative- 
two thing or persons, and (3) superlative- 
more than two things or persons 
e.g.  
Fast-Faster-the fastest 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence  that focused in Linguistic Competence 
(morphological) because it is show how to use 
grammatical inflactions of Comparative by add suffix –
er in adverb and Superlative by add suffix –est in adverb.  
U4/100/CCLC/Pg.82 Grammar Practice 1 
Complete the following table 
Adverb : Well 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection of lexical  Student 
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Comparative : Better 
Superlative : Best 
Adverb : Nicely 
Comparative :..... 
Superlative :...... 
Grammar Practice 2 
Complete each of the following correctly by 
fulling in the blanks with the comparative and 
superlative form of adverb given in brackets. 
e.g. Nina cooks..... than her mother does 
(slowly) – more slowly 
1. We clapped...... than out teachers did. 
(loudly) 
2. ...... 
should allow the instruction to complete the following 
table that consists of comparative and superlative 
adverb. In grammar practice 2 Student should follow the 
instruction to complete the comparative and superlative 
form of adverb in brackets.  
U4/103/CCLC/Pg.85 Grammar Summary 
Comparative and Superlative Form of Adverb 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence that focused in Linguistic 
Competence (morphological) because it is show how to 
use the grammatical inflection of Comparative and 
Superlative Adverb in summary from the previous 
material. 
U5/120/CCLC/Pg.105 Activity 3 
Tell the facts about fireflies below based n the 
table 
(+) cool insects 
Fireflies are cool insects 
(-) flies 
Fireflies are not flies. 
Fireflies do not eat mosquitoes. 
Student activity 3 is the material that the Student should 
follow the instruction to tell the facts by using tenses. Do, 
or Do not is one of type content words in lexical 
knowledge. Because of that the activity includess CC 
focused in Linguistic competence. 
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U5/122/CCLC/Pg.107 Grammar Check 
Passive Voice to Telling Facts. 
e.g. Fireflies (Actor) are found (Verb, to be + 
past participle) on trees (Circumstances) 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence that focused in Linguistic Competence 
(morphological) because it is show how to use the 
grammar of Passive Voice to Telling Facts.  
U5/123/CCLC/Pg.107 Grammar Practice 
Say these following facts in active voice into 
passive voice. You may omit the Actor in 
passive sentences..... 
1. Scientist divides the  
 body into four part. 
2. ..... 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection of  morphological 
Student should follow the instruction to say these 
following facts in active voice into passive voice. 
U5/129/CCLC/Pg.110 Get More 
In report genre, we use these language 
features: 
-Focus in Generic Participants..... 
-Example..... 
-Use simple present tense 
etc 
Material of Get More is type of CC that focused in 
Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the syntactic type  Student take more material 
that consists of language features.   
U5/135/CCLC/Pg.115 Grammar Summary  
Active voice become Passive voice 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence  that focused in Linguistic 
Competence (morphological)  because it is show how to 
use the grammatical inflection of Active voice become 
Passive voice in summary from the previous material. 
U6/150/CCLC/Pg.126 Grammar Check 
Reported Speech 
1.  Reported Speech using present tense 
reporting verbs 
........ 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence that focused in Linguistic Competence 
(morphological)  because it is show how to use the 
grammar of Report Speech. 
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2.  Reported Speech with Changing Tenses 
........... 
U6/152/CCLC/Pg.128 Grammar Practice 1 
Add the right word to the blanks. 
1. They ask, ‘When is he leaving the 
meeting?’ 
They want to know when he is leaving the 
meeting.  
2......... 
Grammar Practice 2 
Say the following direct speech into reported 
one. 
1. The security said. ‘The windows as 
broken’ 
They security said that the windows were 
broken.  
2. ........... 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection (morphological). 
Student should allow the instruction to add the right word 
to the blanks by using report speech. In grammar 
practice 2 Student should follow the instruction to say the 
following direct speech into report speech. 
U6/157/CCLC/Pg.131 Activity 4 
Write about an accident... 
Step 1 
Look at these verbs. Check your dictionary. 
Use verb form the list to plan your story 
Step 2 
Write your story in the past. Add detail and 
use temporal conjunctions. 
Step 3 
Tell your story to the class. Choose the best 
story. 
Student activity 4 is the material that the Student should 
follow the instruction to write about an accident using 
tenses. Using Verb is one of type content words in 
(lexical) knowledge. Because of that the activities include 
CC focused in Linguistic competence. 
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U6/159/CCLC/Pg.132 Activity 5 
Put the verb in bracket into correct tense. 
1. I.... a letter from Jim last week. We’d been 
at school together but we’d lost touch with 
each other (get). 
2. ..................... 
Student activity 4 is the material that the Student should 
follow the instruction to write about an accident  using 
tenses. Correct tenses (Verb)  is one of type content 
words in (morphological). Because of that the activity 
includess CC focused in Linguistic competence. 
U6/165/CCLC/Pg.135 Grammar Summary 
Report Speech 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence that focused in Linguistic 
Competence because it is show how to use the grammar 
of Report Speech in summary from the previous 
material. 
U7/183/CCLC/Pg.159 Grammar Practice 
Now find an example in the text of each of 
the connectors above  
E.g. 
With one hand, ..... Force that he fell over. 
Material of Grammar Practice is type of CC that focused 
in Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the grammatical inflection of lexical  Student 
should follow the instruction to find an example in the 
text of each of the connectors words 
U7/186/CCLC/Pg.160 Get More 
Pay attention to the following sentence. 
1. Present Continuous Tense 
2. Past Continuous Tense 
3. Future Continuous Tense 
Material of Get More is type of CC that focused in 
Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the morphological type  Student take more 
material that consist of Tenses (Present Continuous 
Tense 
Past Continuous Tense 
Future Continuous Tense) 
U7/187/CCLC/Pg.161 Activity 4 
Change the verb in the bracket using the 
correct tense. 
1. Look! They (Play) hid-and-seek. 
2. As I (watch) TV. She called. 
Student activity 4 is the material that the Student should 
follow the instruction to write about an accident using 
tenses. Using correct Verb become correct tense is one 
of type content words in lexical knowledge. Because of 
that the activity includes CC focused in Linguistic  
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2. Communicative Competence of Discourse Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/002/CCDC/Pg.5 Activity 1 
Now, tell your friends about the classification 
of instruments...... 
1. What kinds of musical instruments fo you 
know? 
Student activity 1 is the material to create conversation in 
interpret the context. The activity is the managing old 
and new information from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U1/005/CCDC/Pg.7 Activity 3 
Practice the following dialogues. Identify the 
expression used to ask for and give opinion. 
Dialogue 1 
Ucok  :........ 
Saskia:...... 
Dialogue 2 
Nyoman :....... 
Amir      :....... 
Student activity 3 is the material to create conversation in 
interpret the context. The activity is one of type identify 
an oral discourse segment as conversiation from sub area 
generic structure. Because of that the activity includess 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U1/006/CCDC/Pg.7 Working in Group  
Complete the following dialogues with 
suitable expressions. Then practice the 
dialogues with a friend. 
Dialogue 1 
Deddy    :.......... 
Chandra  :.......... 
Dialogue 2 
Sigit  :........ 
Arif   :........ 
Dialogue 3 
Working in Group is the material to create conversation 
in interprets the context. The activity is one of type 
identify an oral discourse segment as conversiation from 
sub area generic structure.  Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. Student should follow the 
instruction to practice the dialogues. 
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Sekar  :......... 
Fathy  :.......... 
U1/011/CCDC/Pg.9  Activity 1 
Questions 
1. What music intruments are mainly used in 
rock music? 
2. ........... 
Student activity 1 is the activity to answer the question 
from text “Rock Music”. The activity is the managing 
old and new information from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U1/013/CCDC/Pg.10 Activity 2 
Questions 
1. What are the features of dangdut music? 
2. .................. 
Student activity 2 is the activity to answer the question 
from text “Dangdut”. The activity is the managing old 
and new information from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U1/020/CCDC/Pg.14 Creative Corner 
Mouth Organ 
You can make a mouth organ by using 
unused markers. 
Things you need : 
1. eight used markers 
2. two sticks 
3. ...... 
Creative Corner is the activity to increase Student 
creativity. The activity is one of type textual references 
(following steps)  from sub-area of deixis as a selection a 
unified spoken message. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U2/026/CCDC/Pg.21 Warming Up 
Check the picture, and then answer the 
questions. 
Picture 
1. Is there any hospital in your town? 
Warming up is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
answer the question based on the following figure 
above. The activity is the textual reference from sub-area 
of deixis. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
U2/027/CCDC/Pg.21 Check the Expression 
Asking and Giving Direction 
Listen to the conversation then repeat. 
Check the Expression is the material to create 
conversation in showing the expression of Asking and 
Giving Direction. The activity is the expressing purpose 
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Student : Excuse me, could you tell me the 
way to the museum? 
Security Guard :.... 
from sub-area of coherence area. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U2/032/CCDC/Pg.25 Activity 1 
Expressing Amazement 
Your teacher will read the following 
conversation. Listen to the conversation and 
repeat. 
Anton : I think is the Jakarta Museum/ 
Nina :.... 
Rudi : Wow... what a huge building! 
..... 
Activity 1 is the material to create expressing in showing 
the expression of Amazement. The activity is the 
expressing purpose from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U2/036/CCDC/Pg.28 Activity 4 
Find the picture of an amazing building. You 
can download it from the internet. Print it out 
and stick in the following space. Then, find a 
partner and make conversation based on the 
picture.  
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of material to 
find the picture of an amazing building and make a 
conversation. The activity is the textual reference from 
sub-area of deixis. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U2/038/CCDC/Pg.29 Activity 1 
Answer the following questions 
1. What is the purpose of the text? 
2. What is hospital? 
3. ...... 
Student activity 1 is the activity to answer the question 
from text “Hospital”. The activity is the managing old 
and new information from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U2/049/CCDC/Pg.33 Fun Time 
Do you know what these signs mean? Check 
your answer in the box.. 
Picture 
 Restaurant 
Fun Time is the post-activity that consists of material to 
interpret the sign based on the following figure above. 
The activity is the textual reference from  sub-area of 
deixis. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
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 No left turn 
 Narrow bridge 
 .... 
Competence. 
U3/055/CCDC/Pg.47 Activity 1 
Find two other tools that have two steps to 
use. Then, explain to your friend how to use 
them. 
Telling Multi-Step Instructions 
Listen to your teacher and repeat. 
Picture 
Student 1 : Could you show me how to use the 
copying machine? 
Student 2 : sure, First..... 
Activity 1 is the material to create expressing in Telling 
Multi-Step Instruction (procedure text). The activity is 
the expressing purpose from sub-area of coherence area. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U3/058/CCDC/Pg.49 Activity 2 
Complete the following conversation based 
on the picture in page 46 and the instructions. 
Then, practice it with your friens. 
Student 1 : May I borrow your pencil 
sharpener? 
Student 2 : sure.... 
Student 1 : Can you show me hou use it.... 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of material to 
make a conversation based on the following figure 
above. The activity is one of type generic structure on 
identify an oral discourse segment as a conversation. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U3/061/CCDC/Pg.51 Listening Practice 4 
Listen to the conversation (Tape Script 3.4). 
The conversation will read twice. Then, 
complete the dialoge 
Rudi     :..... 
Alfian  :..... 
Listening Practice 4 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of type generic 
structure on  identify an oral discourse segment as a 
conversation. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U3/064/CCDC/Pg.53 Activity 1 Student activity 1 is the activity to answer the question 
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Answer the following question based on the 
information on the above text.  
1. What is the purpose of the instructions? 
2. ........ 
from text “How to Repair a Scratched CD”. The 
activity are managing old and new information from sub-
area of coherence area Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U4/076/CCDC/Pg.67 Warming up  
How do you cook these food? Check (√) the 
methods that you usually use. Then, compare 
with a partner. 
Picture 
Bake, fry, steam, etc 
Warming up is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
interpret the instruction based on the following figure. 
The activity is the textual reference from sub-area of 
deixis. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U4/077/CCDC/Pg.68 Section 1 
Asking and Telling Ingredients 
Listen to your teacher and repeat. 
A : What are we going to make for breakfast? 
B : Friend rice 
A :..... 
Section 1 is the material to create conversation in 
showing the expression of Asking and Telling 
Ingredients. The activity is the expressing purpose from 
sub-area of coherence area. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U4/083/CCDC/Pg.72 Activity 2 
Telling Cooking Procedures and Showing 
Attention 
Listen to your teacher and repeat. 
Student 1 : What’s your favorite snack? 
Student 2 : It’s banana Sandwich. 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of the material 
to create conversation in showing the expression of 
Telling Cooking Procedures and Showing Attention. 
The activity is the expressing purpose from sub-area of 
coherence area. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse Com 
U4/090/CCDC/Pg.77 Activity 4 
Work in pairs. Make a dialogue based on the 
picture with your partner. Check the example. 
e.g.  
Picture 
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of the material 
to make a conversation based on the following figure 
above. The activity is one of type identify an oral 
discourse segment as a conversation on generic structure 
aspect. Because of that the activity includes 
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Dialogue: 
You  : How many onions do we need? 
Your friend : We need two onions. 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U4/092/CCDC/Pg.78 Activity 1  
Read the following text 
Scott’s Emulsion 
..... 
Answer the following question based on the 
information on the text above. 
1. what does Scott’s Emulsion NOT contain? 
.... 
Student activity 1 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Scott’s Emulsion”. The activity is 
one of type (generic structure) identify an oral discourse 
segment as a Advertisement text. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U4/094/CCDC/Pg.79 Activity 3 
Read the label below. 
Flavored fruit juice cocktail blend made with 
apple, pear,...... 
Answer the following question based on the 
information on the text above. 
1. what product is the label for? 
.... 
. Student activity 1 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “label Flavored fruit juice”. The 
activity is one of type (generic structure) identify an oral 
discourse segment as a label. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U4/102/CCDC/Pg.84 Creative Corner 
Rainbow in a Cup 
This cute snack is simple to make, but each 
layer has to set before you add the next layer, 
so start days before you want to eat it. 
Supplies need: 
...... 
Picture 
1. Make the red jelly... 
Creative Corner is the activity to increase Student 
creativity. The activity is one of type textual references 
(following steps)  from sub-area of deixis as a selection a 
unified spoken message of make Rainbow in a Cup. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
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U5/108/CCDC/Pg.99 Section 1 
Giving and Asking for Help 
Listen to your teacher and repeat.  
A : Can I help you? 
B : I would like to copy these documents.  
A : A moment, please. 
....... 
Section 1 is the material to create conversation in 
showing the expression of Giving and Asking for Help. 
The activity is the expressing purpose from sub-area of 
coherence area. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U5/110/CCDC/Pg.100 Listening Practice 1 
Listen (to Tape Script 5.1) and fill in the 
blanks with the available expressions in the 
scrap. Number one has been done for you. 
1. A: .......(H. Can I help you?) 
B : Yes, I need two copies for this 
document. 
A: A moment please 
2. ...... 
Listening Practice 4 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is the expressing purpose from 
sub-area of coherence area. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U5/113/CCDC/Pg.103 Working in Group 
Your teacher will read the following the 
transactional dialogue at the school shop. 
Listen while reading the dialogue. 
A : Can I help you? 
B : Yes I need twenty copies for lab 
manual..... 
Working in Group  is the main  material to create 
conversation in interpret the context. The activity is the 
expressing purpose from sub-area of coherence area 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. Student 
should follow the instruction to practice the dialogues 
U5/117/CCDC/Pg.104 Listening Practice 2 
Listen to the dialogue (Tape Script 5.2) and 
fill in blanks with available answer in the 
box. 
Hidayat  : Hi salsa. How are you today? 
Listening Practice 2 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of (generic stucture) 
type identify an oral discourse segment as a conversation 
then fill the blanks with available answer. Because of 
that the activity includes Communicative Competence 
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Salsa : ......(1) And you? 
Hidayat  :....... 
focused in Discourse Competence. 
U5/118/CCDC/Pg.104 Activity 2 
Look at the Listening Practice 2 once more. 
Then, answer the following question. 
1. What are the two Student doing? 
2. ..... 
Student activity 2 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text from “Listening Practice 2”. The 
activity is one of type (generic structure) identify an oral 
discourse segment as a text. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U5/119/CCDC/Pg.105 Telling Facts 
Subject : Fireflies 
Predicate : are 
Object compliment : insect. 
...... 
Telling Facts is the material of telling the new 
information based on the fact. The type of sub-area 
discourse competence is managing old and new 
information (cohesion). Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U5/125/CCDC/Pg.108 Activity 1 
Answer the following question. 
1. What animal are crikets? 
2. What colour are crickers? 
3. ........ 
Student activity 1 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Crickets”. The activity is one of type 
(generic structure) identify an oral discourse segment as 
a Descriptive Text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U5/126/CCDC/Pg.108 Activity 2 
The bolded word(s) in each sentence below 
has antonym. Find the antonym in the text. 
1. Crikets are insects with interesting 
characteristics and behaviours. 
(uninteresting) 
2. ....... 
Student activity 2 is the main activity to find the 
antonyms of word in the sentence. The activity is to 
organize the words become new information though 
(coherence) recognizesd means. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U5/134/CCDC/Pg.113 Creative Corner Creative Corner is the activity to increase Student 
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Ocean Diorama  
Create your own ocean screne in a box  
Picture 
Supplies needed: 
..... 
How to make 
..... 
creativity. The activity is one of type (deixis) identify an 
oral discourse segment as a selection a unified spoken 
message of make Ocean Diorama. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U6/140/CCDC/Pg.121 Section 1 
Telling Interesting News 
Listen to your teacher and repeat. 
A : Something bad happened at the computer 
room. 
B : Really? What was that? 
Section 1 is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
create conversation in showing the expression of Telling 
Interesting News. The activity is the expressing purpose 
from sub-area of (coherence) area. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U6/142/CCDC/Pg.122 Listening Practice 1 
Listen to the dialogue (Tape Script 6.1) and 
fill in blanks with available answer in the 
box. Number one has been done for you. 
1. A : Someone stole five computer in the 
library room. 
B : .....(E. Ooh my God! He stole five 
computers? When?) 
2. ........ 
Listening Practice 1 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of type (generic 
stucture) as a conversation then fill the blanks with 
available answer. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence  
U6/145/CCDC/Pg.124 Working in Group 
Now have a conversation about the Student in 
class. Express your surprise and interest, and 
say something else about them. Look at the 
example below.  
A : Herman has been in Australia for five 
Working in Group  is the material to create conversation 
in interpret the context. The activity is the expressing 
purpose (surprise and interest) from sub-area of 
(coherence) area Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. Student should follow the instruction to 
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years. 
B : Oh, has he? Why does he live there? 
A :.... 
practice the dialogues. 
U6/147/CCDC/Pg.125 Listening Practice 2 
Listen to the dialogue (Tape Script 6.2) and 
fill in blanks with available answer in the 
box. 
Hidayat  : Hi salsa, where are you going? 
Salsa      : I am... (1) this book to the library. 
Hidayat...... 
Listening Practice 2 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of type (generic 
stucture) as a conversation then fill the blanks with 
available answer. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence.  
U6/148/CCDC/Pg.126 Activity 2 
Look at the Listening Practice 2 more. 
Answer the following question. 
1. What is Salsa going to do? 
2. Why can’t librarian serve the Student 
with the book loan? For how long? 
3. ...... 
Student activity 2 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text from “Listening Practice 2”. The 
activity is one of type (generic stucture) as a text. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence.  
U6/153/CCDC/Pg.129 Section 2 
Read the following story 
Trouble at the School Library 
On Tuesday, a trouble happend ....... boys of 
Class 3A. 
Section 2 is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
show the text about “Trouble at the School Library”. 
The activity is one of type (generic stucture) as a text. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U6/154/CCDC/Pg.130 Activity 1 
Answer the following question. 
1. What did the trouble happen at the library? 
2. What was the trouble? 
3. ..... 
Student activity 1 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Trouble at the School Library”. 
The activity is one of type (generic stucture) as a 
Functional stories. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
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U6/155/CCDC/Pg.130 Temporal Conjunctions 
These conjunctions relate clauses in terms of 
temporal conjunctions. ..... 
After lunch time, the police come 
....and finally, they saw the school yard in 
fornt of the library. 
Part of Activity 1 is the material of Student activity that 
explain about Temporal Conjunction. The activity is on 
of the sub-area of (cohesion). Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U6/156/CCDC/Pg.130 Activity 3 
Can you make your own sentence using the 
above temporal conjunction 
1............ 
2............ 
Student activity 3 is the main activity to ask the Student 
make their own sentence by using temporal 
conjunction. The activity is on of the sub-area of 
(cohesion).  Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence  
U6/160/CCDC/Pg.132 Activity 6 
Read the advertisement and answer the 
following question. 
SAMTUNG C5 FOR SALE 
Black 
Display 4” 
......... 
Question 
1. What is being advertised? 
2. .............. 
Student activity 6 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Samtung C5 For Sale”.  The 
activity is one of type (generic stucture)  as a 
Advertisement text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U6/161/CCDC/Pg.133 Activity 7 
Read the advertisement and answer the 
following question. 
PENGUIN ENGLISH COURSE (PEC) 
For teenagers 
Gatotkaca street 56 Solo. 
Student activity 7 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Penguin English Course (PEC)”.  
The activity is one of type (generic stucture)  as a 
Advertisement text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
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........ 
Question 
1. Where is the PEC located? 
2. ........ 
U6/164/CCDC/Pg.134 Creative Corner 
Make a Letter Holder 
Drawing, cutting, and pasting..... 
The things you need: 
.... 
Step: 
1. take a shoebox.... 
2. Draw out a fishing boat on the cardboard 
and cut it.. 
Picture 
........ 
Creative Corner is the activity to increase Student 
creativity. The activity is one of type (coherence) as a 
selection a unified spoken message of make Letter 
Holder. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U7/170/CCDC/Pg.149 Section 1 
Giving Comments to News 
Listen to your teacher and repeat. 
A : As nobody wanted to be his friends, Nono 
becomes a good boy now. 
B : yeah, It’s good. He does the best. 
........ 
Section 1 is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
create conversation in showing the expression of Telling 
Interesting News. The activity is the expressing purpose 
from sub-area of coherence area. Because of that the 
activity includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U7/172/CCDC/Pg.150 Listening Practice 1 
Listen to your teacher (Tape Script 7.1) and 
fill in the blank spaces. 
1. A : Ms Lely got angry to Ninik as she 
forgot doing her homework. 
B. Poor Ninik. She mustn’t have 
Listening Practice 1 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of type identify an oral 
discourse segment as a conversation then fill the blanks. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
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_________ late. 
2. ................. 
U7/175/CCDC/Pg.153 Listening Practice 2 
Listen to the dialogue (Tape Script 7.2) and 
fill in blanks with suitable answer available in 
the box. 
Keisha  : Melinda, do you know that.... (1) by 
Ms Yayuk? 
Melinda : .....(2) in the Biology test. 
Keisha   :................. 
Listening Practice 2 is the material to improve student 
listening skill. The activity is one of type identify an oral 
discourse segment as a conversation then fill the blanks 
with suitable answer. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U7/176/CCDC/Pg.154 Activity 2 
Look at the Listening Practice 2 more. 
Answer the following question. 
1. What are having the conversation? 
2. Who punished Adi? 
3. ........ 
Student activity 2 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text from “Listening Practice 2”. The 
activity is one of type identify an oral discourse segment 
as a text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U7/179/CCDC/Pg.156 Section 2 
Read the following story 
Dini the Heroine 
Dono and Dini are twins. Although Dono is 
the older..... The day marked a change for 
them all.  
Section 2 is the pre-activity that consists of material to 
show the text about “Dini the Heroine”. The activity is 
one of type identify an oral discourse segment as a text. 
Because of that the activity includes Communicative 
Competence focused in Discourse Competence. 
U7/180/CCDC/Pg.157 Activity 1 
Answer the following question. 
1. Who are the twins? 
2. Do both of them have the same built? 
3. ....... 
 
Student activity 1 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Dini the Heroine”. The activity is 
one of type identify an oral discourse segment as a 
Narrative text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
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U7/182/CCDC/Pg.158 Grammar Check 
To link the idea in the text, a speaker/write 
chooses connectors for a specific purpose. 
And, but, so, as, although, that, while, until, 
who, when 
Material of Grammar Check is the type of communicative 
competence  that focused in Linguistic Competence. The 
material is the conjuction from sub-area of cohesion area. 
Because it is show how to use conjuction or Connectors 
the two sentences. 
U7/189/CCDC/Pg.163 Activity 6 
Now answer the following question based on 
the story you have arranged. 
1. How many little rabbits are there? 
2. What did their mother tell them when they 
left home? 
3. ....... 
 
Student activity 6 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “Three Little Rabbits”. The activity 
is one of type identify an oral discourse segment as a 
Narrative text. Because of that the activity includes 
Communicative Competence focused in Discourse 
Competence. 
U7/190/CCDC/Pg.164 Get More 
Useful Time Phrases and Conjunctions 
Once upon a time, Before, One night, when, 
then, finally, next, the next day. 
Material of Get More is type of CC that focused in 
Linguistic Competence because the text of exercise 
consists of the cohesion type  Student take more material 
that consist of Time Phrases and Conjunctions.    
U7/194/CCDC/Pg.167 Activity 9 
Then, discuss the following questions with the 
friends in your group. 
Question 
1. What story is it? 
2. Who are the characters of the story? 
3. ...... 
 
Student activity 9 is the main activity to answer the 
question from text “The Woodman and His Children”. 
The activity is one of type identify an oral discourse 
segment as a Narrative text. Because of that the activity 
includes Communicative Competence focused in 
Discourse Competence. 
U7/200/CCLC/Pg.169 Grammar Summary 
Connectors 
Material of Grammar Summary is the type of 
communicative competence that focused in Linguistic 
Competence because it is show how to use the 
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grammatical inflection of Connectors in summary from 
the previous material. 
 
3. Communicative Competence of Sociocultural Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/009/CCSOC/Pg.08 Remember 
Be accustomed to different opinions in an 
issue. 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner. The model of material included Stylistic 
appropriateness on politeness strategies. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U1/012/CCSOC/Pg.15 Don’t Know yet? 
The Beatles is the most successful band in 
the world. They have sold more than one 
bilion recordings around the world. Until 
now, people from everywhere still hunt their 
recordings, especially, the original.. 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing knowledge in 
the participant’s effort (The Beatles). The model of 
material included Social Contextual Factors. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U1/022/CCSOC/Pg.16 Wise Words 
All the world is a stage. 
Everybody has his/her own role in this life. 
Wise Words is the material of showing sentence in 
background knowledge to make motivation. The model 
of material included Cultural Factors. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Sociocultural Competence. 
U2/037/CCSOC/Pg.25  Remember 
Giving direction is a simple way to help 
others 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner. The model of material included Stylistic 
appropriateness on politeness strategies. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
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U2/041/CCSOC/Pg.30 Activity 4 
Study the outline below. Then, write a report 
about ‘Library’ 
Definition: A building where things such as 
books, newspapers, videos, and music are 
kept for people to read use, or borrow. 
Type of Library 
1. Academic Libraries 
.... 
2. Public Libraries 
... 
3. School Libraries 
... 
4. Special Libraries 
.... 
Activity 4 is the main activity to study about “Library”. 
The model of material included Cultural factors on 
background knowledge. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Sociocultural Competence. 
U2/043/CCSOC/Pg.31 Remember 
In public place, you should have the 
tolerance towards other people. 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner (tolerance). The model of material included 
Stylistic appropriateness on politeness strategies. 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U2/049/CCSOC/Pg.35 Don’t Know yet? 
Cities in both Britain and the US are trying 
to reduce the number of cars coming into 
town each day....... for car-pool vehicles. 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (car-pool vehicles in 
Britain and US). The model of material included 
Cultural Factors. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U3/073/CCSOC/Pg.59 Don’t Know yet? 
Most people in Britain and the US now buy 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (buy their fresh food in 
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their fresh food in supermarkets rather than 
traditional markets...... and household goods 
Britain and US). The model of material included 
Cultural Factors. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U4/098/CCSOC/Pg.81 Remember 
Label is guide for you before using 
something 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge. The 
model of material included Stylistic appropriateness on 
politeness strategies. Because of that the material is based 
on Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U4/104/CCSOC/Pg.86 Don’t Know yet? 
Breakfast is the first meal of the day. The 
traditional full English breakfast served in 
many British hotels may include fruit 
juice.....on their way to work. 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (Breakfast in British 
hotels). The model of material included Cultural Factors. 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U4/106/CCSOC/Pg.86 Wise Words 
One man’s fault is another man’s lesson. 
Someone should learn from other people’s 
mistakes so he/she won’t do the same. 
Wise Words is the material of showing sentence in 
background knowledge to make motivation. The model 
of material included Cultural Factors. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Sociocultural Competence. 
U5/115/CCSOC/Pg.103 Remember 
Get yourself used in helping people. Ask for 
forgiveness if you can’t help others 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner (help and forgiveness). The model of material 
included Stylistic appropriateness on politeness 
strategies. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U5/124/CCSOC/Pg.107 Section 2 
Crickets 
Crickets are insect with interesting 
Section 2 is the main activity to study about “Crickets”. 
The model of material included Cultural factors on 
background knowledge. Because of that the material is 
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characteristic and behavior..... can be quite 
loud. 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Sociocultural Competence. 
U5/127/CCSOC/Pg.109 Making a Report 
Below ia an example of report. Read the 
text first. 
Fireflies 
Fireflies are just name. They are actually 
very cool insects...... the dance fails. 
Making a Report is the main activity to study about 
“Fireflies”. The model of material included Cultural 
factors on background knowledge. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Sociocultural Competence. 
U5/131/CCSOC/Pg.111 Activity 5 
Roses 
Roses are a perential flower shrub or vine 
the genus Rosa, within the family 
Rosaceous...... (Particularly in Southeast 
Asia) are evergreen or nearly so. 
Activity 5 is the main activity to study about “Roses”. 
The model of material included Cultural factors on 
background knowledge. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Sociocultural Competence. 
U5/136/CCSOC/Pg.116 Don’t Know yet? 
It is allowed copying books in Australia. 
They have copyright. For Australians, 
copying kill books. 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (Australians copyright). 
The model of material included Cultural Factors. 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U5/138/CCSOC/Pg.116 Wise Words 
Try not to become a man of success but 
rather try to become a man of value. 
Make yourself useful for other people 
Wise Words is the material of showing the sentence in 
background knowledge to make motivation. The model 
of material included Cultural Factors. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Sociocultural Competence. 
U6/149/CCSOC/Pg.126 Remember 
Giving clear reason is a good 
communication 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner (giving clear reason). The model of material 
included Stylistic appropriateness on politeness 
strategies. Because of that the material is based on 
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Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U6/166/CCSOC/Pg.136 Don’t Know yet? 
A big library in Australia provides users 
with reading rooms. They are small private 
rooms...... even for the whole office hours. 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (Australia’s library). The 
model of material included Cultural Factors. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Sociocultural Competence. 
U6/168/CCSOC/Pg.137 Wise Words 
Honesty is the best policy. 
Being honest is the best way to behave. 
Wise Words is the material of showing the sentence in 
background knowledge to make motivation (Be 
honest). The model of material included Cultural 
Factors. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U7/178/CCSOC/Pg.155 Remember 
Givin comment to news properly. Do not 
exaggerate. 
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner (giving comment properly). The model of 
material included Stylistic appropriateness on politeness 
strategies. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U7/196/CCSOC/Pg.168 Remember 
Narrative stories not only give us 
entertainment, but also much lesson of life.  
Remember is the material of showing knowledge in 
manner (take a lesson of life from stories). The model 
of material included Stylistic appropriateness on 
politeness strategies. Because of that the material is based 
on Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
U7/201/CCSOC/Pg.170 Don’t Know yet? 
Bullying happens everywhere. It happens at 
school in the United States; in Australia as 
Don’t Know yet is the material of showing background 
knowledge in cross cultural (Bullying case). The model 
of material included Cultural Factors. Because of that the 
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well as in our country...... this is a bad 
action. Don’t bully your friends. 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Sociocultural Competence. 
U7/202/CCSOC/Pg.170 Wise Words 
Hope for the best and prepare for the 
worst. 
We should hope for the best thing and 
anticipate the worst thing happening to us.  
Wise Words is the material of showing the sentence in 
background knowledge to make motivation (best hope 
and anticipate). The model of material included Cultural 
Factors. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Sociocultural 
Competence. 
 
4. Communicative Competence of Formulaic Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/003/CCFC/Pg.05 Check the Expression 
Asking for and Giving Opinions 
When we would like to know someone else 
opinion about something or someone or 
some action.......Have a look at the following 
example of interaction.  
Do you like them? 
We like all music genres. 
Asking for and Giving Opinion is the material of showing 
knowledge to speak everyday language using. The model 
of material included fixed phrases like “Do you like 
them” on routine type. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
U1/015/CCFC/Pg.10  Writing a Report Text 
A report text usually start with a definition 
of the thing being reported. Definition is 
followed by the classification. Then, the 
description of the whole....... 
General Classification  
Description (features, development, etc) 
Writing a Report text is the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about report text. The material 
is appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
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 
U1/021/CCFC/Pg.15 Game  
Choose one word from the box to answer 
each of the following humorous questions. 
The words printed in italic are the clue for 
you  
1. What is music that is dangerous for 
ships? 
2. What is music that has a certain color? 
3. ................. 
4. ................. 
5. .................. 
Soul, house music, blues, rock, country 
Game is the material of sequence of words or other 
meaning elements about other meaning. The questions 
are multiple words that having a single meaning. E.g. 
Dangerous for ship music  rock. The material is 
appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U2/029/CCFC/Pg.23 Listening Practice 2 
Check the picture, and then listen to the 
directions (Tape Script 2.2). To which 
destinations do the directions take you? 
Picture 
1. City Hall 
2. ...... 
3........ 
Listening Practice 2 the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about continuous direction on 
routine type.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U2/030/CCFC/Pg.24 Get More  
Here are some words related to road. 
Bypass  : a road that passes around a town 
or city.... 
Fyover  : a bridge that carries one road.... 
..... 
Get More is the material to show the knowledge of words 
or other meaning elements about another meaning. The 
questions are multiple words that having a single 
meaning. e.g. A road that passes around a town....  
bypass. The material is appropriate with lexical frames 
aspect. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
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Competence 
U2/033/CCFC/Pg.26 Check the Expression 
When you see something and you are 
amazed, you can you the following 
expression: 
What (a beautiful building) it is! 
What (a beautiful building)! 
How......... 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included fixed phrases like 
“What (a beautiful building) it is!” on routine type. 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U2/035/CCFC/Pg.26 Activity 3 
Work in pair. Take turns to show 
amazement based on the picture and words 
below. Try to use as many different 
expressions as possible. Check the example: 
e.g. 
Picture 
House- Beautiful 
Look at that house. 
What a beautiful house it is! 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about daily expression. The material type of routine in 
formulaic competence. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
U2/039/CCFC/Pg.29 Activity 2 
Find the meaning of the following words 
based on the Context on the passage. Then, 
write down in the table based on the group. 
Disease = illness, something wrong in 
human body 
Treatment= ............ 
Injured =................ 
Catregorize =................... 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of the material 
to show knowledge of words or other meaning elements 
about another meaning. The questions are multiple 
words that having a single meaning. E.g. illness, 
something wrong.....  Disease. The material is 
appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence 
U3/053/CCFC/Pg.44 Listening Practice 1  Listening Practice 1 the sequence material of words or 
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Check the picture below. Listen to the 
conversation (Tape Script 3.1)..... 
1. Step 2  --- Picture 
2. Step.... --- Picture 
3. Step.... --- Picture 
4. .............. 
other meaning elements about continuous instruction. 
The Student should fill the number of telling the 
instruction based on the conversation in tape script. The 
material is appropriate with routine aspect. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U3/057/CCFC/Pg.48 Listening Practice 2  
Check the picture below. Listen to the 
conversation (Tape Script 3.2) then give 
number to show the steps how to use a 
copying machine 
....... ----- Picture  
....... ----- Picture 
....... ----- Picture 
 
Listening Practice 2 the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about continuous procedure 
text. The Student should fill the number of telling the 
instruction based on the conversation in tape script and 
picture below. The material is appropriate with routine 
aspect. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U3/060/CCFC/Pg.49 Listening Practice 3 
Check the picture and the instruction below. 
Then, listen to the conversation (Tape Script 
3.3) then give number of the instructions in 
the order they are mentioned in the 
conversation.  
....... ----- Picture  
Choose a corner and cut the tape 
....... ----- Picture 
Pull the tape out 
....... ----- Picture 
Put it on the razor. 
Listening Practice 3 the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about continuous instruction. 
The Student should fill the number of telling the 
instruction based on the conversation in tape script, 
picture below, and instruction. The material is appropriate 
with routine aspect .Because of that the material is based 
on Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U3/063/CCFC/Pg.52 Section 2 Section 2 the continuous material of from previous 
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You have studied about spoken procedure/ 
instruction in the previous section. Now let’s 
continuous with the written one. 
How to Repair a Scratched CD 
What you need: 
...... 
Step: 
...... 
section about procedure/ instruction. The Student 
should studied the procedure about “How to Repair a 
Scratched CD” . The material is appropriate with lexical 
frames aspect. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U3/066/CCFC/Pg.53 Activity 3 
Number the following pictures based on the 
text of “How to Repair a Scratched CD”. 
Number 1 has been done for you. 
Picture  Picture Picture 
...........  ..........  ........... 
Picture  Picture Picture 
...........  .....1.....  ........... 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous instruction. The Student should fill the 
number of telling the instruction based on the text “How 
to Repair a Scratched CD” and picture. The material is 
appropriate with routine aspect. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Formulaic Competence. 
U3/068/CCFC/Pg.55 Activity 5 
Check the following picture. Then, write a 
procedure based on the picture. 
How to Make Your Guitar Shine 
Picture 
...... 
How to.................. 
What you need: 
................... 
Activity 5 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous instruction. The Student should fill 
the number of telling the instruction based on the picture 
“How to Make Your Guitar Shine” . The material is 
appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U4/078/CCFC/Pg.68 Check the Expression 
To ask about ingredients you need to cook, 
you can use the following expressions: 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression to ask 
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What ingredients do we need? 
What are the ingredients? 
.... 
To tell ingredients you say: 
The ingredients we need are.... 
.......... 
To aks the availability of ingredients you 
can say: 
Do we have any.....? 
....... 
ingredients in fixed phrases like “What ingredients do 
we need?” on routine type. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
U4/084/CCFC/Pg.73 Check the Expression 
Giving cooking procedures is basically 
similar to giving instruction. In the previous 
chapter, you have learnd some expression to 
give multi-step instruction. Here are some 
more other expression you can use: 
Squencing 
First, (you)......... 
Then, (you) ..... 
...... 
Starting out 
Before you begin, (you should...) 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression to ask 
gives multi-step instruction in fixed phrases like “First, 
(you).........” on routine type. Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
U4/085/CCFC/Pg.74 Listening Practice 2 
Check the picture below while listen to the 
conversation again (Tape Script 4.2). Then 
give number... 
Picture     Picture 
...........     ............ 
Listening Practice 2 the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about continuous the 
instruction. The Student should fill the number of telling 
the instruction based on the conversation in tape script 
and picture below. The material is appropriate with 
routine aspect Because of that the material is based on 
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Picture     Picture 
.....1......     ............ 
Picture     Picture 
...........     ............ 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U4/086/CCFC/Pg.75 Listening Practice 3 
Check the picture and the instruction below. 
Listen to the conversation (Tape Script 4.3). 
Number the picture in the correct order... 
Picture 
....... fill a deep pan about galf way with oil 
Picture 
...1... season the chicken wings. 
Picture 
..... Let the chicken marinate in the 
seasoning ...... 
Picture 
Listening Practice 3 the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about continuous instruction. 
The Student should fill the number of telling the 
instruction based on the conversation in tape script, 
picture below, and available instruction. The material is 
appropriate with routine aspect Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Formulaic Competence. 
U4/093/CCFC/Pg.79 Activity 2 
Fill in the table with information from the 
text above. 
What can we get?  Crispy wafer 
What ingredients?  
Flour 
What is it?  
........ 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous to take information. The Student 
should fill the table of telling the instruction based on the 
text “an original secret recipe”. The material is 
appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U5/109/CCFC/Pg.100 Check the Expression 
Some polite Expression in Offering and 
Asking for Help 
 Can I help you? 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression 
Offering and Asking for Help in fixed phrases like “Can 
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 May I help you? 
 ........... 
I help you?” on routine type. Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
U5/112/CCFC/Pg.102 Check the Expression 
Polite Expression to Apologize 
 I’m sorry they are not available now 
 I’ am afraid we can’t deliver it today 
 Please come back later 
 ....... 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression to 
Apologize in fixed phrases like “I’m sorry they are not 
available now” on routine type. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Formulaic Competence. 
U5/121/CCFC/Pg.106  Activity 4 
Have a look at the picture and the table 
below. Tell some facts about the cricket. 
Have a look at the examples. 
Picture of cricket an body’s name. 
Appearance: 
Female: with long ovipositor in rear 
Male and female:.......... 
Food...... 
Habitat/ Place to live..... 
...... 
e.g. Female crickets have long ovipositor in 
rear. 
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous to take information. The Student 
should make a sentence based on the text “Crickets”. 
The material is appropriate with lexical frames aspect. 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U5/130/CCFC/Pg.110 Activity 4 
Now write a report on ANTS based on the 
following guidance. 
Title : Ants 
General Classification: 
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous to take information. The Student 
should make a report based on the information “Ants”. 
The material is appropriate with lexical frames aspect. 
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 Social insects 
 Live in colonies 
 ..... 
Parts: 
...... 
Behaviors: 
..... 
 
ANTS 
Ants are social insects..... 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U5/132/CCFC/Pg.111  Activity 5 
Words  ..... 
Meaning  a stiff, sharp-pointed woody 
projection on the steam or other part of a 
plant 
Word  .... 
Meaning ..... 
Word  Rose 
Meaning  the main body or stalk of a 
plant or shrub 
Activity 5 is the main activity that consists of the material 
to show knowledge of words or other meaning elements 
about another meaning. The questions are multiple 
words that having a single meaning. E.g. “the main body 
or stalk of a plant or shrub  Rose”. The material is 
appropriate with lexical frames aspect. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence 
U6/141/CCFC/Pg.122 Check the Expression 
Telling interesting news 
 Someone broke the computer room 
 He stole five computer 
 ...... 
Interjections for interesting news 
 Oh my God! He broken the computer 
room? What did he do there? 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression 
Interjections for interesting news in fixed phrases like 
“Oh my God!” on routine type. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
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 Oh dear! How could he take them? 
 Great!...... 
U6/143/CCFC/Pg.123 Check the Expression 
Telling Surprise and Asking a Motive 
Give information 
The library is closed today 
Someone stole five computers from the 
library. 
..... 
Express surprise and Asking a Motive 
Oh, is it? Why 
Oh, did he? 
Oh, weren’t they? How could it be? 
.... 
Say something else 
Because a trouble happened at the room. 
Yes, he came in through the window. 
...... 
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression 
surprise and asking a motive in fixed phrases like “Oh, 
is it? Why; Oh, did he” on routine type. Because of that 
the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U6/162/CCFC/Pg.133 Let’s Do More 
Make a simple advertisement and post it on 
your school’s wall magazine. The thing 
being advertised can be: 
- Watch for sale 
- Book/ novels for sale 
- Shoes for sale 
- ..... 
OR 
- Extra lesson 
Les’s Do More is the post-activity that consists of the 
sequence material of words or other meaning elements 
about continuous to make advertisement. The Student 
should advertise based on the information “watch for 
sale or extra lesson”. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
(lexical frames) 
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- Outdoor activity 
- Phone/watch/radio repair 
U7/171/CCFC/Pg.150 Check the Expression 
4. Giving comments to good news 
It’s good that she got score seeing that 
she studied hard last semester 
She must have studied hard for this 
lesson 
..... 
5. Congratulating 
Good news 
Guess what? I won a badminton 
championship 
...... 
Congratulating  
That’s great! Congratulation 
....  
6. Giving comments to bad news 
This lesson must have been very hard for 
her. 
Poor Janet. She mustn’t have done 
that...............  
Checking the Expression is the material of showing 
knowledge (expression) to speak everyday language 
using. The model of material included expression Giving 
comments to good news, Congratulating, and Giving 
comments to bad news. The expression show in fixed 
phrases like “That’s great! Congratulation” on routine 
type. Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U7/173/CCFC/Pg.152 Activity 1 
What are they commenting? Match the 
picture in the next page with the appropriate 
dialogue. 
1. Nana : Guess what? 
Sani   : Yes, what? 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of about continuous the dialog. The 
Student should fill the number of commenting dialog 
based on the match picture. Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
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..... 
2. Zainal  :..... 
Nyoman :...... 
 
U7/177/CCFC/Pg.155 Activity 3 
Based on the dialogue in Listening Practice 
2, put the following pictures into the good 
order to know what happened to Adi. 
Picture   Picture  Picture 
...........   ...1......   ........... 
Picture   Picture  Picture 
...........   ...........   ........... 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material of about continuous picture into good 
order. The Student should fill the number of telling the 
dialog illustration. Because of that the material is based 
on Communicative Competence focused in Formulaic 
Competence. 
U7/184/CCFC/Pg.159 A narrative story is composed of the 
following parts: 
 Orientation: introduction the 
character..... 
 Complication: telling an arising crisis..... 
 Resolution: telling that the crisis is 
resolved.... 
 Evaluation: evaluating a doing.... 
Writing a Report text is the sequence material of words or 
other meaning elements about narrative text. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Formulaic Competence. 
U7/188/CCFC/Pg.162 Activity 5 
The following is another story, but the 
paragraphs are jumbled. Match the pictures 
and the paragraph so that you have a story 
of Three Little Rabbits. 
Picture  Picture  Picture 
Picture  Picture  Picture 
Picture  Picture  Picture 
Activity 5 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material about continuous picture into good 
order. The Student should arrange the picture based on 
the text “Three Little Rabbits”. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Formulaic Competence. 
D 
....
. 
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The first little rabbit built.... (A) 
Not by the hair of my chinny ....(B) 
....... 
U7/192/CCFC/Pg.164 Activity 8 
Now make your own sentence using time 
phrase above. 
Write a story based on the following picture 
in your own words. 
The Woodcutter and the Golden Axe. 
Picture  Picture  Picture 
Picture  Picture  Picture 
Activity 8 is the main activity that consists of the 
sequence material. The Student should make a sentence 
using time phrase based on the picture “The Woodcutter 
and the Golden Axe”.  Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Formulaic Competence. 
 
5. Communicative Competence of Interactional Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/001/CCIC/Pg.5 Activity 1 
Now, tell your friends about the classification 
of musical instruments...... 
1. What kinds of musical instruments fo you 
know? 
.......... 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of 
interpersonal communication. The Student should tell to 
their friends about “classification musical instruments”. 
The activity is the type of actional competence.  Because 
of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Interactional Competence. 
U1/004/CCIC/Pg.6 Activity 2 
Now find the expressions in interview 
between Anto and the radio announcer. Who 
uses what expression to whom? Fill in the 
table below..... 
Expressions ....do you like them? 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of 
interpersonal communication. The Student should find the 
expression in interview “Anto and the radio 
announcer”. The activity is the type of actional 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
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Who says? ....announcer 
To whom? ....Anto... 
Competence. 
U1/007/CCIC/Pg.8 Listening Practice 6 
You will hear some question (Tape Script 
1.6) Respond to each with your opinion. 
Opinion: 
1. I think she is wonderful. 
2. ....... 
Listening Practice 6 is the listening activity that consists 
of information exchanges. The Student should tell their 
“opinion”. The activity is the type of actional 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U1/008/CCIC/Pg.8 Activity 4 
Make three statements showing your opinions 
about your favorite music group or singer, 
and then ask your friend opinion about group 
or the singer. 
You : I think Afgan is adorable. What do you 
think of him? 
Your Friend : to me he is very lovely.  
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of expression 
of opinions and feeling. The Student should tell to their 
opinion and ask their friend opinion about “favorite 
music group or singer”. The activity is the type of 
actional competence.  Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U2/028/CCIC/Pg.21 Check the Expression 
Expression for asking direction: 
Can you tell me the way to the (nearest)....? 
Do you know to get to the...? 
......... 
Check the expression is the pre- activity that consists of 
“expression of asking direction”. The activity is the 
type of actional competence.  Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U2/031/CCIC/Pg.25 Activity 1 
Make a map to show public facilities in your 
area. Then tell your friends how in get there. 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of 
interpersonal communication. The Student should tell to 
their friends about “Map of public facilities”. The 
activity is the type of actional competence.  Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Interactional Competence. 
U2/042/CCIC/Pg.31 Let’s Do More Let’s Do More is the post-activity that consists of 
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Have a personal excursion to public facility of 
your city. Write the direction to get the 
facility from the sport you start. Tell the 
direction to the class. 
interpersonal exchanges. The Student should tell to their 
friends about “public facilities”. The activity is the type 
of actional competence.  Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U3/054/CCIC/Pg.46 Working in Group 
Make a group of two. Make a dialogue based 
on the picture with your partner check the 
example. 
e.g. 
How to Turn Off the Conputer 
Your partner : Could you show me how to 
turn off the computer? 
You : Sure,..... 
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
conversation described. The Student should make the 
dialogue about “How to Turn Off the Conputer”. The 
activity is the type of conversational competence.  
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Interactional Competence. 
U3/059/CCIC/Pg.50 Activity 3 
Find another tool that needs more than two 
steps to use. Then, explain how to use it to 
your friend. 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of 
conversation described. The Student should make the 
dialogue about “How to use it to your friend”. The 
activity is the type of conversational competence.  
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Interactional Competence. 
U3/062/CCIC/Pg.52 Working in Group 
Make a group of two. With your partner, 
make a dialogue about the procedure of how 
to use the pencil sharpener......Practice it in 
front of the class.  
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
information exchanges. The Student should make the 
dialogue about “How to Use the Pencil Sharpener”. The 
activity is the type of conversational competence.  
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Interactional Competence. 
U3/067/CCIC/Pg.54 Activity 4 
Work in pair. Read the procedure of how to 
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of “procedure 
of how to polish shoes using banana”. The activity is 
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polish shoes using banana...... the type of actional competence.  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Interactional Competence. 
U3/071/CCIC/Pg.57 
 
Fun Time 
Make a group three. Give two instructions on 
how to do something. Ask your friends in 
your group guess what are you talking about. 
Use the following model.  
Fun Time is the post-activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should guess what their friends 
talking about “use the following model”. The activity is 
the type of Non-verbal/paralinguistic competence (body 
language).  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U4/079/CCIC/Pg.69 Check the Expression To tell the availability 
of ingredients you say: 
We have some..... 
Check the Expression to tell (information) is the post-
activity that consists of information exchanges. The 
activity is the type of actional competence.   
U4/081/CCIC/Pg.71 Activity 1 
Check the following recipe. Then, complete 
the conversations based on the ingredients on 
recipe. Practice the conversation with a 
partner. 
Donut 
....... 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should make the dialogue about 
“How to make donut”. The activity is the type of 
conversational competence.  Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U4/082/CCIC/Pg.72 Activity 2 
Find a recipe of your favorite snack. Make a 
copy of the recipe, and then stick it on the 
space. Make a conversation with a partner 
about ingredients on the recipe.  
A Recipe of My Favorite Snack. 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should make the conversation 
about “Recipe of Favorite Snack”. The activity is the 
type of conversational competence.  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Interactional Competence. 
U4/087/CCIC/Pg.76 Activity 3 
Tell your friend sitting next to you the steps 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of 
interpersonal communication. The Student should tell to 
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of how to make fried chicken wing based on 
the right answer on Listening Practice 3. 
their friends about “Fried Chicken”. The activity is the 
type of actional competence.  Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U4/088/CCIC/Pg.76 Working in Group 
Work in pairs. With your partner, make a 
dialogue about the procedures of how to make 
Streamed Egg with Spring Onion.... Practice 
in front of the class 
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
information exchanges. The Student should make the 
dialogue about “How to make Streamed Egg with 
Spring Onion”. The activity is the type of conversational 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U4/091/CCIC/Pg.78 Remember 
Try to make a simple food and share with 
your family or friends. It will make sense of 
togetherness. 
Remember is the post-activity that consists of the material 
of expression feelings “Togetherness”. The activity is 
the type of Non-verbal/paralinguistic competence on 
haptic behaviour (touching).   Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U4/097/CCIC/Pg.81 Let’s Do More 
Hi buddy! Go Shopping in a group of 3 or 4. 
Go to the nearst mall in your city..... make a 
report and tell it to your class.  
Let’s Do More is the post-activity that consists of the 
material of information exchanges “shopping”. The 
activity is the type of actional competence. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Interactional Competence. 
U5/111/CCIC/Pg.101 Activity 1 
What are they transacting? Practice these 
dialogues with your partner. Then, match the 
picture with the appropriate dialogues. 
1. A: Can i help you? 
B: Yes, i need pencil and sharpener 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should practice from the dialogue 
“Dialogue and match the picture”. The activity is the 
type of conversational competence.  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Interactional Competence. 
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A: Here they are 
.... 
2. ......... 
U5/114/CCIC/Pg.103 Working in Group  
Work with a partner. Use the information in 
the following table to have other transactions.  
1. What needed  you need twenty copies 
for lab manual 
Problem the shop assistant cannot finish 
the job in one day 
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
information exchanges. The Student should use 
“transactions”. The activity is the type of conversational 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U6/144/CCIC/Pg.124 Activity 1 
Practice a short conversation with a partner. 
Express your surprise and choose something 
else to say. 
Give information  someone came in the 
library room last night 
Express surprise or ask the motive  Oh, did 
he get through the window? 
Say something elseH 
............. 
Activity 1 is the main activity that consists of expression 
of surprise or ask motive. The Student should practice to 
make the expression “Oh, did he get through the 
window?, oh.....”. The activity is the type of actional 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U6/146/CCIC/Pg.125 Working in Group 
Make a dialogue like the following format 
You : say that you like playing football 
Your partner : Express your surprise and 
interest 
You :....... 
Your partner :...... 
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
expression of surprise or ask motive. The Student should 
make a dialogue. The activity is the type of actional 
competence.  Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U6/163/CCIC/Pg.134 Fun Time Fun Time  is the post-activity that consists of information 
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Fun time 
Body Language 
1. Work with a partner. Imagine that you 
don’t speak the same language and have to 
communicate non-verbally (without 
speaking). ‘Tell’ each other about an 
experience that you had when you were a 
child with your BODY LANGUAGE . 
REMEMBER NOT SPEAK! 
2. When you have finished, tell the rest of the 
class what you understood. Where they are 
misunderstanding? 
exchanges. The Student should guess what their friends 
talking about “personal experience” without speaking. 
The activity is the type of Non-verbal/paralinguistic 
competence (body language).  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Interactional Competence. 
U7/175/CCIC/Pg.153 Working in Group 
Find a partner. Take in turn to tell personal 
news and give comments to the news. Look at 
the example. 
Example:  
My father bought me a new bike 
Ooh... lucky you. 
Working in group is the post-activity that consists of 
information exchanges. The Student should tell personal 
news and give comments. The activity is the type of 
conversational competence.  Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
U7/193/CCIC/Pg.166 Activity 9 
Work in groups of three. Arrange the 
following paragraphs to make a good 
narrative by giving number in the box. 
Number one has been done for you.  
The Woodman and His Children 
Activity 9 is the main activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student should make the good narrative 
“The Woodman and His Children”. The activity is the 
type of conversational competence.  Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Interactional Competence. 
U7/195/CCIC/Pg.168 Let’s Do More 
Hi friends! Organize a story telling contest 
for your school. Invite representatives from 
Let’s Do More is the post-activity that consists of the 
material of interactional problem “Organize a story 
telling contest”. Because of that the material is based on 
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each class to participate in the contest. Ask 
you’re English to become the juries. 
Communicative Competence focused in Interactional 
Competence. 
U7/199/CCIC/Pg.169 Game 
Getting a Full Story 
The game can be played by groups of five to 
ten. The objective of the game is to make a 
story in each group. 
How to play the game: 
1. One player say: I’ve been reading a very 
interesting story. 
2. ............. 
Game is the post-activity that consists of information 
exchanges. The Student in group should tell the 
interesting story. The activity is the type of 
conversational competence.  Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Interactional Competence. 
 
6. Communicative Competence of Strategic Competence 
Number of Data Data Context 
U1/011/CCSC/Pg.9 Activity 1 
Getting Information from the text 
The following chart contains the information 
about rock music as mentioned in the text in 
Activity 1 
Definition  Rock music is a style of ...... 
Place of origin  America and Europe....... 
Getting information is the pre-activity that consists of the 
material of recognizes information “Rock music”. 
The activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U1/014/CCSC/Pg.10 Activity 3 
Fill in the following chart with the 
information about dangdut music as 
mentioned in the text in Activity 2 
Definition ..... 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizess information “Dangdut Music”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
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Place of origin .... 
Features ..... 
Development ...... 
Connection with other music styles ........ 
Competence. 
U1/016/CCSC/Pg.11 Activity 4 
Now, it’s time to practice writing report about 
your favorite music or other topics.....follow 
the grid below as the guidance if you choose 
the topic of music. 
General Classification .... 
Description ...... 
Activity 4 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizess information “Favorite Music”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U1/017/CCSC/Pg.12 Get More 
Report of Descriptive 
Some people confuse the term ‘report’ 
here with the one like in ‘progress report’ 
or ‘annual report’ or likes....... 
1. Report texts describe something in 
general...... 
2. The linguistic feature of a report text is 
also similar to one of description. ...... 
Get More is the post- activity that consists of the material 
of repair communication breakdowns “Report of 
Descriptive”. The activity is the strategiesof 
approximation (achievement) Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Strategic Competence. 
U1/024/CCSC/Pg.16 Compact Dictionary 
Absolutely : pasti 
Brass instrument : alat music tiup 
Default : dianggap umum 
Definitely : pati 
..... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U1/025/CCSC/Pg.16 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “Ask and give 
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New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements.... 
opinion” . The activity is the strategies to involve 
comprehension and confirmation checks (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U2/034/CCSC/Pg.26 Listening Practice 3 
Listen to the conversation between Rudi and 
Nina (Tape Script 2.3). Put a tick (√) on what 
Rudi and Nina are amazed at. 
Library Building 
Huge .... 
Clean .... 
Beautiful..... 
Tidy .... 
Statue in front of the library...... 
Listening Practice 3 is the main-activity that consists of 
material reflection from the tape script 2.3 “Rudi and 
Nina are amazed at” . The activity is the strategies to 
involve comprehension and confirmation checks 
(interacting) Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U2/040/CCSC/Pg.30 Activity 3 
Complete the following summary of the text 
of ‘Hospital’ 
I. Definition of hospital: 
II. Type of hospital 
a. Explanations of service and 
facilities..... 
b. Special hospital... 
Activity 3 is the main-activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information“Hospital”. The activity is to 
help the classification of information (interacting). 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U2/050/CCSC/Pg.35 Compact Dictionary 
Chemist : toko obat/apotek 
Grocery store : toko kelontong 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
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Handicapped : cacat 
Issue : menerbitkan 
..... 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U2/051/CCSC/Pg.35 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “Ask and give 
directions” . The activity is the strategies to involve 
comprehension and confirmation checks (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U3/074/CCSC/Pg.59 Compact Dictionary 
Buff : mengkilakan  
Clamp : apitan 
Insert  : menyelipkan 
Lining : lapisan 
....... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U3/075/CCSC/Pg.60 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “give two-step 
instructions” . The activity is the strategies to involve 
comprehension and confirmation checks (interacting). 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U4/080/CCSC/Pg.69 Listening Practice 1 Listening Practice 1 is the main-activity that consists of 
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Check the picture below. Then, listen to the 
conversation (Tape Script 4.1) and tick (√) 
the right picture.... 
Onion 
Picture (3 onions) 
Picture (2 onions)  (√) 
Egg 
..... 
material reflection from the tape script 4.1 “Amount of 
things” . The activity is the strategies to involve 
comprehension and confirmation checks (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U4/095/CCSC/Pg.80 Activity 4 
Learn the structure of the following food and 
drink labels. 
Food Label 
Tell the quality of the product:...... 
Tell the ingredients:....... 
Drink Label 
Tell the quality of the product :...... 
Tell the ingredients :....... 
Activity 4 is the main-activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Food and Drink Label”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U4/094/CCSC/Pg.81 Activity 5 
Write a label of your own food/drink product. 
Give a product a name... 
Name of Product : ZANGO WAFER 
Tell the quality of the product :...... 
Tell the ingredients :....... 
Activity 5 is the main-activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Food/Drink Products”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U4/101/CCSC/Pg.83 Fun Time 
Fun Time  
Complete the puzzle to create a word 
1. Made from milk, usually added to bread. 
2. we use it for drinking, taking a bath... 
Fun Time  is the post-activity that consists of how to learn 
more about the language and words in the context 
“Puzzle”. The activity is strategy to approximation 
(achievement). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
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3. Fats make you strong and give you.... 
4. ......... 
Competence. 
U4/105/CCSC/Pg.86 Compact Dictionary 
bake : membakar (roti) 
barbecue : memanggang (daging) 
batch  : sejumlah 
boil : merebus 
....... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U4/107/CCSC/Pg.87 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “ask and tell 
about ingredients” . The activity is the strategies to 
involve comprehension and confirmation checks 
(interacting) Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U5/116/CCSC/Pg.103 Let’s Do More 
Organize a school bazaar for the end of this 
semester. Invite everybody to sell anything..... 
Transaction must be performed in English! 
Let’s Do More is the post-activity that consists of the 
material of strategies to involve seeking out native 
speakers to practice with (sosial) about  “transaction 
must be performed in English”. Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Strategic Competence.  
U5/128/CCSC/Pg.109 Activity 3 
Can you put the text entitled ‘Cricket’ (page 
107) into the formal of a report. Put the 
contents into the parts. 
Cricket  
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Cricket”. The activity is to 
help the classification of information (interacting). 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
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General classification...... 
Description on part..... 
Description on behavior...... 
U5/133/CCSC/Pg.112 Fun Time 
Fun Time 
What’s the Animal? 
Write the name of the animals based on the 
picture on page 111. What is number 8? 
Draw a picture... 
Puzzle 
Picture  
Fun Time is the post-activity that consists of how to learn 
more about the language and words in the context of 
puzzle “Animal”. The activity is strategy to involve 
meaning negotiation (achievement). Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Strategic Competence. 
U5/137/CCSC/Pg.116 Compact Dictionary 
abdomen : perut 
apologize : mohon maaf 
bulb  : bentuk bola 
chirp : mengerik 
....... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U5/139/CCSC/Pg.116 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “express polite 
expressions in a transaction” . The activity is the 
strategies to involve comprehension and confirmation 
checks (interacting) Because of that the material is based 
on Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U6/151/CCSC/Pg.127 Get More 
Changing subject or Object in Report speech 
Get More is the post- activity that consists of the material 
of using phrases that allow for self repair “subject or 
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In report speech, sometimes the subject and 
object changes.... 
Adam says, ‘I can do the test well’ 
Adam says that he can do the test well. 
object”. The activity is to self-monitoring. Because of 
that the material is based on Communicative Competence 
focused in Strategic Competence. 
U6/158/CCSC/Pg.131 Get More 
Pay attention to the sentences taken from 
paragraph 2 of the story in Activity 1 
“Trouble at the School Library” 
....... 
Get More is the post- activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Trouble at the School 
Library”. The activity is to help the classification of 
information (interacting). Because of that the material is 
based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Strategic Competence. 
U6/167/CCSC/Pg.136 Compact Dictionary 
clue : petunjuk 
cooperation : kerja sama 
crash  : tabrakan 
horrified : ketakutan 
....... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U6/169/CCSC/Pg.137 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
..... 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “tell interesting 
news, express surprise and interest, construct 
reported” . The activity is the strategies to involve 
comprehension and confirmation checks (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U7/181/CCSC/Pg.157 Activity 2 
Without reading the text above, put the 
following jumbled paragraphs into the good 
Activity 2 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Dini the Heroine”. The 
activity is the strategies to involve comprehension and 
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order. 
Paragraph 1  Dono and Dini are twins. 
Although Dono is the older brother and Dini 
is the younger... 
........  Dono brought the glasses over and 
gave them.... 
.......  Someone..... 
confirmation checks (interacting) Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Strategic Competence. 
U7/185/CCSC/Pg.159 Activity 3 
Can you put the story of Dini above into its 
format? 
Tittle : Dini the Heroine 
Orentation :........... 
Complication :............. 
Resolution :................... 
Evaluatin: ..................... 
Activity 3 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Dini the Heroine”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U7/191/CCSC/Pg.164 Activity 7 
Find an example of the following time 
phrases and conjunctions in the text of 
‘Three Little Rabbits’. 
1. Once upon a time  once upon a time, 
there were three little rabbits..... 
2. Before........ 
Activity 7 is the main activity that consists of the material 
of recognizes information “Three Little Rabbits”. The 
activity is to help the classification of information 
(interacting). Because of that the material is based on 
Communicative Competence focused in Strategic 
Competence. 
U7/197/CCSC/Pg.168 Fun Time 
Fun Time 
Let’s Chant! 
A chant is a rhythmic group recitation. It is 
also like a poem so that we can interpret the 
words just  as.....  
Fun Time is the post-  activity that consists of the material 
of interpret the words. The activity is the strategies of 
approximation (achievement) Because of that the material 
is based on Communicative Competence focused in 
Strategic Competence. 
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U7/198/CCSC/Pg.170 Compact Dictionary 
approach : mendekati 
benefical : menguntungkan  
bully : mengintimidasi 
cancel : menunda 
....... 
Compact dictionary is the collection of vocabulary and 
those meaning in Bahasa (translation). The activity is the 
strategies to involve meaning negotiation (interacting) 
Because of that the material is based on Communicative 
Competence focused in Strategic Competence. 
U7/203/CCSC/Pg.171 Reflection 
1. This unit gives me (put a tick): 
New experiences; 
Useful learning experiences; 
2. The most interesting part in this unit 
is....... 
3. I want to study more about...... 
4. Give a tick to the statements...... 
Reflection is the post-activity that consists of material 
reflection from the previous materials “give comments, 
tell a story, read and understand stories”. The activity 
is the strategies to involve comprehension and 
confirmation checks (interacting) Because of that the 
material is based on Communicative Competence focused 
in Strategic Competence. 
 
 
